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FOREWORD 

This  report describes work accomplished  in the program,  "Mixed- 
Flow Augmentor^tabl I ity Investigation'1, conducted under USAF Contract 

^i3^5-70-C-|6§S,  Pj^ect 3.066K Task.i066Q5^_-The work was accomplished 
in  the period  from 30 JuneJSiyO to 3| December 1971   by Northern Research 
and  Engineering Corporation;   tfie experimentaT~päTt""öf the program was 
conducted  in-house by  the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory under the 
direction of Mr.  R,  E.  Henderson, TBC.    The  report was submitted on 31 
December  1971. 

The program was sponsored by the Air Force Aero Propulsion Labora- 
tory,  Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.    Lt.  Michael   G.  Johnson, 
TBC, Turbine Engine Division,  was the Project Engineer.    The program was 
Initiated with FY  1970 Aero Propulsion Laboratory Director's  Funds. 

Publication of this report does not constitute Air Force approval 
of the report's findings or conclusions. It is published only for the 
exchange and  stimulation of  ideas. 

Ernest C.  Simpson 
Director,  Turbine Engine Division 
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ABSTRACT 

An analytical and experimental investigation was conducted of combus- 
tion instability in a TF-30-P1 augmentor. A sustained oscillation was 
observed with a fuel zone combination which does not occur during normal 
engine operation. On cold days oscillation amplitudes above 35 per cent 
(peak-to-mean) were observed, but on hot days the amplitudes dropped below 
10 per cent.  NREC's previously developed combustion instability model 
correctly predicted an instability with the same frequency as that ob- 
served. Once the individual zones of combustion of the TF-30-PI augmentor 
were modelled properly, the analysis correctly indicated the fuel zone com- 
bination during which the oscillation becomes most severe.  The analytical 
model also correctly predicted the trends which were observed when engine 
geometry was modified, when AVGAS replaced JP-^t, and when the engine inlet 
temperature was low.  But to correlate predicted and observed amplitude 
levels, a stabilizing turbulent mixing effect had to be hypothesized to 
supplement the droplet vaporization effects which excite the instability. 
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CHAPTER   I 

INTRODUCTION 

BACKGROUND 

NREC,   under contract  to the USAF Aero Propulsion Laboratory,   first 
studied combustion   instability   in aircraft engine augmentors as  part of a 
more general   issue:    what unsteady flow phenomena,   intrinsic to turbojet and 
turbofan components,   tend to  initiate engine surges?    Combustion  instability 
appears as a sustained  pressure oscillation   in augmentors;   physically  it   is 
an  acoustic  resonance driven  by a small   fraction of energy   from the heat   re- 
lease process.    Acoustically  treated   liners have conventionally been used  to 
suppress such oscillations  to   levels below those causing mechanical   damage 
to  the tailpipe.      In  the case of  turbofans  the oscillations  can  impinge on 
the  fan,   thus  potentially  leading to a  fan/compressor surge margin  smaller 
than  that of  the   fan/compressor  tested without   the  augmentor.    NREC approached 
the  problem of analytically modelling combustion   instability with several 
questions   in mind: 

1. What  factors  contribute  to  increasing  the  amplitude of  the sustained 
osciI let ions? 

2. Is   suppression   from  liners  sufficient   to  eliminate   the need   for   in- 
tegrated   fan-augmentor  design? 

3. Are  there  circumstances   in which  combustion   instability   is  masked 
in   ground   testing,   only  to emerge   in  some extreme   flight condition? 

The goal   was  not  simply  to develop an analytical   model   providing  in- 
sights   into  these questions.     The   long-range  goal  was   the  more ambitious 
one of an analytical   tool  which  permits more effective elimination or con- 
trol   of augmentor   instability  as a mechanism which   limits   the flight en- 
velope of aircraft engines. 

The approach  taken   to modelling combustion   instability  began with a 
thorough  review of  the  analytical   and experimental   research   in   liquid 
rocket engine   instability   (Reference  1).     Based  on  this   review,  an analyti- 
cal   model  was  formulated which  satisfied   three engineering  requirements: 

1. The model   was  mathematically simple enough   to be   tractable,   but 
not  so simple as  to preclude development   toward  greater detail. 

2. The model,   at   least   in  principle,   recognized all   effects   thought 
to  be pertinent   to augmentor  instability;   but all   parameters were 
strictly  physically   interpretable. 

3. The model   formally predicted sustained oscillation amplitudes,   so 
that  the practical  questions of  residual   oscillation amplitudes 
and of  instabilities  requiring  large   initial   disturbances could 
be examined. 

I 



The model was  formally developed   in the first year of NREC's effort,  and 
a  computer program producing numerical   results was written   in  the second 
year   (References  2 and 3).    A  summary of  the model   is  given   in Appendix 
VIM   below. 

A parametric study of  two conventional   turbojet afterburners was  the 
final   step  in NREC's   initial   study of auqmentor   instability.     The  results 
of  the study   (reported   in References 2,  3,  and k)   confirmed  the qualitative 
validity of  the analytical   model   in  that  trends  predicted were consistent 
with  trends observed.    The parametric study had  the  further  benefit of   in- 
dicating which among  the model   parameters  tended  to have  the most dramatic 
effects on  the predicted  oscillation amplitudes.     The chief   limitations of 
this  parametric study stemmed   first  from the   limited   instability   informa- 
tion avai lable  for  the   two afterburners and  second   from the  somewhat dated 
straight  turbojet afterburner designs.     In  particular,   no data were avail- 
able  on oscillation amplitudes   in either afterburner,   not  to mention data 
on  the  trends  the  instability displayed with des i gn variations (other  than 
perforated   liners).     Equally   restrictive was  the   failure of   the parametric 
study  to consider augmented  turbofan configurations which are  typical   of 
current aircraft designs.     Given   these shortcomings  of  the  scope of  the 
original   parametric  study,   it was only  logical   to  recommend  a  joint experi- 
mental   and analytical   study of a mixed-flow augmentor  configuration   like 
that  of  the TF-30,   the only augmented  turbofan engine  currently operational 
in   the USAF.     The spirit   in which   this  study was   undertaken was very much 
a  continuation of that of  the original   parametric  study:     having formulated 
a  model,   the  first   thing  to do  before making   it  more complicated   is   to es- 
tablish  its essential   consistency with the facts. 

Very little augmentor  combustion   instability experience  has   found   its 
way   into the   literature  since acoustic  liners were discovered   to be an 
adequate fix against mechanical   failures.    As a  result,   the  original   para- 
metric evaluation of  the model  was necessarily  limited  to gross qualitative 
trends.    The current analytical   study of the TF-30 was   initially suggested 
to parallel  an experimental   program conducted by NASA-Lewis on the TF-30- 
P3 engine.    Unfortunately  no sustained  instabilities were successfully 
initiated   in  the NASA  tests.     In  the meantime the Aero  Propulsion Laboratory 
initiated  tests on a TF-30-PI,   the original  engine of  the F-IIIA.    The en- 
gine  tested at APL did exhibit clear  instabilities so that data correlation 
with analytical   predictions  became possible. 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

NREC's  combustion   instability analysis   is   in  two  steps:     an acoustics 
analysis of  the augmentor duct defines  three-dimensional   resonant mode 
shapes   (Program HLMHLT);   the energy supplied  to and  extracted   from these 
modes  by the heat  release  process,   by the  through-flow,  and  by screech 
liners   is  then calculated   (Program REFINE).    The  sei f-sustaining ampli- 
tude   is finally determined when  the energy  supplied  to and extracted  from 
an acoustic mode   is   in equilibrium.    The distribution of the  resonant acous- 
tic wave  in the augmentor duct   is  physically altered  by  the unsteady heat 
release,   by  the  through-flow,   and   by absorption at   the   liners.     The NREC 



analysis does not currently  take   into consideration  the  fact  that  the natu- 
ral  acoustic mode becomes distorted.    The analysis   instead assumes  that 
the purely acoustic mode shape  is  an acceptable approximation  to the un- 
stable mode shape.     In principle,   the analysis can  be extended  to allow 
tor higher order approximations of  the unstable mode shape,   but  this 
added  complexity has yet  to be justified.    Other simplifications   in the 
analysis,  both  in  the acoustics and   in the  instability parts,  may well 
merit critical  attention. 

THE ACOUSTICS ANALYSIS 

The acoustics analysis   requires  a  rather   idealized   representation of 
augmentor ducts.     The analysis   recognizes  only purely annular and  cylindrical 
ducts.     The duct   is d.vided   into  two chambers  by a  flame-front.      In each 
chamber  the sonic velocity   is  uniform,   but a  step change   in  sonic  velocity 
at  the  flame-front   is accounted  for.     Thus  schematically HLMHLT can  recog- 
nize only  the following model   of an  augmentor: 

_  Flame-Front 

Upstream 
Boundary 

Flow 

Nozzle 
Assembly 

ITus^wl6!the spec,■a, case in which the inner radius ^ ^ - 

HLMHI?  ^f^r*6^'™ augmentor does not   lend   itself   readily   to the 
HLMHLT   restrictions.     Using  the same   reasoning which   led   to a  two-chamber 
mode    of  conventional  afterburners,   a  mixed-ffow augmentor woud appear  to 



The  turbine and  fan discharge  streams   (Chambers   I  and 3   in  the sketch)  have 
quite disparate sonic velocities;  the  two combustion chambers can have 
marked differences when  the augmentor   is operating with most of the  fuel 
being  injected   into the fan or  the turbine stream. 

The  first basic question addressed   in the TF-30 augmentor analysis 
concerns  the proper acoustics  analysis  of mixed-flow ducts.     Four alterna- 
tives  suggest  themselves: 

I.     Model   the mixed-flow afterburner as a conventional   cylindrical 
afterburner with an  unusual   upstream boundary  located at  the tur- 
bine di scharge: 

^ 7^ 
Upstream Boundary 
of Augmentor 

< 

< 

< 

i 

< 

< 

& 

The sonic velocities assumed   in Chambers  I  and  2  represent averages 
of  the core and  fan  streams.     The upstream boundary admittance 
represents an average of the open fan duct and of  the turbine choked 
nozzles. 

2.     Model   the mixed-flow afterburner as a conventional   ductburner with 
an  unusual   inner   boundary: 
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The  fan stream  is  simply  isolated  from the core  stream except for 
the boundary admittance  ratio  representing the   inner boundary of 
the  idealized ductburner. 

3. Treat the core augmentor as a  cylindrical  afterburner and   the fan 
augmentor as an annular ductburner,  and match  the  solutions along 
the common   interface between  the two streams.    This approach  is 
not practical  with  the current  Programs HLMHLT and REFINE  since 
the cost of a single  solution will   increase  by about a  factor of 

4. Write a new acoustics  analysis  computer program which  is capable 
or   treating a  four-chamber augmentor duct. 

not'IT'^/Ir  ,aM   tWO alternati^  represent a major effort and  hence are 
not warranted  until   results  from  the current analysis   indicate a  need  for 

cid. ^h rment^    ^  first,basic ^«tion of the present  study was  to de- 
result sform?: H  fr,(0r "^   0f   ^   firSt  tw° a'ternati ves   provide adequate 
if ?h V  I ™*ed-flow augmentors.     To put   the matter differently,   the   issue 
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THE   COMBUSTION ANALYSIS 

While all   of  the parameters   used   in  the steady and  unsteadv heat   rt - 
lease analyses are.   strictly speaking,   physically   identifiaMe    prec se 
numenca    values  for some of  the  parameters  remain  unclear.      M  the earlier 
parametric  study  (cf.   Reference 3)   estimated   input values     or   these mo e 
elusive parameters were used,   but  the  lack of da'ta on  the   instabM it"s   in 

deat v^hat"?: Z*^ ^ ^^''^ or  refinement of   these estimate 
nut   III        * "eeded   in order  to  gain a  clearer understanding of   the   in- 
C n ,S a "mpar,son between Predicted and observed osci flation amol i- 
tudes  over a  continuous   range of augmentor operating conditions      While 
such  a comparison between analysis and  experiment   is  unlikely    o  resö ve all 

which r  Pe:h
tainin9 t0  the  combustion model   input,   it wilt a't   lea"    d^nt    y 

search      ^us   th,nPUt  P
H

arreterS   reqUire  the m0St attention   in   f^ure   re-      ' search      Thus   the second  basic question   in  the study of  the TF-30 concerns 

metric :tr:dvnao;0th:T;n?nUt  ra,UeS.for   ^ heat  ^lea'se parameters.     A "pa L 
metric study  of  the TF-30.   in  conjunction with a  test  program makinq cor- 
responding changes to the engine,   should   indicate what   input  vatues are 
needed  to correlate analytical  and experimental   trends. 

A   review of NREC's  earlier  parametric study will   quickly   indicate 
model   parameters  for which no clear-cut   rules are establish^  fZtli     !   .• 
values   (see Appendix VIM).    The most  Uor^nr^th^'arfinSicateS^el^ 

1.       T..the mean  time  required  for  combustion,   is  known  to depend on 
chemical   kinetic,   turbulent mixing, and  fuel  droplet evaporation 

^ JrM I"?•",'■mS:    T,?e niean  time  is a,s° known  to decrease 
as oscillation amplitudes   increase.    The  relative contributions of 



the various mechanisms and  their  individual   variation with oscil- 
lation amplitude  is  not so clear.    Moreover,   ^   is a  scalar quan- 
tity,   representing an  "average" combustion  time across  the normal 
flow area,     in  the case of a mixed-flow augmentor  the combustion 
processes   in  the  fan and core streams can  be sufficiently distinct 
that choosing a  value  for   r   is problematic. 

2. Coefficients   ( C,   and   Cb)   which  relate oscillations   in   the  time 
required   for combustion  to oscillations   in  pressure and  velocity 
again depend on chemical   kinetic,   turbulent mixing,  and  fuel 
droplet evaporation and burning mechanisms.    The  comments  made 
above on   r   are equally pertinent here. 

3. The  radial   variation  of  the mean energy content  of   the  fluid   (E  ) 
at  the flameholder  plane obviously depends  on  the   fuel   injection 
system and on  the  flow pattern  between  the   injectors and   the  flame- 
holders.     The unsteady  heat   release distribution   is  sensitive  to 
variations  of   E   ,   but without   test data   it   remains  unclear  how to 
define   E   ,   given only  the  fuel   flow  rates   in each   injector spray 
ring. 

k.     Fluctuations   in  the  energy content of  the  fluid at   the   flameholder 
plane   (E')   are  caused   by  pressure and velocity  fluctuations  at  the 
injectors and   in  the   region  between  the   injectors  and   the   flame- 
holders.    The  amount of  fuel  which  is  vaporized  upon  injection and 
the  fluctuations   in   the   radial   distribution of  the   fuel-air  ratio 
are difficult  to define. 

5. The combustion   instability analysis  treats   the  flameholder assembly 
only   in a  highly   idealized  fashion:    a  single plane   is   identified 
as  the flame-front,  downstream of which the heat  release  rate de- 
cays exponentially along the   length of  the augmentor.     Provision 
is made for acoustic energy  loss across  the  flameholders,   but this 
option was   ignored   in  the earlier parametric studies.    Given a com- 
plicated  flameholder  assembly,   the question of where  to define  the 
flame-front   in  the combustion   instability analyses   remains  open  to 
debate. 

6. The parametric study of   the  two conventional   afterburners   indicated 
some potentially dramatic effects of  the acoustically  treated* 
liners.     In one afterburner the residual  oscillation amplitude 
after suppression was   predicted   to be above 8 per  cent;   in   the 
other afterburner the   liner tended  to mask one unstable mode 
by   increasing the  threshold   level   needed  to   initiate   it withoyt 
reducing the  resulting  sustained amplitude.     While   these   results 
are  potentially of  great engineering  interest,   they  remain  con- 
jectural  pending supportive experimental  evidence.     Thus  the sup- 
pression effectiveness  of   the   liners   remains a  topic  requiring 
further attention. 

All   of these parameters  require  further  investigation   in conjunction with 
more   thorough experimental   data. 



THE  EFFECTS  OF   INLET DISTORTION 

The previous parametric study of two conventional  afterburners   indi- 
cated  that circumferential   variations of  the fuel  distribution   in an axl- 
symmetric flow field had minor effects on  the self-sustaining amplitudes 
of unstable modes.    For a  first  tangential  mode only a  1   per  rev type  fuel 
distortion will  have any consequence.    The effects of a steady  circumfer- 
ential   flow distortion transmitted  from the   inlet  into the augmentor by 
the  fan were not  investigated.     Since steady  inlet distortion   is a neces- 
sary by-product of flight maneuvers  of many airplanes   (e.g.,   F-111A),   the 
sensitivity of augmentor   instability  to non-axisymmetric  flow  fields   is 
an   issue  requiring attention.     The  third  basic question of  the  current TF- 
30 study concerns  the effects  of engine   inlet distortion.     Unfortunately, 
the  failure  to obtain combustion   instability data with   inlet distortion 
ultimately eliminated  this question  from the  study.     Data  could   not  be  ob- 
tained  because of  repeated engine  surges encountered when attempting aug- 
mentation with distortion screens  placed   in  the  inlet. 

THE  DEVELOPMENT OF TEST EXPERIENCE 

While  the aircraft engine companies  have doubtlessly  gained  much ex- 
perience   in experimental  determination of  combustion   instability   in aug- 
mentors,   very   little   information of   recent  origin   is available   in  the 
literature.      In particular,   test experience   in which oscillation  amplitudes 
are monitored   over a continuous   range of augmentor operation  has   simply 
not  been described   in  the  literature.    Thus   the fourth basic question of 
the TF-30 study concerns  the effective generation and analysis  of augmentor 
instability amplitude data.     This  question dominated   the Aero  Propulsion 
Laboratory's  effort  in  the program. 

SUMMARY OF   PROGRAM OBJECTIVES 

The study  of combustion   instability   in   the TF-30 augmentor   represented 
a direct,   logical   extension of NREC's earlier study of  two conventional 
turbojet afterburners.     The current  program differed  sallently   from the 
former on two counts:     first,   the augmentor studied  is  of  recent design  and 
from a  turbofan engine;  second,  an experimental   program paralleled  the 
analytical   study.    The objectives of  the current study were as   follows: 

1. Establish the most effective use of NREC's analytical model for 
evaluating combustion instability amplitudes in mixed-flow aug- 
mentors. 

2. Develop  improved  procedures  for calculating values of  the parameters 
used   in  the combustion   instability  model   by conducting a  parametric 
study and correlating the analytical   results with experimental   data. 

3. Use  the model   to determine  the effects of engine  inlet distortion 
on  combustion   instability. 



^4.     Establish engine  test and data  reduction procedures  for obtaining 
combustion  instability amplitude data  to be used   in conjunction 
with NREC's analytical   model. 

Only  the  third objective was abandoned as a  consequence of  repeated engine 
surges whenever   testing the augmentor with engine   inlet distortion. 

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION 

TEST  PROGRAM 

A TF-30-PI   was  tested   in-house  by  the Aero Propulsion Laboratory.     A 
test  matrix   involving ten engine test "configurations" was developed   by 
allowing  for  the   following variations: 

1. Alternate  screech   liners. 

2. Alternate  flameholders. 

3. AVGAS as  well  as  JP-4   fuel. 

4. Engine   inlet with and without distortion screens. 

High   response pressure oscillation data were obtained   for most  of   these  test 
"configurations" with a variety of   fuel   zones   in operation   (including  fuel 
zone combinations which do not  occur   in normal   engine operation).     The high 
response data was   put  through a  spectral   density analysis   to   identify  the 
principal   frequencies   in  the sustained  oscillations.     Climatic conditions 
over  the  period  of  the engine  testing  happened   to  introduce an additional 
parameter which  proved unusually salient,   namely engine  inlet   temperature. 

ANALYTICAL   PROGRAM 

The analytical   study was divided   into  three basic  tasks,   each  of 
which was   further   subdivided   into an   initial   analysis  subtask and a  corre- 
lation with experimental  data  subtask.     The   three  tasks were as   follows: 

Task   I: Mixed-Flow Augmentor Analysis 

Task   II:       Evaluation of Model   Parameters 

Task   III:     Evaluation of   Inlet  Distortion  Effects 

The  third   task was  eliminated  from the  program because of  the   inability to 
obtain   relevant  test data. 

The   first  task  involved a  thorough analysis of  the combustion   in- 
stability  characteristics of  the nominal  design of  the TF-30 augmentor. 



Ten acoustic modes were examined at five different augmentor  fuel  zone op- 
erating conditions.     The complete analysis was  conducted using both a 
cylindrical   afterburner and an annular ductburner model  of  the mixed-flow 
configuration.    The objective of the task was  to   identify how NREC's  com- 
bustion  instability analysis should  be adapted  to mixed-flow  lugmentors. 
Correlation of analytically predicted with observed oscillation  frequencies 
and amplitudes provided  the basis  for meeting this objective. 

The second  task  involved a parametric examination of  the TF-30 augmen- 
tor.     Variations considered  included  the  flameholder design,   the screech 
liner,   the   fuel   used,   the augmentor   inlet   temperature,  and  the   fuel   flow 
rate and distribution.    Attention   in  the parametric study centered on  those 
acoustic modes  found   to be most significant during Task   I.     The objective 
of the second  task was  to clarify the numerical   values of  the parameters 
m  the NREC  model.     Again correlation of analytical   and experimental   oscil- 
lation amplitudes  provided  the basis  for  evaluating how the parameters   in 
the model   are best   treated. 

CONTENTS OF  THE REPORT 

The  remainder of  the main body of  the  technical   report consists  of 
three major   chapters.     Chapter   III   describes  the TF-30 test  program and 
the augmentor   instability results;   Chapter   IV describes  the basic ana- 
lytical   study of the augmentor   (Task   I   above);   Chapter V describes   the 
parametric  study of   the augmentor.     The main  body  ends with a chapter 
summarizing  conclusions and  recommendations  from  the study. 

The  report  includes  ten appendices.     The  first five provide details 
on  the TF-30-PI,   its  augmentor components,   and  the modelling of   its 
geometry,   through-flow,  and combustion.     The sixth and seventh appendices 
give background on  the   instrumentation and data   reduction  used   in  the   test 
program.     The eighth appendix   reviews NREC's   instability model,  with   par- 
ticular attention  given to unsteady combustion   inputs.    The  ninth appendix 
describes modifications and corrections   to Programs HLMHLT and REFINE     and 
the tenth appendix  provides up-to-date   listings  of  the Fortran  source'decks 
or  the  two  programs. 



CHAPTER   II 

SUMMARY 

This   report describes an experimental   program,   conducted  by  the USAF 
Aero Propulsion  Laboratory,   and an analytical   program,   conducted  by Northern 
Research and Engineering Corporation,  on  the combustion   instability charac- 
teristics  of mixed-flow augmentors,   using  the TF-30-PI   as a  test vehicle. 
The  study   is a   logical   outgrowth of  previous APL-sponsored,  NREC studies   of 
analytical   models  of augmentor   instability. 

The  TF-30-PI  was   tested at APL.     Its  augmentor was   instrumented with 
high  response Kistler  transducers   to monitor  pressure oscillations  at   the 
liner.     Several   configuration changes were   tested,   including a  blocked 
screech   liner,   an alternate  flameholder,   some  blocked   fuel   zones    and an 
alternate   fuel. 

The  test  program  revealed a clear  oscillation  at   roughly 385 Hz     but 
the oscillation   reaches   significant amplitudes  only when operating with  a 
combination of   fuel   zones   that does  not occur during normal   engine  operation. 
Variations  of   the screech   liner and   the  flameholder  had negligible effects 
on  the oscillation.     Changing  from JP-k  to AVGAS  practically eliminated   it 
Variations  of  engine   inlet   temperature had   the most  dramatic effect:    when 
testing on war,n  summer  days,   oscillation  amplitudes   remained   below   10 per 
cent   (peak-to-mean);   on  a  cold  spring day   the  amplitude was measured   to  be 
37 per cent. 

The  analytical   effort   included   first,   an  analysis  of   the  nominal   aug- 
mentor   to determine  how mixed-flow configurations  are  best approximated 
within NREC's   previously  developed   instability model;   and  second,   a   para- 
metric  study of  engine design variations   to evaluate  procedures   for  cal- 
culating some of   the more elusive model   parameters.      In each part of  the 
study NREC's  combustion   instability model   was  used   to  predict  oscillation 
frequencies  and   amplitudes,   and   these  predictions  were   then  correlated 
with   test  data   in  order   to  refine   the model    input  values. 

The  basic  analysis   of   the augmentor  correctly   indicated   its   first 
tangential   mode   to  be  strongly  unstable,   with  a   frequency  between 370 
and 400Hz.     The   initially predicted amplitude   level   was   in excess  of 
25  per cent   for  warm day  conditions.     With  proper modelling of  the  steady 
combustion  characteristics of the  five-zone  augmentor,   the analysis  cor- 
rectly   identified   the  fuel   zone combination during which the oscillation 
is most  severe.     The  good  correlation of  predictions with data authorized 
the conclusion   that  the observed   instability   is driven  by droplet vaporiza- 
tion and  burning mechanisms   in  the  fan  stream. 

The  parametric study correctly predicted   the negligible effects  of   the 
liner and   flameholder modifications,   as well   as   the elimination of  the   in- 
stability when AVGAS   is   substituted  for JP-4.     The   trend  toward more  severe 
instability  on cold days was also qualitatively  predicted.     However     to 
correlate  the predicted  and  the observed amplitude differences on warm and 

II 
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CHAPTER   III 

TF-30-P1 AUGMENTOR TESTS 

The analytical  study of mixed-flow augmentor  instability, described 
in Chapters   IV and V, was  supported with  test data  provided under an Air 
Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory  (AFAPL)   in-house  test program.    The test 
vehicle was a TF-30-P1  augmented turbofan engine,  employing a mixed-flow 
type augmentor.     A description of the engine   is  given  in Appendix  I.    The 
specific engine tested had operated for 219 hours  prior to this program, 
in which almost 80 additional  hours were accumulated.    The engine had 
flown  in an F-l11A aircraft. 

The  test program had some specific objectives  to be satisfied   in sup- 
port of the analytical   program.    First,  a crucial  achievement was  to es- 
tablish a  repeatable,  sustained oscillation  in the augmentor.    Second, 
data were needed on how the sustained oscillation amplitude varies with 
different engine modifications  (particularly  fuel   type,  screech  liner,  and 
flameholder variations).    Third, data were needed on how engine  inlet dis- 
tortion affected  the  instability characteristics of  the augmentor,   if at 
all.    The  test program had  the additional   objective of putting into the 
literature a description of the type of augmentor  test procedures and   in- 
strumentation needed  in support of NREC's analytical  model. 

The  present  chapter describes the basic results of the test program 
and offers  general  observations made during the test program relative  to 
engine stability,   performance,  and  general   operating characteristics. 
Some additional  details on the engine test configurations can be  found   in 
Appendices   I   through V,  and  the  instrumentation and data  reduction are 
described   in detail   in Appendices VI  and VII,   respectively. 

ENGINE TEST CELL   INSTALLATION 

The  test engine was  Installed  in Test Stand "C" at the AFAPL.    This 
stand  is a  ground  level  "U-type" stand.    Air enters a  large  inlet plenum 
chamber  room through the ceiling at one end of the cell.    The engine was 
mounted on a 40,000 pound  thrust stand at  the center of this  room,   the 
exhaust of which was directed   into a   large water cooled ejector.     Behind 
the ejector was an acoustically treated exhaust plenum which directed  the 
cooled gases  through the  roof at the opposite end of the cell,   thus the 
U-type airflow path.    A schematic of this  test cell   is shown  in Figure  1. 
No airflow preconditioning was made  in this  test cell. 

In addition  to various steady-state  instrumentation which provided 
detailed  information on engine operation,   the augmentor was   instrumented 
with six high  response,  Kistler Model  603L  transducers which monitored 
the oscillatory component of  the pressure at the outer diameter of the 
augmentor.    The six high  response transducers were  located as follows: 

I.    Channels   1,  3,  and 7 were located approximately  in the plane of 
the vee-gutter flameholder at  roughly 0,  90,  and  135 degrees 
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around  the circumference  (in fact,  at  14,   103,  and 1^6 degrees). 

2.     Channels  2,  k,  and 8 were  located approximately 19  inches down- 
stream of  the  first set,   in the same circumferential  positions 
respectively;   this axial  position coincides with the downstream 
end of  the  perforated screech  liner. 

These channel   designations are used below  in describing the data  obtained. 

Several   times during the  test program,   recirculation of the  test cell 
exhaust  gases  occurred.    This phenomena   is  not uncommon with U-type  test 
cells when  the  prevailing winds pass across  the cell   from exhaust  to   inlet. 
Of course,  a condition such as  this could  not  be tolerated during a  record 
run.    Re-ingestion of exhaust products  resulted  in wide  fluctuations   in 
engine performance and critical  operating parameters.     Recirculation could 
be easily monitored  through  the engine   inlet  temperature sensors which 
showed broad  temperature excursions   (as much as 30-40 deg F) during exhaust 
gas  ingestion.     When this condition was observed,   the test was  terminated. 

TEST PLAN 

A detailed  test plan was established at  the start of  the program defin- 
ing the matrix of augmentor test configurations and operating conditions  to 
be examined during the  program.    A principal   objective of  this   in-housa  pro- 
gram was  to establish at   least one controlled  unstable operating condition 
within  the augmentor and document  its oscillatory activity using high  response 
Kistler  pressure  instrumentation.    The various  test configurations and opera- 
ting conditions defined   in the  test plan  (Table   I)  were  identified as  poten- 
tial approaches  to establishing this  unstable condition.    The TF-30-P1   engine, 
although  found  to be sensitive at certain operating conditions,   had a  very 
stable afterburner system.    The basic changes made to this augmentor   in an 
attempt  to alter   its stability  included: 

1. Blocking 70 per cent of the conventional  screech  liner damping holes 
to eliminate or  significantly  reduce   its damping characteristics. 

2. Substituting a modified  flameholder assembly  for the conventional 
assembly. 

3. Altering the  fuel  distribution characteristics of the augmentor 
fuel   injection  system. 

h.     Imposing flow distortion at the engine  inlet  using distorti 
screens. 

on 

5.     Substituting Aviation Gasoline   (AVGAS)   for the conventional   jet 
fuel— JP-4. 

The  test plan matrix  (Table  I)  distinguishes among ten engine  test 
configurations   in which  the following distinctions dominate: 



1. Tests 1 and 6 correspond to the nominal engine (with Test I using 
a blocked screech liner). 

2. Tests 7 and 8 employed a modified flameholder. 

3. Tests 9 and 10 used AVGAS. 

k.     Tests 2, 3, b,   and 5 employed circumferential distortion screens 
at the inlet of the engine. 

The TF-30-P1 augmentor has five fuel injection zones, numbered in the se- 
quence in which they become activated. Zones 1 and 5 are in the core 
stream, zones 3 and k  are in the fan stream, and zone 2 employs a combined 
aerodynamic flameholder and premixed fue1-air-jet-Injector near the outer 
diameter of the fan stream.  Augmentor oscillation data were taken with two 
standard and four extraordinary fuel zone combinations: 

1. Z^t:  all zones operating except zone 5 in the core stream. 

2. Z5:  max augmentation (all zones). 

3. Z6:  all zones except zone 2 at the outer diameter. 

k.     17:     zone I in the core stream and zone 3 in the fan stream. 

5. Z8MIN:  zones I and 3 and minimal fuel from zone k   in the fan 
stream. 

6. ZBMAX:  zones I and 3 and maximal fuel from zone k  in the fan 
stream. 

The details of   the  fuel   zone combinations and  the   injector  positions can 
be  found   in Appendix V.     The   fuel   zone combinations other   than Zk and Z5 
do not occur during normal   engine operation.     In   the  present  study they 
have  the effect  of  producing  some  unusual   radial   fuel   distributions. 

Because  the  test  program extended from the  spring to  the summer of 
1971,   an additional   test  variable emerged  as a   result of  changing climatic 
conditions,  namely engine   inlet  temperature.     Some of  the most  striking 
augmentor   instability   results were obtained   in  cold day   tests   in  the early 
part of  the test  program.     Subsequent attempts   to  repeat   these  tests at 
the end of the  test  program could not be carried  through as a  result of an 
engine  failure. 

ESTABLISHING AN AUGMENTOR   INSTABILITY 

Most of the configuration changes identified above had little effect 
on the stability of the augmentor. However, during a fuel redistribution 
test an audible screech was identified. First observation was made while 
examining the fuel   zone condition Z8MAX.    This condition   initiated a 400 Hz 
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oscillation which was audible within  the control   room and caused an  Increase 
in  the  level  of  turbine vibration  from 1.2  to 2.8 mils.    This condition was 
subsequently verified  by the high  response pressure  instrumentation  installed 
in  the afterburner case  (see Appendix VI).     Further substantiation was  pro- 
vided  by high  speed  film taken with a Fastax camera   installed  in  the exhaust 
ejector viewing   into   the afterburner through the engine exhaust nozzle. 

The unstable operating condition described above was a  controlled con- 
dition  in that   it did  not achieve catastrophic proportions   (often a  result 
of  severe combustion   instability)  and could  be  repeated at any  time.     Thus, 
a   full  detailed analysis of  this  instability could  be accomplished. 

A  typical   oscillograph   trace of the pressure oscillation during  the 
audible   instability   is  shown   in Figure  2.     This   record  corresponds  to  the 
nominal   engine   (Test  6)   at  the Z8MAX   fuel   condition;   the data   is  taken 
from Channel   k.     A  power spectral   density analysis  of  this  oscillation   re- 
veals   (see Figure 3)   a  prominent spike at   roughly 370 Hz,   and a   lesser  spike 
at   roughly  190 Hz.     For   simplicity these  two prominent components of  the 
oscillation will   henceforth  be   referred  to as   the  kOO Hz and   the  200 Hz  com- 
ponents,   respectively.     The  power spectral   density analysis   indicates  no 
other  frequencies with   large activity below 5000 Hz.     In   terms of peak-to- 
mean  pressure oscillation amplitudes,   the kOO Hz  component of Figure 3   rep- 
resents almost   7 per  cent.     By way of contrast.   Figure k shows a   PSD plot 
of  the  same channel   in   the  same engine  test,   but  for   the Z5   fuel   condition 
(full   augmentation)   at which  no audible   instability occurred.     Spikes  just 
below 400 Hz and  200 Hz are still   the distinguishable  features of  the   PSD 
analysis,   but  the   lower  frequency component   is  now more prominent  than   the 
higher  frequency.     In   terms  of   peak-to-mean amplitudes  the 400 Hz component 
of Figure k  is  at   ] ,kk per cent,  while the  200 Hz  component   is at  2.67  per 
cent.     These  two peaks appear consistently  throughout  the   PSD analysis  of  the 
high  response  test data.     Only   the 400 Hz  component   reaches   large amplitudes, 
and   these occur  only   in  the Z8MAX   fuel   condition. 

EFFECTS OF ALTERNATE  CONFIGURATIONS 

Several  afterburner  configurations were examined during  the  tests. 
However,   only one   repeatable unstable condition was   identified   regardless 
of configuration  tested--  the  400 Hz   instability at  condition Z8MAX. 

The screech   liner,   blocked  or standard,   had  no effect  on   initiating or 
damping the oscillation.    The  standard TF-30-P1   screech  liner,   however,  was 
not  tuned  for a   screech  condition of 400 Hz and,   therefore,   was  virtually 
ineffective as a damping device  for  this  condition. 

Flameholder configuration  seemed to have  little or no effect on the 
400 Hz condition. 

Substituting AVGAS  for JP-4 fuel  appeared  to have some effect on aug- 
mentor stability.    The 400 Hz   response was still   present with AVGAS at  the 
Z8MAX  condition,   but  the amplitudes were consistently  low  In  spite of the 
audibility of the oscillation. 



Flow distortion effects could not be examined due to high sensitis/ity 
of   the  test engine  to   imposed  distortion. 

Only fuel  distribution changes seemed  to have a dramatic effect on 
7RmSnt0; "n1^St!on  stability.     At Z8MAX.   the  instability was  strong;  at 
Z8MIN and 25  the   mstabi 1 i ty ceased,  amplitude  levels   returning to  low, 
virtually negligible  values. 

INLET TEMPERATURE EFFECTS 

The stability  test  program was conducted over a  period  of six months 
from early spr.ng to   late summer.     Consequently,   a  spread   in  engine   inlet 
temperature from a   low of  25 degrees F  to a  high of  85 degrees  F was ob- 
served      This   temperature spread  appeared  to have  some   influence on  the 
amplitude of  the oscillatory   instability described  above.     When  the ^00 Hz 
activity was  first observed,   inlet  temperature  to  the engine was 35 degrees F 
resulting  in an audible   response.     However,   later   in   the  test  program at 
higher   inlet  temperatures  the amplitude  level   of  the kOO Hz  oscillation de- 
creased.     This  phenomenon was  consistent throughout   the program-  the cooler 
the  engine   inlet   temperature  the higher  the pressure amplitude.     In  fact 
during a period of engine calibration  testing when   the  test  cell   temperature 
dropped  tc approximately  25 degrees F,   the  instability became of sufficient 
magnitude to contribute  to.   if not directly cause,  a  failure of a  fuel   injec- 
tor   ring splash-plate and of an exhaust nozzle actuator pressure  line      Sub- 
sequent analysis of  the  failed   parts  showed a  vibration  fatigue  failure pos- 
sibly caused by  the   instability.     The  failure occurred during an extended 
afterburning run at Z8MAX   (approximately  15 minutes  duration).     Oscillatory 
overpressures during this   run  could have been of  sufficient magnitude to 
overstress  these parts.     Furthermore,   the engine manufacturer.   Pratt and 
Whitney Aircraft,   indicated  that   the  flameholder and   fuel   injector  hardware 
have a natural   response  at approximately 400 Hz and.   therefore,  warned  that 
in  !v!Un   0.  th"?  Parts

u
cou'd   result.     The  flameholder,   however,   remained 

in  excellent condition   throughout   the program. 

fh«  7fiL9yUre 5,d;sp,ays  a   P°"er  spectral   density analysis of channel   7 during 
the  Z8MAX  condition on a   relatively cold day of testing  (engine   inlet  tem- 
perature was 35 degrees  F).     The  spike at 385 Hz   is   substantiatly more 
prominent  than  that shown   In Figure 3-     In  terms of  the peak-to-mean  pressure 
oscillation amplitude,   the value   Indicated  for 385 Hz   Is 37.4 per cent.     On 
this   same day significantly  greater activity was observed even at  the Zk con- 

r^cörHJ   TH  J'I   /? a  SUStainfd  Peak-to-mean amplitude of 9 per cent was 
in ChapL J    eta"ed dlscuss,on of the  inlet  temperature effect can be found 

SUMMARY OF OBSERVED AMPLITUDES 

From the point of  view of NREC's augmentor  instability analysis    the 
preferred  form of  the pressure oscillation test data   is   that of peak-to- 
mean  amplitude:  pV p   .     The  results of  the various  power spectral  density 
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analyses,  which   indicate  the RMS value of the oscillatory pressure compo- 
nent,  have been  reduced  to peak-to-mean form.    Tables   II   through VII  show 
the  peak-to-mean amplitudes   (as  percentages)   for  the ^00 Hz  oscillation   in 
the various test configurations and  fuel  zone combinations.     Tables VIM 
through XIII  give  the corresponding results  for the  200 Hz oscillation. 
In  some  test configurations  the M)0 Hz oscillation appeared  as a double 
peak  in  the  PSD  plots,   but  the data  shown  in  the  tables  represents  the 
highest amplitude  value within kOO Hz I50 Hz.     Blanks   in the  tables  repre- 
sent  failures  to obtain data,   usually because of   improperly  functioning 
charge amplifiers   (see Appendix VI).    The data  tabulated has   guided  the 
analytical  efforts of  the program. 

THE  400 HZ  COMPONENT 

Some  basic  trends   in  the  tabulated data deserve comment.     The 400 Hz 
oscillation consistently  shows a  marked   increase   in amplitude as maximum 
fuei   flow   in zone k   is   reached   in  the Z8 condition.     Amplitude   levels are 
rather   low,  with    no  distinctive  patterns   in all   other  fuel   zone combina- 
tions.     Even   in Z8MIN   the amplitude of  the kOO Hz  component  does  not differ 
markedly  from  its  value without  any augmentation.     It  should   be noted  that 
even without augmentation   the  PSD  plots   indicate a  concentration of activity 
in  the 400 Hz area,   so   that  the Z0 amplitudes   in  the   tables  do not   represent 
pure noise.    The  conclusion,   then,   is   that specificalIy with   the Z8MAX   fuel 
combination an   intermediate   level   instability  becomes  sustained   in  the TF- 
30-Pl   augmentor.     The   instability   is  considered   intermediate  or moderate   in 
severity  because   in  general   the amplitude  levels observed   remained  below  10 
per  cent.     The prominent  exception,   of course,  was   the 37 per  cent   level   ob- 
served  on a cold day-- an  amplitude   level  which   is  severe.     The  second con- 
clusion,   then,   is   that  the moderate   instability   in   the Z8MAX   condition  be- 
comes  severe when   the engine   inlet  temperature   is   low. 

Comparing amplitude   levels   from channel   to channel   indicates  that  the 
400 Hz oscillation  has  a  dominent   tangential  component  since   the circum- 
ferential   variation   in  each   instrumentation  plane   is marked.     Whether  the 
oscillation has a  significant   longitudinal   component   remains   unclear  from 
the   tabulated data.     Since  the  highest amplitude point moves  circumferen- 
tial I y  from the flameholder  plane   to the plane at  the  end of   the  screech 
liner,   the oscillation appears   to  be winding  like a  cork-screw along the 
length of  the augmentor.     The Fastax movies of  the   instability   indicate a 
sloshing mode with  primary oscillation activity at  the outer diameter,   as 
is  characteristic of a   tangential   mode.     The movies  also  indicate  that  the 
oscillation   is a   first   tangential   in   that only  two hot  spots,   I80 degrees 
apart,   stand out alternately. 

Changing the  flameholder and   the  screech   liner-- at   least   in  hot day 
testing-- produced  no distinctive  trends   in  the 400 Hz  oscillation charac- 
teristics.     The only marked  peak continued  to occur  at Z8MAX,   and  the   level 
remained moderate.     Switching  to AVGAS  fuel,   however,   caused   the oscilla- 
tion   level   to drop   in all   fuel   zone combinations   (see Tests  9 and   10  in 
Tables   II   through VII).     The  relative  prominence of   the Z8MAX   condition 
also diminished.     Still,   the  PSD  plots  show a clear  spike   in   the 400 Hz 
range even with AVGAS. 
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THE   200 HZ  COMPONENT 

The  200 Hz oscillation persists over a broad  range of augmentor op- 
erating conditions,   but never exhibits markedly significant amplitude 
levels.     None of the  fuel   zone combinations-- not even Z8MAX— have marked 
effects  on   the 200 Hz amplitude.    The maximum observed amplitude of 5.35 
per cent  happens to occur   in  the  lightly augmented Z7 condition.     This os- 
cillation   is more prominent  than  the kOO Hz  resonance during zero augmenta- 
tion,  so  that  it might be driven by some energy source other  than  the aug- 
mentor heat  release process. 

Unlike  the ^00 Hz   resonance,   the 200 Hz component  does  not appear  to be 
sensitive   to engine   inlet   temperature.     The modified  flameholder,   however, 
appears  to  increase   its  characteristic amplitudes   for all   augmentor operating 
conditions.     The screech   liner,   tuned   to a much higher  frequency,   shows  no 
pattern of effect.    AVGAS   reduces   the amplitudes,   but  not  so pronouncedly as 
in  the case of the kOO Hz component. 

TURBINE DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE  EFFECTS 

Contrary  to the above discussion   relative to higher   inlet  tempera- 
ture effects,   it was  noted  that  higher  turbine discharge  temperatures 
seemed  to   increase oscillatory activity at Z8MAX.     During one such ex- 
amination a Z8MAX condition was established with  the engine  trimmed  to 
military specification.    The kOO Hz   instability was noted.     When  the 
engine was  then uptrimmed,   resulting  in   increased  turbine discharge 
temperatures,   the unstable condition became more  pronounced--  increased 
audibility   in the control   room and  higher pressure amplitude  levels  from 
the Kistler   instrumentation.     Based on  the observation described above 
and  the effect of  increased  turbine discharge temperature discussed 
herein,   it would appear  that  the unstable condition at ^00 Hz   is   sensi- 
tive  to the  temperature difference  between  the  fan stream and  core 
stream.     In  both  instances,  an   increase  in this  temperature difference 
increased  the oscillatory activity within  the augmentor. 

INLET DISTORTION TESTS 

As   the  test plan   indicates,a  series of   inlet  flow distortion   tests were 
planned   to assess  the effects  a distorted  flow condition   imposed  at  the en- 
gine   inlet might have on  the combustion  stability of  the augmentor.     Two 
distortion  conditions were originally  planned subject   to engine  stall   sen- 
sitivity-- a   ISO degree   screen over  '.he  fan  infet  (Figure  7)  and  a 90 degree 
screen   (later  reduced  to 72 degrees.   Figure 8).    The screens where j-inch 
square mesh of 0.072  inch wire.     It was expected  that  this wide,   uniform 
mesh screen   (normally used as  the base support screen for attaching more 
complex distortion patterns)  would   provide some  inlet distortion  but not of 
such magnitude to disturb severely the normal  operating characteristics of the 
engine.     Unfortunately,  distortion  screens  from 180 degrees-coverage  to 
72 degrees-coverage were  found   to  be  too severe for  the engine.     The engine 
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would surge when attempting to  light  the afterburner  for every screen con- 
figuration examined.     Consequently,   no  test data could  be acquired   relative 
to the effect of  inlet distortion on augmentor stability.    Although  the en- 
gine underwent several   severe compressor surges   (a condition during which 
the airflow through  the engine   Is suddenly reversed causing burner pressures 
to drop  to near starting pressure  levels,  and often  resulting  In combustion 
gases  to be expelled out  the  front of  the engine),   the engine's  structural 
Integrity was virtually unaffected,   permitting completion of nearly all   test- 
ing planned under the program.     Turbine durability was of  prime concern dur- 
ing a surge condition  since  turbine   Inlet  temperatures momentarily exceed 
structural   design  limits.     No severe  turbine damage was  noted,   however;  en- 
gine performance  remained consistent,  with little or no deterioration  through- 
out  the duration of  the program.     In-house testing of  this TF-30 engine was 
eventually  terminated as a  result of a major turbine failure and   fuel   control 
problem during a  retest of  some selected  points of   interest  under  cold  day 
conditions.    All   test data of significance had been  recorded  prior  to  this 
fa 11 u re. 

SPECIAL TESTS 

Several   special   tests  beyond  those defined   in  the  test  plan were also 
conducted   to permit  examination of other conditions of   interest  not   identi- 
fied early   in  the program.     These special   tests are   listed  below. 

Test No.   1 :    Two special   test  conditions were   included   In  the  re- 
port of  this  test  to show the significant effect   Inlet  air  temperature 
hadupon the stability characteristics of the augmentor.    The  basic test 
series of Test  1  was conducted at   Inlet temperatures  of kS to 51   degrees 
F.     The  two special   tests were conditions Zk and Z8MAX,   but were con- 
ducted at   inlet  temperatures of 35 degrees F.    An order of magnitude  in- 
crease   in pressure amplitude was observed  in the  two special   tests. 

Test No.  6:    At  the  conclusion of  this  test,   a  special   test was 
conducted   to examine an  afterburning condition   in which  fuel   zones   I, 
2,   and  5 were on while zones 3 and k were off.     This  condition would' 
provide a  high temperature  core   (zones  1  and 5)  and outer wall   stream 
(zone  2)  while the mid,   splitter stream would   remain   relatively  cool 
in   the vicinity of  the  flameholder.     No severe oscillation was  ob- 
served,  although  the kOO Hz and  200 Hz spikes  still   appeared   In  the 
PSD analysis. 

Test No.  9:    At  the  conclusion of this  test using AVGAS  fuel,   two 
conditions were  repeated— Z8MAX and Zk.    These  repeat  conditions were 
conducted,   however,  at higher  turbine discharge  temperature  to  investi- 
gate a  similar effect of   Increased augmentor   instability activity as 
observed on JP-4 fuel   at elevated  turbine discharge  temperature  levels. 
Turbine discharge  temperatures were   increased 50  to 60 degrees during 
these special   tests  by  uptrimming the engine  to a  higher operating  level. 

Test No.   10:    Two special   tests were conducted at  the conclusion of 
this  test  to examine  the change of stability characteristics as a   result 
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I 
I of afterburner fuel   change  (AVGAS  to JP-k).    The  first special   test 

TUPAC        Ju      at e,evated  turbine discharge  temperature  levels  using 
■ i    a.S.        Primary afterburner  fuel.    The second  special   test was 
I conducted at essentially  the same operating conditions  but  using JP-l* 
I as  the pr.mary afterburner  fuel.     This provided a  back-to-back test of 

both  fuels at equal   operating conditions.     Some variation   in augmentor 

. u ah',,tr Wa? ?bserved  but not as m^ as expected.     It   is  possible the 
I high eng.ne  mlet  temperature existing during these  tests   (67 degrees F) 

may have significantly suppressed any possible activity 

I 
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CHAPTER IV 

BASIC INSTABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE TF-30-PI AUGMENTOR 

This chapter describes the Task I study of the nominal TF-30-P1 augmen- 
tor design. The task was conducted in two parts: first, the NREC combustion 
instability analysis was used to predict the oscillatory combustion character- 
istics of the augmentor; these predictions were then correlated with the ex- 
perimental results, described In the preceding chapter, and approaches for 
attaining better agreement between theory and test were adduced. This basic 
study of the augmentor ranges over a large number of potentially unstable 
acoustic modes and over several fuel zone combinations. Three objectives 
were kept in mind: 

1. To determine the preferred approach for using NREC's analysis for 
mixed-flow augmentors: whether they are best modelled as cylindrical 
afterburners or as annular ductburners. 

2. To compare predicted and observed instability characteristics in order 
to check the applicability of NREC's augmentor analysis as it cur- 
rently stands. 

3. To identify which model parameters are most effectively varied to 
improve agreement between analysis and experiment, and hence which 
parameters merit most attention in the future development of NREC's 
model. 

The chapter reviews in sequence the ground rules for the analysis, the results 
of the initial analysis, the comparison with experiments, and the input changes 
for better correlation. 

GROUND RULES 

The initial analytical effort of Task I was to produce 100 instability 
solutions, produced as follows: 5 fuel zone combinations; 10 augmentor duct 
acoustic modes; and 2 approaches to modelling the mixed-flow configuration.' 
The input for these solutions was selected with little regard for some of the 
details of the TF-30-PI augmentor.  For the more elusive input parameters the 
initial analyses used the same values as were used with apparent success in 
the earlier parametric studies of conventional afterburners.  Thus the initial 
analyses are best viewed as providing a rough benchmark for the TF-30-PI. 
Comparison of these results with experimental data then led to more refined 
input values, and hence to more refined analyses. 

The five fuel zone combina .ions which were investigated were identified 
in the preceding section of the report and are described in detail in Appen- 
dix V. The essential characteristics of the five combinations are as follows: 

1. Zk:    max augmentation in the fan stream. 

2. Z5: max augmentation. 
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3.  Z6:  max augmentation except for no fuel to Zone 1  at the outer 
diameter of the fan-- i.e., Z5 without Zone 2. 

k.     Z7:  only Zone 1 (the pilot zone) and Zone 3 in the fan stream 

operating. 

5  Z8MAX:  max augmentation in the fan stream except for no fuel to 
Zone 2 at the outer diameter of the fan-- i.e., lh  without Zone 2. 

The last three combinations are alike in that Zone 2, normally the second 
zone to be engaged, is assumed to have the fuel blocked off.  Zone 2 aiffers 
from the other four zones in that its fuel is pre-mixed with compressor dis- 
charge air, and hence prevaporized.  in the initial analyses the different 
fuel zone combinations were assumed to affect three of the model input pa- 
rameters:  the step rise in the sonic velocity at the flame-front; the 
through-flow distribution downstream of the flame-front; and the magnitude 
and radial variation of the chemical energy content of the fluid enter.ny the 
combustion chamber.  Details of the inputs for each zone combination can be 
found in Appendix V.  The reader should note that in the initial analyses the 
quality of the fuel (i.e., percent vaporized) at the flame-front was assumed 

to be the same regardless of the zone which supplied it. 

The ten acoustic modes which were selected for analysis were expected 
to be the most likely to exhibit instability. The ten are described below 
in terms of their dominant spatial component in the combustion chamber: 

1. Mode 1: first longitudinal. 

2. Mode 2: second longitudinal. 

3. Mode 3: third longitudinal, 

4. Mode 4: first tangential. 

5. Mode 5: first tangential combined with first longitudinal. 

6. Mode 6: first tangential combined with second long;tudinal. 

/. Mode 7: second tangential. 

8. Mode 8:  third tangential. 

9. Mode 9:  fi rst radial. 

10.  Mode 10:  first radial combined with first longitudinal. 

While this set extends over a broad frequency range-- 0 to 1100 Hz in the 
afterburner solutions and 0 to 2400 Hz in the duc^burner solutions-- not 
all acoustic modes within this range are included.  Several more longi- 
tudinal modes would have to be examined to exhaust the frequency range. 
The ten that were chosen all have comparatively simple mode shapes, a con- 
dition thought to be normal, if not necessary for an instability. 
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The  two methods  for modelling the mixed-flow geometry have been   identi- 
fied earlier  in  terms of the distinction  between a cylindrical  afterburner 
and an annular ductburner.     In the case of  the cylindrical  afterburner model 
the upstream boundary was   located at  the  turbine discharge nozzles,   and  the 
remainder of  the fan duct upstream of  the boundary was  represented  via an 
acoustic admittance.     In the case of  the annular ductburner model,   only the 
fan stream was considered,  and  the  interface between the fan and core  streams 
was assumed  to be an acoustically  reflective  boundary. 

A   few additional   assumptions made   in  the   initial  analyses   require men- 
tion.     The   ioealized augmentor duct dimensions assumed   in  the acoustics 
analyses are summarized   in Appendix   I.     Raw estimates of the  boundary acous- 
tic admittances were used except   in  the  case of  the screech  liner;   upstream 
and downstream admittances are discussed   in Appendix   I,  and  the  liner ad- 
mittances,   in Appendix V.     The Mach number   levels at  the nozzle and  at   the 
turbine and   fan discharge are sufficiently high as  to dominate the acoustic 
admittances,   so that  the use of  raw estimates   for  the   latter   is  not   thought 
significant.     Through-flow velocities were calculated  from correct duct di- 
mensions,   but mixing between core and   fan  streams was   ignored;  only   the axial 
component of   the  through-flow was  considered.     Finally,   the  representation  of 
the steady and  unsteady combustion,   as  mentioned above, was  very  simplified 
in  the   initial  analyses.     Since subsequent comparison with experimental   data 
led  to more   refined  combustion  representation,   it   is easier  to discuss   the 
input assumptions   in  the context of  correlating analyses with  tests. 

A  brief  final   preparatory   remark   is  needed  on  the form of solution  pro- 
duced  by NREC's   instability analyses.     NREC's model   is discussed   in  some de- 
tail   in Appendix VIM.     The solution   for  any   individual   acoustic mode  ulti- 
mately consists  of  three numbers:     its   frequency,   its  sustained amplitude 
(zero for  stable modes),  and  the   threshold amplitude which must  be  exceeded 
to  trigger   it.     The  solution   is developed   in   three steps: 

1. An  acoustics analysis   (Program HLMHLT)   calculates  the  frequencies, 
decrements,   and mode  shapes of   the natural   acoustic modes of   the 
augmentor duct.     The decrement   represents   the  rate at which  energy 
is   removed   from the mode,  and   hence   represents  the   rate of  decay 
(or,   if  negative,   the  rate of  growth)   of  the mode. 

2. An  unsteady energy analysis   (Program REFINE)   calculates   refined 
values of  the  frequency and decrement   for each acoustic mode. 
These  refinements,  which vary  nonlinearly with pressure oscillation 
amplitude,   account for  the energy added  or absorbed  by  the   flow and 
combustion  processes and  by surface effects   ignored   in  the   initial 
acoustics  analysis. 

3. The  nonlinear variation with amplitude produces  results  of   the 
following  form from Step 2: 

■f   (a-mp)   -  £      +Z\^(a>np) 

z 
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where the subscript   designates purely acoustic tesult...  A 
graphical procedure, shown below, is finally used to determine the 
threshold and sustained amplitudes and the sustained frequency of 
the duct mode under examination.  The sustained amplitude is that 
at which the energy added to and removed from the oscillation is 
in equilibrium-- i.e., the amplitude at which the decrement is zero 
and the slope of the decrement versus amplitude curve is positive. 
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The  functions   shown  are  constructed   from   Che   results  ot   Seep  2,''-.The 
final   solution   for  any  acoustic mode can   thus   be  put   in   the   form of   plots 
like  the  above.     The  extent   to which  the  decrement   plot   becomes  negative 
is  a  measure  of   the   rate  of   growth  of   the  oscillalion.     Modes   for  which 
the decrement   plots   remain  positive  are  simply   stable.     A'!   caher   modes   are 
oscillatory,   but  only   those with  significant   seIf-sustaired  amplitudes  are 
termed  "unstable".     Many  of  the   results  of   the TF-30-PI   solutions  will   be 
presented   in   this   graphical   form  since   it  displays   so many  salient   feature-. 
of   the  numerical   solution   in a  single  picture. 

RESULTS  OF  THE   INITIAL ANALYSES 

The  baseline  analyses   predicted   that  mary  of  the   ten  modes  examined 
are stable  for all   fuel   zone combinations   regardless  of   the  representation 
of  the mixed-flow duct.     The  table  below  summarizes   the  predictions  for 
maximum augmentation   (i.e.,   for Z5). 
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A/JL Results D/B Results 

Stable J- ± Stable f A 
Yes 49 28 Yes 31 18 

Yes 105 166 Yes 48 54 

Yes 128 277 Yes 85 115 

NO 380 kk3 Yes 280 316 

Yes 1+25 m Yes 285 352 

Yes 430 562 Yes 280 395 

NO 710 762 Yes 590 626 

Yes 1060 1050 NO 840 918 

Yes 967 959 NO 2600 2666 

Yes 930 1004 NO 2400 2675 

Mode 

No. Compos i tion 

1 1st Longitudinal 

2 2nd Longitudinal 

3 3rd  Longitudinal 

4 1st Tangential 

5 1st Tan,   1st Long 

6 1st Tan,   2nd Long 

7 2nd Tangential 

8 3rd Tangential 

9 1st Radial 

10 1st Rad,   1st Long 

In  the  table    /    indicates a typical   frequency with  flow and with  unsteady 
combustion,   and   f0 indicates an acoustic  frequency of  the duct,   ignoring 
flow and  unsteady combustion;   frequencies  are,  of  course,   stated   in Hz.     The 
observed   instability was at 385 Hz. 

For discussing these  results   in detail   it   is  easiest  to distinguish 
three categories:     modes  predicted  to be  stable with  both  representations, 
modes  predicted  to be unstable only  in  the ductburner solutions,  and modes 
predicted  to be  unstable only  in  the afterburner solutions. 

MODES  PREDICTED TO BE  STABLE 

The  three  purely   longitudinal   modes  are  predicted  to be  simply  stable, 
with   logarithmic decrements  in excess of   1.0.     Figure 9 shows  the solution 
for  the second   longitudinal  mode at full  augmentation.    The  large decay   rate 
of the  longitudinal  modes   is primarily a consequence of  through-flow effects. 
The  large difference between the acoustic and  the "refined" frequencies   is 
also primarily a  consequence of  through-flow.     Since  the Mach numbers   in  the 
augmentor are highest during full  augmentation,   the contribution of  through- 
flow  in the  tabulated   results  is  somewhat  greater  than at  lesser operating 
conditions.      It  should   be  remembered  that  the analysis   ignores  flow  terms  of 
higher order  than Mach  number squared.     Even without  through-flow,   however, 
the three  longitudinal   modes are predicted  to be stable since  the unsteady 
heat  release  processes  themselves are stabilizing  for these modes. 

The other two modes  predicted  to be always simply stable  in  the  initial 
analyses have   in  common  that they consist of  the first tangential  mode com- 
bined with   longitudinal   components   in  the combustion zone.     Figure   10  shows 
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the solution  for  the combined  first  tangential,   second   longitudinal   mode 
at  lull  augmentation.    Through-flow has a stabilizing effect on  these 
modes,   and  unsteady heat  release excites  them.     These  two modes are stable, 
while  the simple  first  tangential   is  unstable,   because  the  longitudinal   com- 
ponent of  their  mode  shapes  causes the  pressure oscillation amplitude  level 
to be   low   in  the   region of  high steady  heat   release,   just downstream of  the 
flame-front.    Unstable Mode k has an oscillation amplitude peak just down- 
stream of  the  flame-front;   stable Modes 5 and  6  have  their   lowest amplitude 
levels   in  this  region.     Figure  11   gives a  picture of  the mode shape of  the 
stable Mode 6. 

MODES   PREDICTED TO BE UNSTABLE  IN THE DUCTBURNER SOLUTIONS 

Three modes  jre predicted  to be  unstable   in   the ductburner solutions 
and  stable  in  the afterburner solutions:     the  two  radial   monies and   the 
third  tangential   mode.     The  two  radial   modes  are different only   in  the 
presence of a  higher order   longitudinal   component   In   the second  of  the  two. 
Figure   12 displays   the  solution  for  the  radial   mode with no  longitudinal 
component downstream of  the  flame-front.     The ductburner solution has a 
frequency above  2400 Hz and  a decrement which   barely  becomes negative. 
The afterburner   solution  has a  frequency below   I 000 Hz and a  positive 
decrement of about  0.3.     The   large difference   in  predicted  frequencies be- 
tween  the  two solutions   is   straightforwardly a  consequence of  the assump- 
tions made for  the  ductburner:     specifically,   it   is assumed  that  the   inter- 
face between  the  core and  fan streams   is acoustically  perfectly   reflective. 
Thus,   in  the ductburner solutions  the  radial  wavelength   is roughly  the an- 
nulus  height of   the   fan stream;   in the afterburner  solutions  the wavelength 
is   roughly  the outer   radius. 

The   large  changes   in   the frequencies  from  the acoustic to the  refined 
solutions   result   from through-flow effects.     In  particular,   the  fact   that 
Mode   10 has a   lower  frequency  than the simpler Mode 9   is  a consequence of 
the   through-flow  terms.     This discrepancy  suggests  that  the failure  to con- 
sider higher order Mach number  terms   results   in an erroneous  recalculation 
of  the  frequencies with   through-flow when   the Mach number  reaches   the   levels 
of  the TF-30-P1,   namely 0.75. 

The  fact  that  no oscillations were observed   In  the  frequency   range of 
2500 Hz   licenses  a   rejection of  the ductburner  solutions-- at   least,   those   ' 
solutions   for  the   radial   modes   in which   the   interface  stream surface   is  as- 
sumed  to be perfectly acoustically  reflective.     Why  the ductburner   radial 
modes are  unstable and   the afterburner  radial   modes  are  not nonetheless 
requires  some comment.     The ductburner  predictions  of   instability are much 
more pronounced when  the   liner,  which   is  tuned   to a   frequency a   little be- 
low 2000 Hz,   is  assumed   to be blocked.     Since   the   liner  has   little effect 
on  the  1000 Hz  "afterburner"   radial  mode,   the difference   in  their  predicted 
stability characteristics   is  greater   than  that  shown   in  Figure   12 when  the 
liner   is  blocked.     Most of   the difference   in   the decrement plots of Figure 
12  results   from contrasting effects of  through-flow.     These effects are 
calculated  to be  stabilizing  in  both  the afterburner and   the ductburner 
solutions,   but  the magnitude of the effect   is  much   larger   in  the  former. 
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The difference   in  the  through-flow effects   Is  primarily a consequence of 
the high frequency   in  the ductburner solutions,  with   its  resultant shorter 
wave  lengths being  less affected by  through-flow. 

The  third  tangential   mode  is calculated  to be unstable  in  the duct- 
burner solution and stable  in the afterburner solution.     Figure  13 shows 
the solutions  for  this mode at full  augmentation.     The difference  in  the 
decrement plots  of Figure   13 arises primarily from the much  larger amount 
of energy supplied  to the pressure oscillation by unsteady heat  release 
in the ductburner solution.    This,   in turn,   results  from the fact  that  the 
ductburner  solution has a pressure oscillation amplitude peak in  the  re- 
gion o    highest heat  release just downstream of  the  flame-front;   the after- 
burner solution  has   its  peak two-thirds of  the way downstream toward  the 
nozzle. 

MODES  PREDICTED TO BE UNSTABLE   IN THE 
AFTERBURNER  SOLUTIONS 

Two modes were predicted  to be unstable   in  the afterburner solutions 
and stable  in  the  ductburner solutions,  namely  the  first and second  tan- 
gential  modes.     The  second   tangential   mode,   with a   frequency slightly 
above 700 Hz, was  calculated to be unstable at  full   augmentation,   but 
stable at such   lesser operating conditions as Z8MAX.     Figure  \k shows  the 
afterburner and  the ductburner solutions  for  this mode. 

Three features of  the  solution  for  the  second  tangential  mode   require 
comment.     First,   the afterburner solution  is  predicted  to be unstable at 
Z5 and stable at Z8MAX  for  two reasons:     the  through-flow  is more stabiliz- 
ing with  the  latter zone combination,  and  the unsteady heat  release  is cal- 
culated  to contribute much more energy with  the  former zone combination. 
The second  significant point  is  that   in the ductburner solutions  unsteady 
heat  release  is  calculated  to have a damping,   not a driving effect,   largely 
because of  the  longitudinal   variation of the amplitude   in the combustion 
chamber.    Finally,   the unstable decrement  level   for  the second  tangential 
mode  is  not severe compared  to that of  the  first  tangential   mode,   to be 
discussed  below.      Indeed,   the   input modifications made  to gain  good  corre- 
lation between analysis  and experiment  for  the  first  tangential  mode suf- 
fice to make  this  second  tangential   mode stable  in all   solutions with all 
zone combinations.     That   is,   subsequent  refinement of  the   input,  as dis- 
cussed  bnlow,   resulted   in eliminating the prediction  that Mode 7   is  un- 
stable at maximum augmentation. 

The major predicted   instability occurs   in  the first  tangential  mode 
as calculated   in  the afterburner solution,  and  the predicted  frequency 
corresponds well   with that observed   in  the  tests   (i.e.,   roughly 380 Hz). 
Figures   15 and   16 show the   instability solutions  for  this mode at  full 
augmentation and at Z8MAX   respectively.    The decrement   levels are sub- 
stantially negative,  with no  indication of an equilibrium amplitude  level 
below 30 per cent.     Comparison of Figures   15 and   16   indicates  that   in  the 
initial   analyses  the first  tangential  mode  is  predicted  to be more un- 
stable--   in  the  sense that the mode will   grow more  rapidly—   in  the case 
of maximum augmentation.     Examination of the computer output  indicates 
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that at Z5 the through-flow effect drives rather than damps the mode, as 
at Z8MAX, Also, much more energy is calculated to be supplied by unsteady 
heat release at Z5. 

The fact that the first tangential mode is predicted to be unstable 
in the afterburner solutions and stable in the ductburner solutions is 
important below. The large difference in the decrement levels calculated 
in the two types of solution results mostly from the stabilizing effect 
unsteady heat release is calculated to have in the ductburner solutions. 
In part, this latter difference stems from the calculated mode shapes of 
the mode, as shown in Figure 17«  The peak amplitude in the mode shape in 
the afterburner solution occurs just downstream of the flame-front, while 
that in the ductburner solution occurs almost midway to the nozzle. 

COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND OBSERVED AUGMENTOR 
INSTABILITIES 

In summary, comparison of initial predictions with observations in- 
dicates one mode with sufficient agreement to serve as a basis for further 
studies.  The principal unstable mode, as calculated by the afterburner 
solutions, is the first tangential mode.  Its calculated frequency of 
roughly 380 Hz compares well with the observed frequency of 385 Hz. How- 
ever, the initial analyses predict higher amplitudes than were observed, 
and they predict that the instability will be worse during maximum aug- 
mentation while, in fact, the instability is significant only during Z8MAX 
operation. These points of comparison will be discussed in more detail 
below. 

First, however, it is necessary to extract some major conclusions from 
the simple comparison of predictions with observations. The most significant 
conclusion is to reject the ductburner solutions at least for transverse 
modes of instability in mixed-flow augmentors. The ductburner solutions 
failed to give any indication of an instability in the 385 Hz frequency 
range which was observed.  Moreover, those transverse instabilities which 
were predicted in the ductburner solutions did not appear at all in the 
test results. No indication of higher oscillatory activity was noticed 
above 600 Hz,  In rejecting the ductburner solution-- and in accepting 
the afterburner solution— for transverse modes in mixed-flow augmentors, 
no additional conclusions should be drawn on the proper solution for 
longitudinal modes.  Experimental data were not sufficient to compare the 
two types of solution for longitudinal modes. 

The initial analyses gave no indication of which augmentor duct 
acoustic mode is being excited in the 180 Hz range. The fact that some 
augmentor mode— presumably longitudinal-- is involved in this oscillatory 
activity seems obvious.  However, the test data, as discussed in an earlier 
section of the report, suggest th^t whatever mode is involved in the 180 
Hz oscillation, the source of the excitation energy is not unsteady com- 
bustion.  In other words, this oscillation does not appear to be an 
instance of combustion instability. Various suggestions have been made 
as to the source of the excitation-- e.g., vortex shedding from the fan 
discharge vanes or from the flameholders. However, since it was felt 
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re- not   to be a combustion   instability,   this oscillatory  component was  . «- 
searched no further  in  this program.     Presumably additional   analyses of 
the augmentor acoustics with  through-flow  (and without unsteady heat  re- 
lease)   should at   least   indicate which duct mode  is  being excited,  but such 
analyses were not  undertaken   in  the current effort. 

Restricting attention  to the afterburner solutions,  which predicted 
instabilities   in the  first and second  tangential  modes,  does  not eliminate 
all   problems since no oscillation was observed   in  the  700 Hz   range of  the 
second  tangential  mode.    As  remarked above,   the second  tangential   mode  is 
less  unstable than  the  first.     Since the predictions above  represent a very 
naive view of  the  input  to NREC's model,   the fact  that  the  second  tangen- 
tial   mode was   initially  predicted  to be unstable should not be considered 
a problem at  this  stage.     Indeed,   as will   be seen  below,   input which better 
correlates the  first tangential   mode also eliminates  the erroneous predic- 
tion  of  instability  in  the second  tangential. 

COMPARISON OF   PREDICTED AND OBSERVED   INSTABILITY FREQUENCY 

The  remarkably close agreement between  the observed   instability fre- 
quency and  that  predicted  by the afterburner  type  solution   is,   of course 
very encouraging.     This  agreement   is all   the more notable when   it   is  re- 
called  that the purely acoustic  frequency of this mode  is  calculated  to be 
nearly 450 Hz.     The  75 Hz   reduction   in  the calculated  frequency   results 
from  through-flow and  unsteady heat   release effects,   with   the  former ac- 
counting for  roughly 60  per  cent  of  the  reduction. 

The observed oscillation showed some variation   in  peak  frequency  from 
one  fuel  zone combination   to another.     In the more high  temperature operat- 
ing conditions,  Z5 and 26,   the observed  frequency was   roughly   10 Hz  higher 
than   that observed   in Z8MAX,   but   in  some  tests   this marginal   decrease   in 
frequency with Z8MAX was  not  noted.     The analyses showed only a  2 or 3 Hz 
variation   in  frequency   from one zone combination  to another when  the os- 
cillation amplitude was assumed   to be about   10 per cent. 

The main   issue   in deciding how  to model   mixed-flow augmentors concerns 
the acoustics of  the duct.     Frequency   is  the best parameter  to use to   iudqe 
the acoustics question.     Other mixed-flow augmentor modelling questions- 
such as  mixing between streams,   velocity   interactions  between  streams,  and 
interactions between  the combustion processes   in  the  two streams- cannot 
be answered at all   by comparing  frequencies.     The close agreement   in pre- 
dicted and observed  frequency,   however,  does  support  the conclusion  that 
tangential   modes   in mixed-flow augmentors  resemble  tangential   modes   in con- 
ventional  cylindrical   afterburners. 

COMPARISON OF  PREDICTED AND OBSERVED   INSTABILITY AMPLITUDE 

The basic analyses of  the TF-jO-PI  augmentor did  not explicitly make 
any assumption  regarding engine   inlet  temperature or augmentor   Inlet tem- 
perature.    The  latter quantity physically governs  the  fraction of  the fuel 
which   is  vaporized upstream of  the  flame-front.     In  the basic analysis   it 
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was  simply assumed  that droplet evaporation and  burning occupies 90 per 
cent  of   the time  required   for  combustion of a   fluid  particle.     Thus  the 
predicted amplitude   levels   cannot   readily be compared   to  the   levels ob- 
served without a more detailed account of  the augmentor   inlet conditions 
assumed   in  the analyses. 

The amplitude  levels   predicted   for  the 380 Hz   instability are quite 
large-- well  above  the 0.25  peak-to-mean  level   at which NREC's model   has 
ceased   to be applicable because of   lack of  treatment of  shock  losses. 
The observed amplitude  levels,   except  for the cold day  tests,  were  less 
than  0.10.    Only on a  cold  day were amplitude   levels observed  comparable 
to those  predicted   in  the  basic   instability analyses.     The comparison of 
amplitudes  thus  poses a problem since  the augmentor   instability model  was 
primarily aimed at evaluation of sustained amplitude   levels   in   the 5  to 
15  per  cent  regime.     The crux of   the problem   is  a more detailed   treatment 
of  the  effects of   inlet  temperature on the various  unsteady combustion 
input  parameters.    A  thorough examination of augmentor   inlet  temperature 
effects   is a major part of  Task   II,   and   is  hence  postponed  for   the moment. 

COMPARISON OF  PREDICTED AND OBSERVED  SENSITIVITY TO FUEL 
ZONE  COMBINATIONS 

The   initial   afterburner solutions predicted   that  the   first   tangential 
mode   is  unstable  for all   fuel   zone  combinations examined  except 11.     More- 
over,   the worst condition,   in  terms of the magnitude of   the negative decre- 
ment,   is Z5,  and  the   least  severe  unstable condition   is  Z8MAX.     The augmen- 
tor   tests,   however,   indicate   that   the 385 Hz   instability   is  pecul iarly"sen- 
sitive   to Z8MAX.     Amplitude   levels   in other  fuel   zone  combinations were 
consistently small   compared   to those observed during Z8MAX.     Thus   the   ini- 
tially  predicted  sensitivity  to fuel   zone combinations   is  directly at 
variance with observations.     This  descrepancy   is  particularly  noteworthy 
since   the   initial   analyses   predict   that  the TF-30-PI   augmentor   is  unstable 
during  normal   operation--   it   is  not— and  that  eliminating Zones   2 and 5 
attenuate  the   instability--   in   fact,   only  by eliminating   these  zones does 
the oscillation become  severe.     Thus  even on qualitative  grounds   the   initial 
predictions conflict with  the observed  sensitivity  to   fuel   zone  combinations. 

The   initial   analyses   took  a  very  simple  view of   the  TF-30-P!   augmenio- 
In  particular,   the  fact  that   the different zones  have different  combusiion 
characteristics was   ignored.     The discrepancy  between  predicted  and  ob- 
served  effects  of   fuel   zoning   raises   a  basic   issue:     How  should  zoned  aug~ 
mentors   be  represented within NREC's   instability modeQ    This   T^T^IT^ 
given a  distinctive   interpretation   in   the   investigation   reported  below: 
what   refinements of  the   input will   most plausibly  yield   good  agreement 
on   the   relative effects  of   the different  fuel   zone combinations.     The 
problem   is   thus one of  constructing a  plausible correlation of   analysis 
and  experiment. 

CORRELATION OF OBSERVED AND   PREDICTED  FUEL ZONE EFFECTS 

The objective   is   to correlate   the calculated and   the observed  sensitivity 
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to fuel zone combinations by means of suitable refinements of the inputs 
used in the instability analyses. As discussed in Appendix V, various 
physical parameters obviously depend on the fuel zones in operation: 

1. The temperature rise and hence the sonic velocity rise in the 
combustion chamber, 

2. The through-flow velocity distribution in the augmentor. 

3. The spatial relation of the steady heat release to the pressure 
osci1lation mode. 

k.     The average quality of the fuel at the flame-front. 

The first of these, the sonic velocity increase in the combustion chamber 
causes the first tangential mode shape to be slightly different from one 
fuel zone combination to another.  Close inspection of these differences 
however, indicate that they are of little significance in determining  ' 
which fuel zone combination supplies the most energy to the pressure os- 
cillation. The other three physical effects of different fuel zones being 
in operation are discussed separately below. 

THE EFFECTS OF AVAILABLE COMBUSTION DRIVING ENERGY 

The gross chemical energy level at which the augmentor operates cor- 
responds essentially with the augmentor fuel flow rate (below stoichio- 
metnc conditions).  The energy available to drive any particular acoustic 
mode, however, depends additionally on the distribution of the fuel (radially 
and circumferentially) relative to the spatial distribution of the acoustic 
mode in question.  In particular, putting more fuel into regions of large 
pressure oscillation has a more pronounced effect on an acoustic mode than 
putting more fuel into regions of low pressure oscillation.  In mathematical 
terms we can formalize this feature of the available driving energy by means 
of the following equation: 

AVAILABLE DRIVING ENERGY = ff /I  £   f^f^d/vJQ (0 

where  £. i s the radi_al component of the mode shape, F« is the circumferen- 
tial component, and £ , a function of Ä and e, is the mean energy content 
per unit mass of the fluid at the flame-front.  Here the available driving 
energy, A.D.E., is defined specifically with reference to an acoustic mode 
and to a mean or steady fuel distribution. 

The question, then, is how do the various fuel zone combinations affect 
the available driving energy for the first tangential mode of the TF-30-P1 
augmentor.  The table below summarizes the answer to this question  the de- 
tails of which can be found in Appendix V. 
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Total   Augmentor Available Driving 
ione Zones   in Fuel   Flow Energy  for Mode 4 

Comb.nation Operat.on (Ibm/hr) Tft^7sfec2 x   JOT" 

Zi+ 1.2,3.4 27,000 69.5 

Z5 1.2,3,4.5 32.000 107.8 

z6 1.3,4.5 33,000 

Z7 1.3 12.000 

103.5 

10.2 

Z8MAX 1.3,4 21.000 40.6 

The  higher  total   fuel   flow  in  Z6 than   in Z5  is caused  by the TF-30-P1 
fuel   control   system when Zone  2   is blocked. 

The available driving energy  for  the first  tangential   mode thus de- 
creases   from Z5  to Z6,  Z4.  Z8MAX.   and   finally Z7.     This  sequence   is   the 
same as  that of the predicted negative decrement values.     In other words 
the changes   in  the available driving energy correlate with   the   initially' 
predicted  severity of  the   instability. 

The questfon   is:    Can  plausible modifications of  the   radial   distribu- 
tion of £   lead  to Z8MAX  having more available driving energy  than   the other 
fuel   zone comb mat ions?     If   it  can,   then   the originally predicted  sensitivity 
to  fuel   zone comb.nations can  be accounted  for  in  terms  of erroneous  assump- 
tions  as   to  the  fuel   distribution at  the   flame-front.    A quick  glance at  the 
preceding table,   however,   indicates  that  no such plausible modification can 

murh^h^ ^Lv8"^  fUel   distributions may be somewhat   in error,   but not   so 
much   that Z8MAX can have more available   driving energy  than Z5 or Z6      The 
answer  to the  fuel   zone  sensitivity problem must  be found elsewhere.*   The 
differences   in  the available driving energy,   rather  than  solving the  problem 
indicate how difficult  the solution will   be. a K 

THE  EFFECTS OF THROUGH-FLOW VELOCITY 

Different  features of  the  through-flow velocity distribution   in   the 
combustion  chamber have different  effects.     In particular,   higher accelera- 
tion   rates   in  the combustion chamber  theoretically stabilize,   but higher 
average  velocities   in  the combustion chamber fend  to drive  tangential   modes. 
These  theoretical   trends must be  viewed with caution,   however,   since  they 
are derived  by   ignoring higher order Mach  number terms-   i.e.,   they assume 

ow Mach number  levels.    The TF-30-P1.   at   least at high   level^  of augmen- 
tation  has  high Mach number   levels.     Thus   the manner   in which NREC's  model 
Uv^fL  ?I  t7

h
c

rou9h-f'°w effects may  be  suspect  for such  high augmentation 
levels  as Z4,  Z5,   and Z6. 

The different  through-flow  velocity distributions with different   fuel- 
zone combinations are described   in Appendix V.    The consequences of  these 
d.fferent distributions are  indicated   in  the table on the  following page! 
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Fuel   Zone Mach No. at 
Combination Nozzle  Inlet 

Z^ 0.72 

Z5 0.82 

Z6 0.78 

Z7 0.46 

Z8MAX 0.63 

~Z\ Decrement 
from Throuqh-flow 

Decrement w/o 
Unsteady Combustion 

+0.04 0.05 

-0.08 -0.02 

-0.12 -0.02 

+0.20 0.28 

+0.13 0.12 

The main point of this  table   is  that through-flow excites  the  first  tan- 
gential  mode during Z5 and Z6;  damps the mode during Z7 and Z8MAX;  and 
has   little net effect on the mode during Zk.     Indeed,   the  right-hand 
column   indicates  that  the first  tangential   mode   is  predicted   to be un- 
stable even when unsteady combustion effects are entirely  ignored. 

It   is at  least plausible  that  the  initial  erroneous  prediction  that 
Z5   is   the worst operating condition   results  from an erroneous estimate 
of  the through-flow effects at Z5.     The claim would be that NREC's model 
ignores  flow  terms of higher order  than Mach number squared;   but   in   the 
TF-30-PI   such higher terms  need  to  be taken   into account.     The correctness 
of  this  claim   is difficult  to decide without a more powerful   analysis  of 
the   through-flow effects.     Since   revisions of  the model   to account   for 
higher order  flow terms was  far outside  the scope of  the contracted  effort, 
this  possible explanation of  the  fuel   zone combination sensitivity was 
examined no  further.     It  remains a  hypothesis  for  future  investigations. 

THE  EFFECTS OF FUEL QUALITY 

The fuel supplied by the five fuel zones of the TF-30-PI does not 
vaporize at a uniform rate. Three vaporization characteristics can be 
d i sti nguished: 

1. The  fuel   from Zone 2   is  pre-vaporized prior  to injection   into 
the  fan stream. 

2. The   liquid fuel   from Zones   I  and 5  is   injected   into the hot core 
stream and vaporizes quite  rapidly. 

3. The   liquid  fuel   from Zones 3 and k  is   injected   into  the cold  fan 
stream and vaporizes more  slowly. 

In  the   initial   analyses of  the TF-30-P1  augmentor,  droplet vaporization 
and burning mechanisms were  the only couplinq mechanisms  taken   into 
account.    These necessarily are very sensitive to the  rate of  vaporiza- 
tion of  the  fuel.    NREC's model,   however,   can  recognize only a  single 
rate across  the entire  face of the augmentor.    Thus,   in  the case of a 
zoned augmentor  it  is  necessary to specify a single vaporization charac- 
teristic which represents an "average" over the various zones.     The 
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question of how  to define  this average occupies the remainder of  this sec- 
tion of  the  report.    The background  of the question will   be  reviewed  first, 
then  the question will   be  resolved. 

NREC's   instability model   has  been developed  in terms of  two key com- 
bustion  parameters:   E:   ,   the chemical  energy content  (per unit mass)  of 
the  fluid at  the  flame-front;  and   r  .   the characteristic time  required 
for combustion.     How these parameters  fit   into the over-all  model   is dis- 

and'r ar2 tllVlLu ^T*''* ^11'     Suffice   lt  to ^ here that whlle  £" 
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f       C"    P and r - C7 ^ W 

where    73   is   the "design" characteristic  time— the time without  fluid os- 
cillations.     The two coefficients, %   and   &, ,  vary nonlinearly with  the 
amplitude of  the pressure oscillation as   follows: 

c,* -- o.i 5 Rc^ 
/'/a. 

—LJ  (5) 
10 +0.3 t C|P»),/l 

Jr   s   _ 1.0 * 0.3 R^ * I f/f I ^ tj (6) 
7 '•0*O.3/£f JF^I'/«- 

where     Ke^ is  the droplet Reynolds  number  based on the sonic velocity, 
and  b is  the  fraction of the design  time not taken up by droplet evapora- 
tion;   i.e.. 

• (•°- ?) (7) 

where  1Q  is  the time  required  for evaporation without pressure oscilla- 
tions. 

Three variables must accordingly be assigned values   in order  to 
compute the stability of the TF-30-PI  augmentor:    Q. ,   the  fraction of 
the  fuel   remaining  in droplet form at  the  flame-front;   b .   the  fraction 
of the design  time not taken up by droplet vaporization;  and   R^ ,   the 
droplet Reynolds number based on sonic velocity.    All   three of  these 
parameters  pertain to steady or  mean combustion. 

In  the   initial  analyses of  the TF-30-PI   these  variables were simply 
assigned  the  same values as were used  in  the earlier parametric studies 
of conventional   afterburners   (Ref  2).    The  fact that  the TF-30-PI  aug- 
mentor   is zoned was simply  ignored,  and the values were  thought  to remain 
the same  regardless of the zone combination   in operation.    The  values as- 
signed were as  follows: 

Q. = 0.5 

b  = 0.1 

^ 
\^ 

The results described above were computed with these values assumed in 
all solutions:  for all modes, for all zone combinations, and for 
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atterburner and ductburner models.  This approach is obviously faulty 
since it fa.Is to recognize the gross differences in the fuel vaporiza- 
tion characteristics from zone to zone.  The need to account for the 
effects of individual zones was accordingly hypothesized to be the source 
of the erroneous prediction that Z5. not Z8MAX would produce the worst in- 
stabiIity. 

Hon ^^K 'TC^BI"6 t^en in construct|n9 a model of the zoned combus- 
tion of the TF-30-PI.  First, the key combustion coefficients were de- 
fined in terms of weighted averages of the coefficients of each zone.  That 

?. - £ f; *;)/f * (8) 

^ = it a- ^)/t *: 
where  the  superscript   n designates a zone,   and  & Is  the combustion co- 
efficient of  that zone   taken  individually; ^Jis   the  fuel   flow  rate   in 
the zone.     Constructing the model   input  parameters  by such averaqinq 
should  always   be  the   rule  for zoned augmentors. 

TK     .ThVec°nd   S^P was  to a"ign  values   to a.   b.   and, ^    in each zone. 
The droplet Reynolds  number was  stiM   assumed  to be   lO^.  and   the other 
two quantities were defined as   follows  for  the hot  day tests- 

Zones   1 ,   2,   5 0.0 0,0 

Zones 3,4 0.6 0.9 

Here   it was assumed  that  the zones do not affect  one another;  each zone 
has   its  unique  combustion properties   regardless  of which other zones are 

7c  OP!r7^v*     W!th  theSe assumPtions  the   instability model   predicts  that 
IS and Z8MA.   produce  the  same  level   of  instability   (the same value of 
negative decrement),   and all   other zone combinations are  less  severe. 

The  third  step  is   to  recognize  that   the zones  do affect one another. 
Consider the  rate of vaporization of  fuel   injected   in Zones 3 and k  into 
the  fan stream.     If only Zones 3 and 4 are   in operation,   their fuel  will 
vaporize qu.te  slowly.     The  introduction of Zone  I   increases  this  rate  to 
that which occurs during Z? and Z8MAX.    This   rate  further  increases when 
^ones  2 and/or  5 are  in operation since they heat  the portion of  the  fan 
stream  into which  the  fuel   from Zones 3 and k  is   injected.    These con- 
siderat.ons   led   to the  revised  values of b   for Zones 3 and k which are 
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tabulated  below   (for hot-day conditions) 

f--(/-'e/ß) 

2k,   Z5,  Z6 0.6 
>< 

< ^ 

~\ 

Z7.  Z8 0.9 i? A 

The  point  of  the  diagrams   is  to   indicate  that  combustion   in Zones   2 and  5 
accelerates   the   rate of vaporization   in Zones  3 and k by heating  the  fan 
stream  in  the  region of Zones 3 and k. 

The  values  of  b chosen  for Zones  3 and k are those needed  to achieve 
qualitative agreement with  the observed  sensitivity  to  the  fuel   zone com- 
binations.     That   is,  with   these values   the   instability  solutions  of   the 
first  tangential   mode   indicate  the   instability   is  severe with Z8MAX  and 
is either markedly  less  severe or non-existent with  the other zone  com- 
binations.     Figures   18 through  22 show  the   revised   instability  solutions 
for  the   first  tangential   mode  for Zk,   Z5,  Z6,   17,  and Z8MAX,   respectively. 

The   results  shown   in  Figures   18  through   22 agree only qualitatively 
with  the  observed   fuel   zone sensivity.     None  of   the  solutions  yields a 
value of  sustained amplitude.     In  the   tests  a    low   level   sustained  ampli- 
tude was   observed   in zone combinations other   than Z8MAX,  while   thai   in   the 
latter combination   ranged   from 0,10 on  hot days   to 0,37 on  cold days.     To 
account   fully  for   the observed  trends   it   is  necessary  for  the model's   solu- 
tion   for  amplitude  to be   improved.     This  effort will   be discussed   in   ehe 
next  section,   as   part, of  the parametric  studies.     Subject   to   the  provision 
that all   the decrement curves of  Figures   18  through  22 are misshapen   (in 
that  they don't   turn back  toward   the zero decrement axis),   the   revised 
treatment  of  the TF-30-PI   zoned  configuration   is considered   to correlate 
with   the  observed  zone combination sensitivity. 

These  changes   to the   input  procedures   for   the TF-30-PI   augmentor   have 
an additional   felicitous consequence.     The  second   tangential   mode was 
originally  calculated  to be unstable  at   full   augmentation.     Once   the   in- 
dividual   zones are  treated  separately,   however,   and   interactions among 
zones are   taken   into account,   this mode   is  predicted  to be stable.     Figure 
23  shows   the   instability  solution  for   the second   tangential   mode with  the 
revised Z5  unsteady combustion   input.     The fact   that  this mode   is   now  pre- 
dicted  to be  stable   removes   the major  discrepancy between predicted  and 
observed  oscillation frequencies   in   the  case of  the afterburner   solutions. 

CONCLUSIONS  OF THE  BASIC STUDIES 

Three major  conclusions were  reached--  two about NREC's  model   and  one 
about  the TF-30-P1-- during the basic  studies: 
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I    ?!Su    yansverse modes the cylindrical afterburner model 
should be used to calculate the stability of »r.lxed-flow augmen- 
tors. No conclusions are warranted on longitudinal modes at this 
11 me. 

2.  In calculating combustion parameters for zoned augmentors. each 

^IH K  ^e-tr!auted individua,,y. and the Input parameters 
should be obtained by averaging over the zones according to the 

fTIl  0f ^eI 'n1
each-  "" calculating combustion parameters 

for the individual zones, the effects of other zones must be 
taken into consideration; the individual zones should not be 
treated as if they are isolated from one another.  In general, 
the basic studies of the TF-30-PI suggest that more accurate 
representations of the steady combustion lead to more accurate 
predictions of instability trends. 

3. The key reason for the observed instability becoming significant 
only in Z8MAX is that only with this fuel zone combination are 
two conditions met:  the available driving energy is great enough, 
and the rate of vaponzation of the liquid fuel in Zones 3 and 4 
is slow enough. This Insight into the basis for the observed in- 
stability is of course, a conjecture deduced from the analyses 
not an established experimental fact. 
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CHAPTER  V 

PARAMETRIC  STUDY  OF   INSTABILITY   IN  THE  TF-30-PI  AUGMENTOR 

The TF-30-PI   augmentor  tests   included  three modifications of   the 
nominal   augmentor   in order  to examine  the effects  of design changes  on 
augmentor   instability: 

1. 70 per cent of  the perforated  screech   liner was blocked off. 

2. An alternative flameholder was  used,   in which  the middle vee- 
gutter  ring  is 9   inches  farther  downstream than  that  of  the 
standard   flameholder. 

3. AVGAS was  used   in  the augmentor   rather  than JP-4. 

Instability analyses were conducted   in  parallel   with  these changes. 

Other  variables worth examining parametrically car a  to  light during 
the  test  program.     First,   engine   inlet   temperature wa.  noted   to have  a 

Sx  oL:;r?rSe %ffeCt °n u
the  instability  amplitude  sustained during 

ZÖMAX operation.     Second,   the core  stream  temperature was   increased   to 
see whether   it   too would  reduce  the amplitude   level   in  a manner analogous 

tirH,?CreaSeu en9,nVn'et  temperature.     Finally,   a Z8MIN condition was 
Zone^ See sens,t,ve  the   instability   is   to  the  fuel   flow  rate   in 

Comparison of hot and cold days and of AVGAS and JP-4 revealed more 
clearly wha problem is behind the poor correlation between the observed 

of TL!   M iy  Pr^,cted  ^stained amplitude   levels.     The   final   effort 
of Task   II   was devoted  to an examination of  the mechanisms and  parameters 
which govern   the  sustained amplitude   level   of   the 385 Hz   instabMity       The 
Task  II   parametric  study  thus   included  four  sensitivity   investigations. 

1. Sensitivity  to Augmentor Geometry Modifications. 

2. Sensitivity  to Fuel   Type and  Flow Rate  Variations. 

3. Sensitivity  to Augmentor   Inlet Temperature. 

h. Factors Governing Sustained Amplitude Levels. 

These  four are discussed   in  separate  sections  below after  review of   t^ 
ground   rules  of   the   studies. 

GENERAL  RULES  FOR  THE   PARAMETRIC STUDIES 

As   in   the Task   I   basic  study of  the augmentor,   the effort   in   the 
parametr.c  study was  divided   into two parts:     first,  an analysis  of   the 
mod.f.ed augmentor  served   to predict   the oscillation amplitude and 
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frequency changes; tiv;-,*».! predictions were then compared with the test re- 
sults, and modi f i catioisä of the input data were examined in pursuit of 
better agreement between calculated and observed trends. The parametric 
study concentrated on the dominantly unstable first tangential mode. 
Typical longitudinal and radial modes were also examined to see if engine 
modifications were predicted to affect the stability of these modes. 
Since the afterburner type solution was established to provide the best 
approximation of the mixed-flow augmentor, this solution alone was used 
in treating the transverse modes.  Input was prepared with recognition 
of the separate fuel zones of the TF-30-PI, as described in the preceding 
chapter.  In particular, all unsteady combustion parameters were calcu- 
lated by averaging over the zones, and the coefficients of individual zones 
were calculated initially by means of droplet vaporization formulas as pre- 
sented in the preceding chapter (see Appendix VIM for a full discussion). 

The correlation between analysis and experiment in the parametric 
study concentrated initially on the trends which result from engine pa- 
rameter modifications.  Efforts to correlate the absolute levels of pre- 
dicted and observed amplitude were postponed until the final stage of 
the parametric study. The reasons for this postponement should be clearly 
understood. Although NREC had previously examined two turbojet after- 
burners, the TF-30-PI provided the first opportunity to check instability 
predictions against thorough test data. Since NREC's model is recognized 
to require experimental development of coupling mechanism models, the study 
of the TF-30-PI further provided the first opportunity to check on what 
sort of coupling mechanism models are required for acceptable amplitude 
predictions in the case of current augmentors. Thus, in addition to the 
goal of checking the instability model's usefulness in evaluating design 
changes, the parametric study also took note of the goal of a better in- 
sight into the unsteady combustion mechanisms which govern augmentor in- 
stabi1i ty. 

SENSITIVITY TO AUGMENTOR GEOMETRY MODIFICATIONS 

Two geometry modifications were examined.  Neither the blocked liner 
nor the alternate flameholder was calculated to affect the stability 
characteristics of the TF-30-PI. This predicted lack of effect compares 
favorably with experimental evidence, since neither of the geometry changes 
appear to affect the observed instability frequency, amplitudes, and sen- 
sitivity to fuel zone combinations. Details of the geometry studies are 
discussed below. 

SENSITIVITY TO SCREECH LINER LENGTH 

Three of the six engine tests had the perforations blocked off along 
the upstream 70 per cent of the screech liner.  In analytical terms this 
represented a 70 per cent reduction of the screech liner length.  In the 
nominal configuration the screech liner is 33 inches long, 6 inches of 
which extend upstream of the center vee-gutter ring. The liner of this 
engine is designed for maximum absorption at a frequency near 2000 Hz, 
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and the blocking of the perforations did not alter the liner frequency. 
The details of the liner geometry can be found in Appendix III. 

In the NREC analysis the screech liner is represented by an acoustic 
admittance ratio (a complex number, the real part of which pertains to 
damping) which varies with oscillation amplitude and frequency. The 
acoustic admittance of the TF-30-P1 screech liner is discussed in Appen- 
dix III.  In the parametric analyses the liner modification was assumed 
to make the outer wall perfectly reflective except over the short portion 
of the screech liner where the perforations remained unblocked. 

The reduction in the length of the screech liner was calculated to 
have no effect on the 385 Hz first tangential instability (see Figure 2k). 
The frequency of the instability was changed by only 1.3 Hz, and the dec- 
rement was decreased by only 0.06 for a 10 per cent and by 0.03 for a 25 
per cent peak-to-mean amplitude level. Given the high amplitude levels 
predicted for this unstable mode, the liner was found to have no effect on 
the self-sustaining amplitude and only a slight effect on the threshold 
amplitude (an increase of 1 per cent). 

Tests 1, 8, and 9 .;3ed the partially blocked screech liner, and Tests 
6, 7, and 10 used the standard liner.  Examination of the amplitude data 
shows no particular trend with the reduction of the liner length.  Some 
channels have a lower kOO  Hz amplitude with the complete liner, but others 
have a larger amplitude.  The variation from test to test is similarly 
inconclusive.  Since no cold day tests were conducted with the complete 
liner, the effect of reducing the liner length on high amplitude oscilla- 
tions was not determined. 

In summary, the TF-30-P1 liner turns out to be irrelevant to the 
oscillations which were successfully sustained in the augmentor.  Future 
studies will be needed to determine how we 1 1 NREC's instabi1ity model 
accounts for changes in screech liner design. 

SENSITIVITY TO FLAMEHOLDER MODIFICATIONS 

The alternate flameholder, tested in Tests 7 and 8, differs in two 
ways from the standard TF-30-PI flameholder: 

1. The outer vee-gutter ring is perforated in such a way as to in- 
troduce a small component of swirl around its circumference. 

2. The central vee-gutter ring is roughly 9 inches farther down- 
stream than in the standard vee-gutter: 

Both flameholders use the same size vee-gutter elements and the same num- 
ber of radial elements between rings. 
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NREC's augmentor  instability analysis was originally developed  to 
permit  the  flameholder  to be accounted  for  in  three ways:     in  terms of 
the  flame-front position,   of  the  flameholder acoustic   impedance,  and of 
the vortex shedding from  the  vee-gutters.    To date,   however,  no techniques 
for calculating flameholder   impedance and vortex shedding  inputs have been 
devised.    All   instability  calculations  to date,   both   for  the  two turbojet 
afterburners and  for  the TF-30-P1   augmentor,   have   ignored   the  flameholder 
geometry except  insofar as   it  governs  the axial   position of  the  flame-front. 

The  instability analyses  positioned  the  flame-front,   rather arbitrarily, 
midway  between the upstream and  the downstream vee-gutter  rings.    The con- 
sequence   is  that  the modified  flameholder produces  a   roughly 5   inch down- 
stream shift of  the  flame-front  position.    This change   in  the   input affects 
both  the acoustic modes  and  the   instability calculations.    Nevertheless,   the 
over-all   instability characteristics of  the augmentor were calculated  to be 
insensitive to this shift of  the  flame-front.     The  principal   unstable mode 
has a  relatively  flat  longitudinal   component,   so that no effect should be 
anticipated.    The  longitudinal   and   radial  modes examined   in  the parametric 
study  incur  little change  in  the   longitudinal   component--  less  change than 
occurs with variation of  fuel  zone combinations. 

The  test  results  using the modified  flameholder  similarly displayed  no 
effects on  the principal   unstable mode.    Again  the  variations   in  the data 
from Test   1   to Test 8 and   from Test 6 to Test  7 have no pattern,   and hence 
are more   likely  to be produced  by other differences   from test   to test.    The 
predicted  and observed   trends with  the alternative  flameholder  thus compare 
favorably,   but  this   fact   in   itself   is   inconclusive.     The  study  cannot clarify 
how   important a more thorough,  detailed model   of  the  flameholder   is  to the 
accurate prediction of   instabilities.    More  radical   changes  of  flameholder de- 
sign  than  those examined   in  the current program will   doubtlessly be  required 
if  sensitivities  to  flameholder  geometry are  to become obtrusive. 

SENSITIVITY TO FUEL TYPE AND  FLOW RATE VARIATIONS 

NREC's model   of the unsteady heat  release distribution   is  stated  in 
terms of  four parameters,   two of which  (density and  convection velocity) 
depend only on fluid  flow conditions,   but the other  two of which  (/Tand T ) 
depend also on the properties and  the distribution of  the  fuel.     Since  £ 
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Vthe energy content of the fluid) and r (trie characteristic time of com- 
bustion) are the parameters which are least susceptible to a thorough 
theoretical definition, the TF-30-P1 test program included some unusual 
variations specifically aimed at highlighting the effects of fuel on an 
instability. The various zone combinations which were tested have al- 
ready been discussed in the preceding chapter.  Once an instability was 
observed with full fuel flow in Zones 1, 3, and k  (i.e., during Z8MAX), 
data were also recorded with Zone h  barely in operation (i.e., during 
Z8MIN) to see how sensitive the instability is to the Zone k  fuel flow 
rate. Similarly, the presumption that droplet vaporization and burning 
mechanisms are likely to be significant in the augmentation of fan 
streams encouraged examination of different fuel volatility. The engine 
was tested with AVGAS in the augmentor to see how a more volatile fuel 
affects the observed instability. The parametric studies,described be- 
low parallel these two test variations.  In general terms, the analyses 
predict that negligible oscillatory activity will occur in the augmentor 
during Z8MIN operation and during alloperation with AVGAS. The ana- 
lytical predictions thus correspond precisely to the results observed in 
the tests. 

SENSITIVITY TO ZONE k  FUEL FLOW RATE 

Since the 400 Hz oscillation showed a significant increase in ampli- 
tude at the Z8MAX condition as compared to the Z7 condition, an interme- 
diate fuel zone condition was tested. The Z8MIN condition has less fuel 
flow than the Z8MAX condition in each fuel zone.  Compared to the Z7 
condition, the Z8MIN has 92 per cent of the fuel flow in Zones 1 and 3. 

The analysis of the Z8MIN condition involved only an alternative 
radial distribution of E , the mean energy content of the fluid. The 
other parameters affected by the zoning— the sonic velocity rise and 
the axial velocity distribution-- do not differ from those of Z7 suf- 
ficiently to warrant a completely separate set of input for Z8MIN.  The 
analytical results for Z8MIN indicate that the principal tangential mode 
is simply stable.  The level of the unsteady combustion driving of this 
mode is not sufficient to overcome the damping produced by through-flow 
effects until the Zone k  fuel flow rate approaches its maximum value. 

The test data for Z8MIN generally show a slight increase in kOO  Hz 
oscillation amplitude over that of Z7. Typically, Z8MIN amplitudes are 
a factor of 2 greater than those of Z7, while Z8MAX amplitudes are a 
factor of k  greater than those of Z8MIN.  The analysis thus compares 
well with the test results. 

The study of the Z8MIN fuel zone combination enhanced the under- 
standing of the conditions which govern the 385 Hz instability observed 
in the test program. The analyses indicate that three conditions must 
be satisfied for this instability to occur: 

I. The available driving energy for the first tangential mode must 
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be sufficient to overcome the inherent clamping of the mode pro- 
duced by tosses at the nozzle and, at some operating points, by 
through-flow. 

2. The fuel supplied by Zones 3 and k  into the fan stream must not 
be completely vaporized upstream of the flame-front. 

3. The rdle of fuel vaporization downstream of the flame-front in 
Zones 3 and k  must not exceed some limits (the exact rate of 
vaporization at which the instability amplitude becomes negli- 
gible cannot be defined with confidence at this time). 

The study indicates that at Z8MIN the available driving energy for the 
first tangential mode is not sufficient to produce an instability. 
There is simply not enough fuel flow to drive the instability.  It will 
later be seen that in the case of AVGAS the second condition is not sat- 
isfied.  In the preceding chapter it was noted that failure to satisfy 
the third condition explains why the instability is minor during Zk,  Z5, 
and Z6 operation. 

SENSITIVITY TO AVGAS 

Tests 9 and 10 were conducted with AVGAS rather than JP-h.     Because 
of fuel pump limitations, the Z5 and Z6 conditions could not be tested 
with AVGAS, and some doubt remains whether Z8MAX was fully achieved, 
though the Z8MAX fuel flow rates are essentially the same as with JP-k. 
The precise question in the study of AVGAS is what effect the more vola- 
tile fuel has on the Z8MAX sustained oscillation.  In the tests, as 
described in Chapter III, the effect was to eliminate the oscillation 
for practical purposes.  The amplitude level never exceeded 2 per cent 
during operation with AVGAS. 

The comparative volatilities of AVGAS and JP-^ are discussed in de- 
tail in Appendix IV.  They differ in two crucial respects.  First, for a 
two atmosphere vapor pressure the boiling point of AVGAS i.s 185 deg F, and 
that of JP-i+ is 260 deg F.  Second, the distillation band of JP-4 is much 
wider than that of AVGAS:  specifically a 200 deg F temperature rise is 
required to go from 10 per cent to 90 per cent distillation of JP-k,  while 
a 100 deg F rise is required in the case of AVGAS.  In other words, AVGAS 
begins vaporizing at a roughly 75 deg F lower temperature, and it is com- 
pletely vaporized at a roughly 175 deg F lower temperature than JP-k  when 
the augmentor is operating at 2 atmospheres. 

During most JP-^ tests and during all AVGAS tests "warm day" condi- 
tions prevailed. In particular, during Tests 6 (with JP-k) and 10 (with 
AVGAS) the fan discharge temperature for Z8MAX testing was 210 deg F. 
The fan stream is heated by convection along the core engine length and 
by mixing with the core stream in the region immediately upstream of the 
flameholders. It was accordingly assumed that during Tests 6 and 10 the 
vaporization of the Zone 3 and k  fuel upstream of the flame-front is 
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governed by a  roughly 300 deg F  fluid  temperature.    At  this  temperature 
AVGAS   ,s essent.a   ly   100 per cent  vaporized upstream of  the  flame-front, 
and JP-it  is only k0 per  cent vaporized. 

The  instability analyses  for AVGAS therefore assumed a  value of 0.05 
for a in Equations 5 and 6 of  the  preceding chapter,   so that Zones 3 and 
k do  not differ markedly   from Zones   1,   2,  and 5 when AVGAS   is   used.    The 
results of  the analyses  for Z8MAX with AVGAS are   indicated   in  Figure 25 
The  first  tangential  mode   is predicted to be simply stable.    The predic- 
tions agree with  the data. 

The experimental  and analytical  comparison of JP-k and AVGAS proved 
particularly  instructive on the question of what mechanism governs  the 
3Ö5 Hz   .nstability.    Three coupling mechanisms are considered   likely to 
govern unsteady combustion  in augmentors:    turbulent mixing,   chemical 
kinetics    and droplet  vaporization   (including atomization and   burning). 
Changing from JP-/+ to AVGAS should  have negligible effects on   turbulent 
mixing and on chemical   kinetics.     The only mechanism  likely  to be affected 
.s droplet vaporization and burning.    The fact  that both  the experiments 
and  the analyses showed a dramatic  reduction  in  the  instability when AVGAS 
replaces HP-it  is persuasive evidence that the 385 Hz oscillation depends 
on droplet mechanisms  for  its driving energy.    Substituting AVGAS  for JP-k 
m a  conventional   turbojet afterburner, with  turbine discharge   temperatures 
above   1000 deg F,  would   not  be expected  to affect   instabilities.     But since 
the   fan discharge  temperature   is   in  the distillation   range of AVGAS and 
just  below the boiling point of JP-4,  droplet mechanisms  should   simply be 
expected  to play a   large   role   in   the TF-30-PI   fan  stream augmentation. 

SENSITIVITY TO AUGMENTOR   INLET TEMPERATURE 

sorin^of^?'  ^ ?et 0f T[■30■P,   teStS were inducted during  the early 
pa'raJive v ?oi" jtS TT'  ^  th! en9ine   in,et  ^Perature was com-' paratively  low.    These  tests were conducted with  the objective  of  finding 
some operating condition at which   the aügmentor becomes   unstable.     On 
that  cold day when  the  severe oscillation was discovered during Z8MAX 
operation,  data were  recorded.     These data were  largely   ignored  at   the 
time,   however,   since  the engine was   to be thoroughly  tested again with 
the zone combinations examined   in e  planned  sequence.     When  the "official" 
testing began and  the data were  reduced,   the   level   of   instability proved 
to be disappointingly  low.     Examination of the cold day  tests   revealed a 
decrease   in amplitude  level   from  roughly +10 psi   to  roughly +3  psI   in 
going  from cold days  to warm days.     All   of  the  remaining  tests were con- 
ducted durmg the summer.     An effort  to conduct additional   cold day  test- 
«ng during the  late   fall   had  to be abandoned  following an engine   failure 
The one set of cold day   results  thus stand alone,   unsupported  by ad- " 
ditional   test data. y 

«ff .?nCe lu W?r ,rnC^n:Zed   that au9mentor  inlet  temperature has  a dramatic 
LI  ^      e TF■30■P,   ,nstabi,ity.   some special   tests were conducted  to 
see whether an  increase   in  turbine discharge temperature altfne has any 
etrect. ' 
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Parametric studies were conducted of both the fan and  the  turbine dis- 
charge  temperatures.     In summary,   the   instabi11ty model   predicted  that 
lower  fan discharge temperature would   intensify the first  tangential   in- 
stability,   but  that higher  turbine discharge temperature would have neg- 
ligible effect   in the  range  tested.    These predictions agree qualitatively 
with  the  test data.    Efforts  to secure a more quantitative agreement,   in 
terms  of  the amplitude  levels sustained on cold and warm days,  are dis- 
cussed   later   in  the chapter. 

SENSITIVITY TO HIGHER TURBINE DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE 

The special   tests conducted   in Tests 9  (withAVGAS)  and  10  (with JP-^) 
had a  50 to 70 deg F increase   in  turbine discharge total   temperature-- 
e.g.,   from  1180 to  1250 deg F.     In Test 9 with AVGAS a  roughly 5 per cent 
increase  in  the amplitude  level   of  the 358 Hz oscillation was  observed. 
The  test with JP-k indicated no clear trend when compared with  the com- 
parable Z8MAX   run of Test 6.    A slightly more pronounced   increase of  the 
200 Hz oscillation was observed   in both cases with the higher  temperature. 

Increasing the turbine discharge temperature would appear  to  influence 
only  two model   parameters.    The Mach number   in the combustion chamber   is 
slightly  increased,  and  the  rate of vaporization of the  liquid  fuel   in 
Zones 3 and 4  is somewhat  increased because of greater heating of  the  fan 
stream by  the hotter core stream.     But  the 60 degree temperature   increase 
actually achieved   in the tests   is  simply too small  to warrant   revisions of 
the  parameter values  in question.     The uncertainty with which  these values 
are known exceeds any change   in  them from  the higher  turbine discharge  tem- 
perature.    Thus  the analytical   examination of  this engine  test variation 
proved   inconclusive.    This  result does not  really differ  from that of  the 
experimental   examination. 

SENSITIVITY TO REDUCED FAN DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE 

As  remarked   in connection with AVGAS,   the fan stream temperatures of 
the TF-30-PI   tests  fall   quite close  to the boiling point of JP-k.     Since 
JP-4 has a wide distillation band,   variations  in fan discharge  temperature 
are  likely to produce significant  variations   in the fraction  of JP-k from 
Zones  3 and k which  is vaporized  upstream of  the flame-front.     Thus  on 
purely heuristic  grounds  the   increase  in oscillation amplitude  from  10  to 
37 per cent on cold days   is not counterintuitive. 

The cold day  tests have a  fan discharge  temperature of  178 deg F, 
which   is 25 deg F below that of  the corresponding warm day  tests.     In'the 
parametric analyses  the  fan stream temperature at the  flameholders was 
assumed  to be  270 deg F on cold days and 300 deg F on warm days.    The key 
parameter which changes   is a,   the  fraction of the fuel   remaining  in drop- 
let  form at  the  flame-front.     In analyzing  the warm day condition 60 per 
cent of  the  fuel   from Zones 3 and k was assumed  to be unvaporized;   for 
analyzing the cold day condition,   the value of a for Zones 3 and ^f was 
assumed  to be  1.0.    The latter value may be a slight exaggeration  since 
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the boiling point of JP-k at  two atmospheres  is about 260 deg F,   but  for 
purposes of  the parametric studies  greater accuracy  is  not  needed 

Dortrnn!iinCreaSe  '•   thl  ,iqUld  fraction of z°nes 3 and k produces a  pro- 
??on ^L    CreaSe

1
,n  the oscn,atory energy produced by droplet vaporize- 

a'd^trr^h-af^cteT ^ NREC,S ^   ^ ">^^  ^ernin'g .' 
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where  the average  liquid  fraction,  a  .   is obtained  from the  values  of 
the   indrvrdual   zones: 

a li^s]/ >*. 
(12) 

rV.rnC^reaSVn    L uthuS   ,ncreases   the amplitude of   r'/r,   but   its  effect on 
E/E  depends on  the comparative   importance of  fluid osci Hat Ions at   the 
flame-front and at  the  fuel   injectors.     Since T/r  is   usually  the dominant 
term governing the oscillatory  heat   release  rate,   the above e^iation^     " 
dicate  that   increasing the   liquid  fraction of the  fuel   will   in  general 
produce a   greater oscillatory  heat   release  rate  for a   given  pressure os- 
cillation.     But whether  the oscillatory heat  release   ra'te drives  or  damps 

the pressure oscillation depends  on   the  phase  lag between   the^.     Thus 
TIT^V       "^i0  u

fraction does  n°t necessarily make a more more  un- 
stab e.     The  rest of  the NREC model   is  needed  to determine whether  the 
resulting   intensification of  the heat   release  rate oscillation drives  or 
damps each mode. 

The  point here  is  that   it   is  not a   trivial   consequence  of NREC's 
model   that on cold days  the TF-40-P1   is  predicted   to have a  more  severe 

orLirtTI ^    .T ^ Warm dayS-     AS  Fi9ure 26 shows'   the -"odel   does 
predict a   sigmf.cantly more  negative decrement on cold days.     The   results 
shown   in  the  figure are  for Z8MAX.     The comparable  result   for Zk on a  co d 
day similarly shows a more negative decrement.     Indeed.  Zk on a  cold day 
has a  negative decrement which   is   roughly 75 per cent of  that of Z8MAX on 

tirr^ed^tiön^" WOrdS'   ^   -^^y —'-  V-ld   two quamr- 

1.     The 385 Hz oscillat ion   is more   intense on cold days   than on warm 
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2. 

days.    The  intensification holds  for each fuel  zone combination, 
but  it  is most dramatic  in  the case of Z8^X,  for which Zones 3 
and ^t play a dominant  role. 

On a cold day the 385 Hz oscillation  Is  Intensified during Zk op- 
eration to the point that   it approaches  the level  predicted  for 
ZBMAX  on warmer days. 

A glance at  the data,  shown for example  in Table VI,   indicates  that  these 
two qualitative trends predicted by the model   are precisely the trends 
which were observed.    On a cold day the ZBMAX   Instability  Is much more 
severe,  and  the Zk oscillation  reaches  the order of severity of the Z8MAX 
instability on a warm day.    The Zk zone combination was chosen  for  the 
comparison  because  It  Is the only one other  than ZBMAX for which cold day 
data are ava i lable. 

The conclusion,   then,   is  that NREC's  instabl11ty model,   supplemented 
by simple droplet  vaporization formulas,  does  predict the direction of 
the effect of a  reduced fan discharge  temperature.    The solutions   in Fig- 
ure 26,  do not,   however,  predict sustained amplitude levels,   so that 
comparison must be made  in terms of a  physically more elusive variable, 
viz,   the negative decrement or growth  rate of the oscillation.    Since  the 
analytical   solutions do not determine a sustained amplitude,  we have not 
predicted what was observed,  namely a   reduction of sustained amplitude 
levels as  fan discharge  temperature  Increases,    The problem of predicting 
amplitude  levels  rather than just oscillation  growth  rates   is discussed 
in  the  remainder of  this chapter. 

PREDICTING THE SUSTAINED AMPLITUDE LEVELS 

The problem  Is  easy to define.    The observed amplitude  level   during 
ZBMAX operation was  below 10 per cent on warm days and above 35 per cent 
on cold days.    The calculations,   based on a  simple droplet vaporization 
model,   predict  that  the amplitude  level-- whatever  it may be-- exceeds 
30 per cent on both warm and cold days.    The key  fault  in the calculated 
results   Is  not simply their failure to predict  the  lower amplitude of  the 
warm day  tests.    The key fault  Is  that  the graphical   solutions  for  the 
instability show no sign whatever of producing a  sustained amplitude 
number.    Regardless of  the augmentor   inlet  temperature,   the decrement 
curve  is  calculated  to have the following shape: 

\ 

c 
0) 
£ 
u 
u 
0) 

Ampli tude 
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For the largest amplitude examined, the instability is not simply stil 
growing, it is growing even faster than at lower amplitudes.  For the 
instability analysis to predict a sustained amplitude, the decrement 
curve must turn back toward the axis: 

Ampl i tude 

The solutions using the simple droplet vaporization model, rather than 
turning back, all appear to be asymptotic to some minimim value of the 
decrement. 

Two questions require examination.  First, why does the analysis 
fail to produce decrement curves of the shape anticipated? Second, 
what type of revision of the analysis is necessary for the decrement 
curves to be of the correct shape? These two questions are addressed in 
the next section. The succeeding section will then indicate what sort of 
correlation between predicted and observed amplitudes can be achieved by 
following a logical line of revision of the analyses. 

FACTORS GOVERNING THE SUSTAINED AMPLITUDE LEVEL 

The decrement calculated in the instability analysis is a consequence 
of a number of effects, some of which add positively to it (i.e., stabilize 
the mode) and others, negatively: 

1. The upstream and downstream boundary effects damp the instability. 

2. In the case of Z8MAX, the through-flow damps the instability. 

3. The screech liner damps the instability, but only slightly, and 
even then less at high amplitude. 

k.     The oscillatory heat release drives the instability, and it- 
contribution to the calculated negative decrement increases with 
ampli tude. 

The through-flow and upstream and downstream boundary effects are assumed 
not to vary with amplitude:  the contributions they make to the decrement 
are constant. Accordingly, increasing these effects will not produce the 
desired effect of reshaping the calculated decrement curve; it will only 
shift the curve: 
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In NREC's earlier  parametric studies of conventional  afterburners 
amplitude  levels below  10 per cent were predicted,   but only as a conse- 
quence of  large screech  liner acoustic absorption.    The test data clearly 
show that  the  liner  is  not governing the amplitude  level   sustained   in   rhe 
TF-30-P1   augmentor.    Thus, although  the  liner effect varies nonlinearly, 
in the case of  the TF-30 oscillation at 385 Hz   it  is not significant. 

NREC's   instability analysis  intentionally  ignored shock losses   in   its 
calculation of  the contribution of through-flow  to the decrement.     Shock 
losses vary  sharply nonlinearly with the amplitude of the oscillation 
insofar as  the velocity oscillation must be sufficient for the  local   flow 
to reach  sonic values  before shocks appear.    During Z8MAX operation,   the 
mean or steady velocity  in the augmentor does not exceed a Mach number of 
0.75.    Thus  shock  losses cannot be governing the   instability amplitude 
level  on warm days when  the pressure fluctuations are below 10 per cent 
amplitude.     Shock losses should  become significant  for the Z8MAX   insta- 
bility only as amplitude  levels   in excess  of 25  per cent are  reached.    The 
shock losses may  govern  the cold day amplitude  levels,  but they are not 
the mechanism which  the  initial  analyses of  the TF-30-P1  have crucially 
failed  to consider. 

The oscillatory heat release rate is thus the mechanism which most 
significantly controls the sustained amplitude level in the TF-30-P1 at 
least for the warm day conditions. NREC's treatment of the oscillatory 
heat  release has  four distinct components: 

1. For Z8MAX,   oscillations   in  the convection velocity governing com- 
bustion have a  very small  damping effect on the 385 Hz   instability. 
The extent of  the damping  increases  slightly with  increasing am- 
pli tude. 

2. Local   density oscillations drive  the  instability significantly, 
and  the extent of their effect  increases somewhat,  but not 
markedly,  with  the amplitude  level. 

3. Oscillations   in the energy content of  the  fluid entering the com- 
bustion chamber have a slight driving effect, which  increases 
somewhat with  the amplitude  level. 
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k.     Oscillations   in  the characteristic  time of combustion make,   by 
a   factor of  2,  the  largest driving contribution at  large ampli- 
tude,   but at small  amplitudes  their contribution  Is negligible. 

The first  two contributions  to the unsteady heat  release,   those  resulting 
from the convection  velocity and  the density,  are essentially  independent 
of coupling mechanisms.    Their contribution  to  the decrement varies 
slightly nonlinearly only because  the mean  time  for combustion   is cal- 
culated  to decrease at  larger amplitude  levels.     Neither of these con- 
tributions will   suffice to reshape the decrement curve.    Similarly,   the 
effect of  the energy content   is  too small   to be significant  in  governing 
the sustained amplitude level,  particularly since  it  is essentially 
constant with amplitude. 

Attention thus centers on the effects of  the characteristic  time of 
combustion.     For practical  purposes all   other mechanisms which are  thought 
to be  relevant make a constant contribution  to the unstable decrement curve 
of Z8MAX.     Only the Y/f   effect varies  sufficiently strongly nonlinearly 
that  it can  govern  the sustained amplitude  level   by governing the shape of 
the calculated decrement curve.    The  reason  that the analyses  fail   to pre- 
dict sustained amplitude levels   is  to  be  found   in  the modelling of  the 
f/r dependence on amplitude  level. 

The decrement calculations were made assuming that droplet vaporiza- 
tion   is  the only coupling mechanism of  significance.     In particular     the 
relation between  r   and the  fluid oscillations was assumed  to be as'follows 
(see Equations 5 and 6): 

r7f - ?. P'/i 

r   --€-,% 

(13) 

'4 

Here C,   and   C, both  vary nonlinearly with amplitude,  and  they also depend 
on  the droplet Reynolds number and  on   the  fraction of  the nominal   design 
time  required  for droplet vaporization   (i.e., Ws  1e / T^    ).     Figure  27 
displays  typical   curves  for  £   and   ?, as a   function of  these parameters. 
Both   C.  and   C-, are asymptotic   in  these curves.     In  particular,   c,   keeps 
increasing with   increasing amplitude.    Thus,   the unfortunate shape of 
the decrement plots   is  a direct  result of  the shape of the   c. curve, 
which corresponds  to a  simple droplet  vaporization model.    Within  this 
simple view of droplet vaporization  increasing amplitudes of pressure 
oscillation will   invariably result  in   increasing amplitudes   in  the os- 
ciNation of   the  time   required  for combustion.     The  relationship between 
r/r and  p/jS   based   in  this way on droplet  vaporization cannot produce a 
self-sustained amplitude prediction. 

There   remain three approaches  by which the analyses may yet  predict 
sustained amplitude  levels.    One suggestion,  discussed  in NREC's earlier 
studies   (Ref  2),   is  that  if the mean  time of combustion, f ,  becomes 
sufficiently  small,   the contribution of r'/r  becomes small- 
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enath of    h    a     '     ^  ^ combustion  ls concentrated   In a short enough 
length of  the augmentor.   the contribution of f'/f becomes zero,  and  the 
decrement curve  turns back toward the axis.     In  the case of ^ T?-30-n 
all   combust.on has  to be concentrated  in  less  than  10  inches of    he aug- 
TeT'ltV* a  S"s,tained

u
a-P"tude can be  reached.    Turbulent m xing ' 

a^l   t?H    f    prec ude such a concentrated combustion zone.    Moreover: 

vapi    zatiönVt  S   '".'T55 0f 25 ^ Cent are  needed  for  the ^" d oplet 
ignored! ^ S0 Sma,,•  eVen  ShoU,d  ^^ulent mixing be 

is  to^nalve^n  t^t^''5  t0 ^ ?**  the dr0p,et vaP°^tion "«del 
account    In I s       «t  'gnores secondary effects which, when taken  into 
account,  w! I     produce the preferred shape of  the £  plot  In Figure 27 
Th.s suggest.on may ultimately be vindicated by mo e detaMed exper^ntal 

tud.es of droplet mechanisms.    NREC  resists   It at  this point tn  the betlf 
that^g^features of  instability should  not  require' conside^lon^f' 

let evahDo^a
hHronaPP^r0aC!, l\t0 ^amine couPnn9 mechanisms other than drop- 

let evaporation      Droplet burning,chemical   kinetics,  and  turbulent mixina 
are mechanisms  thought  to be significant  in augments.     In simpU terms 
they couple fluid  conditions  to the  time  required   for combustion as   foTLs: 

Droplet Burning: 

Chemical  Kinetics; 

Turbulent Mixing: 

r  ~ 
r   ~ 
r ~ 

(i4) 

IL.  Z WO
f

rds'  ch«m,ca'  kinetic and droplet burning mechanisms have the 
same type of effect as droplet vaporization;  so tha? if  the  latter fn fact 
dr ves an  mstabUity.   so will   the former.    Turbulent mixing    by varvina 
with velocity,   is out-of-phase with the others,  and  hence wi   1   tend to ' 
stabilize when  the others  tend  to drive.    Therefore,   the most olausIbU 

staPbrni.|t0 'tf1?1:9 tUStained amP'itud«   -  to t^trlr up    e^n ary 
s ab    .zing effects  by hypothesizing a model   of osci I latory turbuten^    ' 

HYPOTHESIZING THE REQUIRED TURBULENT MIXING EFFECT 

The problem  is  to devise a  simple account of turbulent mixing In 
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unsteady How which will enable prediction of low levels of sustained 
amphtude tor operation at 28MAX on warm days.  Ideally, t.he addod ef- 
fect of turbulent mixing will also produce predicted sustained ampli- 
tudes below 5 per cent for Z^t etc.. even on cold days. Developing a 
detailed theoretical account is beyond the scope of this study. We 
shall instead adopt a simple view of the physical mechanism and deduce 

^ !rVfl 0r,f,   effeCt rec'uired from ^ for  predictions to correlate with 
the TF-30-P1 observations. 

Program REFINE includes provision for a turbulent mixing effect in 
that it allows for a coefficient, C^, , as follows: 

t^   c,   t    ±   cj^) 

where the velocity oscillation is defined at the flameholders. The 
problem, then, is to determine % as a nonlinear function of amplitude 
level. 

If both turbulent mixing and droplet vaporization are taken into 
account, the expression for characteristic time of combustion must be 
made somewhat more complicated: 

CL X 

r 
(16) 

r -   rT  + a re (,7) 

where,   again,  d is   the   fraction of  fuel   remaining   in droplet   form,   and 
the  subscripts e  and   T   refer  respectively  to evaporation and   turbulent 
mixing.     What   is   required are  formulas  for   ^ and    £7 of  the  followinq 
form: 

(18) 

c: ifX - f (fl 
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Hcie   it   is assumed   that   C,   ,  as  presented   in  Figure  27,   's adequate  for 
present   purposes,, 

The  time   required  for   turbulent mixing varies   inversely with  the 
velocity at   the   flameholders   (ignoring secondary effects): 

^3    JP^\ (20) 

Using standard  perturbation  techniques,   the  fluctuation   in  time can  be 
defi ned as   follows : 

'■r ^T   ~       ) +|V/,7 
(21) 

where   the   factor    KT should  theoretically  be   1.0,   but   is  here   left  as a 
parameter  to enable adjustment of  the^ level   of  effect of turbulent mix- 
ing.     The other  term   in  Equation   I^TV/t"  ,   also varies nonlinearly with 
amplitude  simply  because 1^/r   varies nonlinearly.     That  is,  assuming   7f 
is  constant with amplitude,   decreasing the mean   time   required   for droplet 
evaporation will   increase   TT/f.   the  fraction  of  the mean  time   taken  up 
by  turbulent  mixing. 

There are thus two factors contributing to C-u . One factor C/T'/T, 

introduces an inverse variation of ^ with amplitude. The increased role 
of turbulent mixing,TV/f , on the other hand, introduces a nonlinear fac- 
tor which varies  directly with amplitude.     The  net effect   is as   follows: 

c. ^ - 
ö:TT + (i-cL)??1*« 

r. Co (Vä) 
(22) 

■i'fh 

where    Teo   is   the mean  time  required  for droplet vaporization without 
pressure oscillations,   and   (i!^' Teo)   's  the mean  time   requireH    nth os- 
cillationso     Since   C^   varies nonlinearly with   the pressure oscillation 
amplitude,   so will f(,.     Figure 28 shows a  typical   variation of  Cc/fcr 
with amplitude   level   when   C^   is assumed   to vary   in   the manner also 
shown   in  Figure   28.     What   the figure  shows   «s   that   f^    increases wi t.h 
amplitude when   reasonable assumptions are made about   the  ratio of   the 
characteristic   times of evaporation and mixing   in Zones 3 and  k.     Since 

£1   increases with amplitude,   it can   in  principle  serve as  the  stabiliz- 
ing  factor  needed   for  the  analyses   to predict  some  sustained amplitude 
level.     Such a   superficial   treatment of  turbulent mixing  is  scarcely 
conclusive.     It only  shows   that   including  the effects  of turbulent mix- 
ing will   produce   the  type of modification of   the calculated decrement 
curves which we  need. 
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Using the curve  for   C(,/Kr shown  in Figure 28,  a value of   hT can  be 
selected which will   specifically produce  the  result of a  10 per cent 
amplitude  level   sustained  in Z8MAX on a warm day.     Figure 29 shows  such 
a  revised warm day solution.    With this  same value of   hT ,   the cold day 
amplitude  for ZBMAX  continues  to exceed 30 per cent,  as again shown   in 
Figure 29.    Moreover,  as  shown  in Figure 30,  with  this  same value of KT 

the  sustained amplitude  level   predicted  for Z4 becomes  less  than 5 per 
cent on both warm and  cold days.    The  level   of  the  turbulence effect has 
accordingly been  chosen  to correlate predicted and observed amplitude 
levels on warm days   in ZBMAX.    The fact  that when  this somewhat arbitrary 
choice  is made,   correlation of predicted and observed amplitudes at other 
operating conditions   is achieved confirms qualitatively that  turbulent 
mixing  is  the  stabilizing mechanism.     In other words,   the analysis ul- 
timately claims  that  the TF-30-P1  augmentor   instability  involves a deli- 
cate balance  between an exciting droplet  vaporization mechanism and a 
damping turbulent mixing mechanism. 

CONCLUSIONS OF THE  PARAMETRIC STUDIES 

1. In both  the analyses and  the tests  the  geometry variations of 
the  liner and  flameholder which were examined were found  to 
have negligible effects on  the  first  tangential   instability. 

2. The  predicted   trends with more volatile  fuel   and  lower  fan dis- 
charge   temperature agreed qual itatively with  the  trends ob- 
served:     the   instability essentially disappears with AVGAS,   and 
it. becomes more  severe with  reduced   fan  temperature.     These 
trends   indicate  that  the crucial   mechanism driving this   in- 
stabil ity  is droplet evaporation   in  the  colder fan stream. 

3. In order  to obtain any predictions  of sustained amplitude 
level   from the   instability analysis,   it   is  necessary  to hy- 
pothesize a  stabilizing effect  from turbulent mixing.     If  the 
level   of  this  effect  is stipulated on  the basis of observed 
warm day amplitudes,   the analyses  will   yield qualitalivel y 
correct  predictions of sustained amplitudes  for cold days and 
when operating at Z^t rather  than Z8MAX.     Thus   turbulent  mixing 
in conjunction with droplet evaporation appears ultimately  to 
control   the sustained amplitude   level. 
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CHAPTER  VI 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

CONCLUSIONS  PERTAINING TO THE   INSTABILITY MODEL 

1. At  least  for predominately transverse modes,  mixed  flow aug- 
mentors are best modelled as conventional   cylindrical  after- 
burners with unusual   upstream boundaries.    No conclusions 
were  reached on  predominately longitudinal   modes. 

2. NREC's  heat  release model, which uses   lumped-parameters  to de- 
fine  local   heat  release  rates,   is adequate even for multiple 
zoned augmentors with significantly different  combustion proper- 
ties   in different zones.    However,   for such zoned augmentors  the 
combustion   Input  parameters should  be calculated by averaging 
over the   Individual  zones,  and  the effects of each zone on  the 
steady combustion of others should  be  taken  Into account. 

3. The   Instability model   correctly predicted  the qualitative  trends 
which  result  from the liner and  flameholder modifications,   from 
the substitution of AVGAS  for JP-^t,   from the blocking of   indi- 
vidual   fuel   zones,   and  from reductions   in engine   inlet  tempera- 
ture.     However,   better "submodels" of droplet vaporization and 
burning,   chemical   kinetics,  and  turbulent mixing are needed  for 
the model   to predict sustained amplitude  levels with even  rough 
accuracy. 

CONCLUSIONS  PERTAINING TO THE ENGINE TESTS 

1.    The  instability observed  in the TF-30-PI   augmentor requires 
three conditions  to be satisfied before   its amplitude  levels 
become  s i gn i f i ca nt : 

a. The augmentation  level   must  be  sufficient;   specifically, 
at   least Zones   1,   3,  and k must  be   in operation. 

b. The  fuel   supplied  by Zones 3 and  k   into  the  fan stream 
must  not  be mostly vaporized  upstream of  the  flameholders. 

c. The   rate of droplet vaporization and  burning downstream 
of  the  flameholders   In  the  fan  stream must  not exceed 
some  upper   1imit. 

The first condition explains why there   is no  instability dur- 
ing Z7 and Z8MIN operation;   the  third condition explains why 
there  is  no  Instability during Zk,  Z5,   and Z6 operation;  and 
the second  condition explains why the   instability disappears 
with AVGAS  and   is   less severe on warm days. 
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2. During a  sustained 37 per cent amplitude oscillation at 385 Hz 
in the augmentor,   the TF-30-PI   fan/compressor did not surge. 

3. The high  response  pressure  instrumentation  used   in   the  test 
program provided effective data  to be used   in conjunction with 
the NREC combustion  instability model. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. The general  augmentor   Instability model   previously developed  by 
NREC should  be used  in augmentor development  programs,  and  its 
further development via  systematic comparison of predictions 
and observations  should  be pursued with vigor. 

2. Longitudinal  modes  In mixed-flow augmentors  should  be examined 
analytically and experimentally to determine how to apply 
NREC's model   to them.    The prerequisite  is an augmentor with a 
significant  longitudinal   instability. 

3. Studies should  be made of  the preferred  representation of the 
steady combustion  in augmentors within  the context of NREC's 
instability model.     In  particular,   interactions of core stream 
and  fan stream combustion zones   require more   reliable modelling. 

k.     Improved models  of  couplIng mechanisms   in augmentors,   including 
their   interactions and  their nonlinear dependence on oscilla- 
tion amplitude,   should   be pursued   in order  to  increase the quan- 
titative effectiveness  of the  instability model. 

5.    Fut'ire engine  test programs,  possibly even on  the TF-30,   should 
examine how augmentor   Instability  is affected  by steady  inlet 
distortion  in  turbofan engines. 
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TABLE 

PRESSURE OSCILLATION AMPLITUDES 
CHANNEL  1  AT ^400 HZ 

t Test 
1 

Test 
6 

Test 
7 

Test 
8 

Test 
9 

Test 
10 

1zo 
-- 0.97 0.43 -- 

Zk 0.38 0.17 -- 0.75 0.28 -- 

Z5 0.36 0.19 -- -- — -- 

Z6 0.32 0.21 — 0.24 -- — 

Z7 0.45 -- -- -- — -- 

! Z8 
MIN 0.32 -- -- -- -- -- 

Z8 
MAX 1.50 0.30 -- 0.30 — -- 

ZV 0.2k -- -- -- -- -- 

Z8" 
MAX 4.27 

Note:     Amplitudes are peak-to-mean:     Values   in  per  cent. 

Cold  day  tests. 
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TABLE   III 

PRESSURE OSCILLATION AMPLI TUDES 
CHANNEL  2 AT ^400 H2 

1 
1 

Test 
1 

Test 
6 

Test 
7 

Test 
8 

Test 
9 

Test 
10 

0.75 
zo -- 1.60 0.86 1.18 0.33 

Zk 1.54 0.64 1.97 2.67 0.45 1.12 

Z5 1.17 0.75 -- — -- ._ 

Z6 1.57 0.56 2.24 2.57 -- .. 

Z7 1.33 0.61 2.55 2.46 0.40 1.28 

Z8 
MIN 1.39 0.67 2.77 2.89 0.48 1.44 

Z8 
MAX 2.93 4.54 4.31 3.85 0.80 i   m 

Z4" 2.66 — ._ — -_ „ — 

Z8" 
MAX 20.65 -- __ _ _ .. 

Note:    Amplitudes are peak-to-mean:     Values   in per cent 

Cold day  tests. 
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TABLE IV 

PRESSURE OSCILLATION AMPLITUDES 
CHANNEL 3 AT -^ 400 HZ 

Test 
1 

Test 
6 

Test 

7 

Test 
8 

Test 

9 

Test 
10 

zo -- 0.59 1.39 2.03 -- -- 

Zk 0.51 1.29 2.15 0.99 -- -- 

Z5 0.72 1.07 -- -- -- -- 

Z6 0.63 1.39 1,82 0.83 -- 
1 

Z7 1.17 1.50 2.03 2.89 -- "  i 
Z8 
MIN 1.07 0.88 2.56 1.87 -- 

Z8 
MAX 0.83 it. 17 2.68 3.23 -- 

i 

i 

i 
i 

ZV= 0.78 -- -- -- -- 

  

Z8-V 

MAX 1.87 _ — — _ 

/ 

■B V ^ ^, 

Note:     Amplitudes are  peak-to-mean;     Values   in  per  cent. 

Cold  day   tests. 
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TABLE V 

PRESSURE OSCILLATION AMPLITUDES 
CHANNEL k AT ~ 400 HZ 

Test 
1 

Test 
6 

Test 
7 

Test 
8 

Test 
9 

Test 
10 

zo -- 1.23 0.70 0.63 1.07 1.28 

zk 1.07 2.46 2.25 1.18 0.75 1.17 

Z5 0.75 1.M+ — ~ -- -- 

26 0.78 2.30 1.50 1.77 -- -- 

Z7 0.75 2.73 2.03 1.23 0.40 0.91 

Z8 
MIN 0.70 2.25 2.36 2.14 0.46 0.93 

Z8 
MAX 2.k0 6.97 2.72 3.00 1.34 1.17 

ZV"" 0.70 — -- • • _ . 

Z8" 
MAX 9.89 -- -- _ . — • 

l 

1 

Note:     Amplitudes are peak-to-mean:     Values   in per cent. 

Cold  day  tesHts. 
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TABLE VI 

PRESSURE OSCILLATION AMPLITUDES 
CHANNEL  7 AT/^ ^00 HZ"" 

Test 
I 

Test 
6 

Test 
7 

Test 
8 

Test 
9 

Test 
10 

zo -- -- -- -- 0.28 0.22 

Ik 0.70 -- — -- 0.53 0.^3 

Z5 0.80 -- — — — -- 

Z6 0.71 -- — — — -- 

Z7 0.56 — -- -- 0.32 0.37 

Z8 
MIN 1.87 -- -- — 0.37 0.32 

Z8 
MAX 9.90 _. -- M -- 0.75 0.5^ 

Zk" 3.63 --   -- -- — 

Z8" 
MAX 37.^0 -- — — -- -- 

Note:     Amplitudes are peak-to-mean:     Values   in per cent. 

Cold  day tests. 
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1 
1 
1 

TABLE VII 

PRFSSURE OSCILLATION AMPLITUDES 
CHANNEL  8 AT~ kOO HZ 

f 
1 Test 

1 
Test                  Test                 Test 

6                       7                       8 
Test 

9 
Test 

10 

1 i 

zo — 0.28 -- -- 

1 Ik 0.23 1.12 0.23 -- 

M 
Z5 -- — -- — 

l Z6 0.19 0.51               0.59 -- -- 

1 Z7 0.21 — 0.19 0.32 

1 
i 

ZB 
MIN 0.51 «_ 0.27 

j 
0.27    ! 

1 Z8 
MAX 2.09 1.07 0.51 

f 

0.43    | 

1 zr" 1.29 — — 

i 
• - 

ZS" 
MAX 5.60 _ _                                         ■■•>                                         •»_ __ 

Note:     Amplitudes are peak-to-mean:    Values   in per cent. 

Cold   day  tests. 
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TABLE VIM 

PRESSURE OSCILLATION AMPLITUDES 
CHANNEL I AT ^200 HZ 

Test 
1 

Test 
6 

Test 
7 

zo -- 6.97 v mm 

Ik 0.6^ 0.9^   

15 0.75 0.95 — 

Z6 0.75 0.75 -- 

Z7 0.82 1.07   

Z8 
MIN 0.77 0.77 .- 

Z8 

Test      Test      Test 

-8 2 1£_ 

MAX       0.62       0.73 

Note:     Amplitudes are  peak-to-mean:     Values   in   per  cent. 

Cold day  tests. 
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TABLE IX 

PRESSURE OSCILLATION 
CHANNEL 2 AT z^ 

AMPLITUDES 
200 HZ 

Test 
1 

Test 
6 

Test 
7 

Test 
8 

Test 
9 

Test 
10 

zo — 2.78 1.98 2.64 0.88 0.80 

Ik 0.91 1.02 2.57 3.20 0.94 0.83 

IS 0.78 0.86 — -- -- — 

Z6 0.91 0.9^ 1.87 4.50 -- — 

Z7 1.23 0.99 2.57 4.30 0.83 0.91 

i Z8 
1 MIN \.lk 0.9^ 2.57 3.01 1.07 0.64 

Z8 
MAX 0.3k 1.07 1.61 3.96 1.76 0.91 

Ik' 1.28 .. — — — . __ ._ 

Z8" 
MAX 1.39 • _ B _ _ — — — — — 

Note:     Amplitudes  are peak-to-mean:     Values   in  per cent. 

Cold day  tests. 
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TABLE X 

PRESSURE OSCILLATION 
CHANNEL 3 AT ^ 

AMPLITUDES 
200 HZ 

Test 
I 

Test 
6 

Test 
7 

Test 
8 

Test 
9 

Test 
to 

zo -- 0.59 1.97 3.64 -- — 

Zk 0.45 1.05 3.64 0.48 — -- 

zs 0.51 1.98 — -- -- __ 

\ z6 0.41 3.10 2.08 0.62 -- — 

1 

i 
0.54 2.25 1.81 -- -- 

i 
Z8 

| MIN 0.43 2.67 1.76 1.18 -- 

i Z8 
i MAX 0.75 i.?5 2.03 -- -- -- 

' zk'! 0.81 -- -- -- -- -- 

Z8" 
MAX 1.07 .. M _ mm» — „ — — 

Note: Amplitudes are peak-to-mean:  Values in per cent. 

Cold day tests. 
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f TABLE XI 

PRESSURE OSCILLATION AMPLITUDES 

1 
CHANNEL 4 AT ^ 200 H2 

Test Test Test Test Test Test 

1 1 6 7 8 9 10 

20 — 3.32 1.87 2.45 2.78 5.36 ; 

i Z4 0.29 3.75 2.67 2.6/ 0.56 
1 

1.23 1 

i 
25 0.48 2.67 ~ — — -- 

26 0.45 2.46 2.35 4.81 -- -- 

I 27 

28 

1.11 3.^2 2.67 5.35 0.83 1.65 ! 

1 MIN 

28 

0.48 3.75 4.39 4.91 0.83 1.55 : 

MAX 0.29 3.95 3.85 4.91 1.20 1.87 

1 
i Zk* 1.39 — — — — — 

28* 

■ MAX 1.28 — — — -- — 

I Note:    Amplitudes are p^.ak-to-mean:     Values   in per cent. 

Cold day tests. 
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TABLE XII 

PRESSURE  OSCILLAnON AMPLirUDES 
CHANNEL   7 Ar.-   200 HZ 

Test                  Test                 Test                 Test                 Test                 Test 
1 6        7 8 9 10— 

ZO — 

: zu 
j 

0.53 

: Z5 0.53 

Z6 0.53 

Z7 0.53 

28 
MIN 1.71 

0.83 1.05 

0.88 1.39 

Z8 
MAX 2.01 

0.67 1.17 

O.Sk 0.78 

1.34 1.07 

Z4 ■' 1. 74 

zr 
MAX 2.67 

Note: Amplitudes are peak-to-mean: Values in per cent, 

Cold doy tests. 
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TABLE XIII 

PRESSURE OSCILLATION AMPLITUDES 
CHANNEL 8 AT~ 200 HZ 

Test 
1 

Test 
6 

Test 
7 

Test 
8 

Test 
5 

'   Test 
10 

zo — 
* 

0.29 mm — — 

; 

zk 0.23 — — — 0.43. o.so   ; 

Z5 -- -- -- — -- m*mm                     1 

Z6 0.19 — ~ — — — 

Z7 0.1? -- -- — 0.51 0.54   ; 

Z8 
MIN 0.49 — -- -- 0.59 o.so ; 

Z8 
MAX 0.51 --   • — — 0.64 1.07 

Z4" 1.39 — — — -- — 

Z8" 
MAX 1.50 __ __ __ -- 

Note: Amplitudes are peak-to-mean: Values in per cent. 

Cold day tests. 
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TABLE XIV 

Note: Temperatures In deg F. 

Cold day tests. 

FAN OISCHARGF TOT^L TEMPERATURES 

Test 
1 

Test 
6 

Test 
7 

Test 
8 

Test 
g 

Test    1 
1 A             1 

20 204 210 250 240 

Z 

233 

1 W 

210 

. 

Zk 205 210 220 242 225 210 
Z5 204 210 — __ „ 

26 207 210 240 240 m 

27 204 210 218 240 225 212 
Z8 
MIN 206 210 220 233 227 210 
28 
MAX 203 212 220 233 99K o 1 n *'3 210 

24* 178 -- m,m -, 

28* 
MAX 178 — — — -- __ 
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TABLE XV 

TOTAL AUGMENTOR FUEL FLOWS FROM 
TEST POINT TO TEST POINT 

Test 
1 

Test 
6 

Test 
7 

Test 
8 

Test 
9 

Test 
10 

zo -- -- -- -- -- 

Zk 27200 26700 25700 24100 28500 23400 

Z5 32300 3II00 — -- -- — 

Z6 35^00 33^00 33100 32700 — -- 

Z7 11500 12^00 12000 11000 11400 12500 

Z8 
MIN 13800 14100 13200 13700 15600 14100 

ZB 
MAX 20700 26300 19600 18500 21300 21000 

Z^ 28400 - - _- - - -- -- 

ZS!< 

MAX 21500 .. .. .. .. .. 

Note: Fuel flow in Ibm/hr. 

Cold day tests. 
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TABLE XVI 

ZONE-BY-ZONE REPRESENTATIVE FUEL 
FLOWS ASSUMED   IN THE ANALYSES 

Zone 
1 

Zone 
2 

Zon« 
3 

Zone Zone 
5 

Total 
AB 

zo -- — — -- 

zk 6500 6000 7000 7500 — 27000 

Z5 5500 6500 6500 7500 6000 32000 

Z6 6500 -- 7500 8500 10500 33000 

Z7 6000 -- 6000 ■  -- -- 12000 

Z8 
MIN 5500 -- 5500 1300 -- 14000 

Z8 
MAX 6500 7opo 7500 21000 

Note:     Fuel   flow  in  lbm/hr. 
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TABLE XVII 

SONIC VELOCITIES AND TEMPERATURE RISES 
ASSUMED IN THE ACOUSTICS ANALYSES 

Afterburner Solutions Ductburner Solutions 
Fuel 
Zone 

Combination 
Sonic Veloci ty      A T^ 

(ft/sec)       (deg R) 
Sonic Veloci ty     A T0 

(ft/sec)       (deq R) 

Ik 2^70          1900 2700         3000 

IS 2600          2225 2700         3000 

Z6 2630          2300 25^5         2550 

Z7 2115          935 19^0         1100 

Z8MAX 2365         1575 2480         2350 

Upstream Values in All Cases 
Afterburner Solutions Ductburner Solutions 

Sonic Veloci ty      "To 
(ft/sec)       (deq R) 

Sonic Veloci ty      T^ 
(ft/sec)       (deq R) 

1600         1150 1260           680 
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APPENDIX   I 

TF-30-PI:    THE  ENGINE STUDIED 

THE ENGINE TESTED 

The TF-30-P1   (Figures 31  and 32)   Is a mixed-flow afterburning,  dual- 
spool   turbofan engine consisting of a  three-stage  fan and a  six-stage  low 
pressure compressor  (low spool),  a seven-stage high  pressure compressor 
(high spool), an eight-can can-annular combustion system,  a one-stage high 
pressure  turbine  (high spool),  a  three-stage  low pressure  turbine  (low 
spool),   and a mixed-flow afterburner equipped with a  fully modulating flap- 
type convergent primary nozzle and a  blow-in door ejector with  variable 
inlet and exhaust areas. 

The  fan airstream,  ducted around  the core engine,  mixes with  the high 
temperature  turbine discharge gases entering the afterburner.     Concentric 
fuel  manifolds  in  the diffuser downstream of the turbine,   at  the  splitter 
exit plane between  the core and  fan streams,  and   in  the  fan  stream  inject 
fuel  which  Is metered  by the afterburner fuel   control.     The afterburner 
(Figures 33 and 3^)   contains a circumferential   vee-gutter  flameholdcr as- 
sembly with  radial   spikes,  a  perforated screech  liner,  and a  convection 
cooled aft  liner.    The combustion exhaust gases  from the afterburner pass 
through a  flap-type convergent primary nozzle and enter a  blow-in door 
ejector  secondary nozzle  (Figure 35).     Primary nozzle area   is  controlled 
and monitored by the afterburner fuel   control;  major area  changes  occur 
only during afterburner modulation.     The ejector nozzle  flaps and  blow- 
In doors are aerodynamically controlled as a function of  inside and out- 
side pressure differences. 

The afterburner  is a  fully modulating five-zone  system  (Figure 36). 
Zone  1   Is  the ignition and minimum augmentation zone,  consisting of a 
single circumferential   spray  ring fuel   injector  located   in  the   turbine 
discharge  gas stream.     Ignition  is effected by a "hot streak"  system. 
Zone 2  is  a jet-flameholder  fuel   Injection ring,   located  at  the  outer 
diameter of  the  fan stream.     This  special   spray   ring provides  aerodynamic 
flameholding and  Injects a  fuel-air mixture  into the   fan stream.     The air 
used   in  this spray  ring  is  taken  from the high  compressor discharge and   is 
introduced  by the fuel   control.    Zones 3 and k consist of a  three-ring 
fuel   Injector cluster,   located at  the  splitter exit  plane  between   the  tur- 
bine discharge and  fan streams.    Zone 5   is a two-ring  injector,   located   in 
the  turbine discharge stream.     Figure 37 provides a  schematic of  the  fuel 
zone and  flameholder system of the afterburner.     The afterburner   is moau- 
lated as a  function of power  lever position from Zone  i   through Zone 5 
sequentially.    Approximately 72 per cent thrust augmentation   Is  achievable. 

The basic performance characteristics of the TF-30-PI  at  sea   level, 
maximum power are listed below: 
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Military        Max.  A/B 

Thrust'   ,bs 10.750 18.500 

SFC 0.616 

RPM 

(1) NI 

(2) N2 

Total Airflow,   lb/sec 233. I 

2.29 

9630 9700 

13,770 13,810 

235.1 

Overall   Primary Cycle  Pressure Ratio 16.32                16.85 

Turbine   Inlet Temperature,   deg F I839 

Turbine Outlet Temperature,   deg F loMJ 

Primary Nozzle Throat Area,   sq  ft 3,75                  7   ,5 

Secondary Nozzle Exit Area,   sq  ft 8.95 

Bypass Ratio ,   0 

1918 

1105 

8.95 

1.0 

AUGMENT0R   INLET CONDITIONS ASSUMED   IN THE ANALYSIS 

Engine operating conditions  varied  slightly  from test   to test       For 
purposes  of augmentor  stability analvsU   t-h»  f^iil •     ^V0/       "     For 

assumed   to hold at   the spl       er exf    n L    !  fol,ow;"9  typical   values were 

ditions   (in  the  initial  anafyses): 9 ^   en9lne 0Peratin9 "n- 

Core Fun 

Total  Temperature:     deg R ]5eo S7Q 

Total   Pressure:     psi 28  72 

Mach Number Q 28I 

Area:     sq  ft 3  97 

The upstream sonic velocities  assumed   in   the HLMHLT analyses were   1260 

aft^e^ CaSe 0f a ^"^^^ and   ,600 ft/sec  ^  ^1 llsTo* In'0 

28.33 

0.208 

k.hS 
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AUGMENTOR GEOMETRY ASSUMED IN THE ANALYSIS 

The combustion instability analysis requires constant duct dimensions 
for evaluating augmentor acoustics properties, but indirectly recognizes 
flow area changes via variations in the through-flow velocity.  The after- 
burner dimensions assumed in the HLMHLT analyses are as follows: 

Cylindrical 
Afterburner 

Annular 
Ductburner 

1.67 

1.16 

Outer Radius, ft    , 1.67 

Inner Radius, ft 0.0 

Length of Chamber 1, ft 2.71           8.52 

Length of Chamber 2, ft 5.59           5.59 

Chambers 1 and 2 are, respectively upstream and downstream of the flame- 
front, so that the above dimensions effectively locate the flame-front. 
The afterburner exit plane is defined to be at the entrance of the primary 
nozzle.  The upstream plane is defined at the fan exit guide vanes in the 
case of the ductburner analysis and at the turbine discharge nozzles in 
the case of the afterburner analysis. 

A scale drawing showing the dimensions used in calculating the through- 
flow velocity distribution is presented in Figure 38.  The relevant flow 
areas are 8.98 sq ft at the flame-front and 7.23 sq ft at the nozzle aitrance. 
The analysis of the velocity distributions treated the fan and core as dis- 
tinct, concentric streams; the radius of the interface between the streams 
was varied to maintain equal static pressure on either side of the interface. 
The resulting velocity distributions are described in Appendix V. 

ASSUMED AUGMENTOR INLET AND DISCHARGE 
ACOUSTIC ADMITTANCES 

The augmentor acoustics analysis represents the effects of the dis- 
charge nozzle and of the upstream blade rows by means of acoustic admit- 
tance ratios.  Methods are not yet available for calculating admittances 
of choked nozzles which are short compared to their outer diameters.  The 
extremely complicated problem of sound wave reflection from fan exit guide 
vanes and turbine discharge nozzles is even less tractable.  Therefore the 
analyses described in this report made gross assumptions on the upstream 
and downstream admittances-- assumptions which are educated guesses.  Be- 
cause of the large velocities at the nozzle and upstream boundaries, the 
values assigned the admittances are not exceedingly critical:  a 50 per 
cent error in admittance represents only a 15 per cent error in the 
boundary coefficient for longitudinal modes. 
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The  primary nozzle acoustic admittance  ratios assumed  in  the HLMHLT 
analyses  of  the TF-30-P1  are as  follows: 

Predominant Component Nozzle 

ofjlode Admittance Ratio 

Longi tudinal 0.20 + j  0.25 

Transverse 0.10 + j  0.05 

Two sets  of  upstream boundary admittances were estimated:     those  for  the 
ductburner   represent  the fan  exit   guide  vanes;   those for  the afterburner 
InH^h       ,r fver^e

u
between  the effects  of  the  turbine discharge nozzle 

and  the effects of  the open fan duct.     The values  used  in  the HLMHLT 
analyses  are  as  follows: 

Predominant Component Upstream Admittance Ratio 
of Mode Afterburner        Ductburner 

Longitudinal 0.20 +j   0.25       0.10 +j   0.15 

Transverse 0.15  + j   0.10       0.08 + j   0.05 

The   larger values  for  the afterburner  model   assume acoustic energy   loss   up 
the  fan duct.     The  upstream boundary  of   the afterburner   is   stipulated   to be 
at  the   turb.ne discharge nozzles;   the   fan duct  boundary at  this  point   is 
treated  as  an open end. 
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APPENDIX   II 

FLAMEHOLDERS EXAMINED 

FLAMEHOLDER ASSEMBLIES 

Two flameholder assemblies,   both using three vee-gutter   rings    were 
examined   in  the experimental   program.    The  standard  flameholder on  the 
TF-30-PI,   shown on  the left   in  Figure 39.   has an essentially conical   shape 
The outer  ring,   farthest upstream,   is   in  the  fan stream,  and  the  two  inner 
rings are  in  the core stream.    A combination aerodynamic  injector and  flame- 
holder  surrounds  this flameholder assembly,  as shown   in Figure kO. 

^ ■   Tests 7 and 8 were conducted with  the modified flameholder assembly 
shown on  the  right   in Figure 39,   installed   in  the augmentor.     The distinc- 
tive characteristic of the modified  flameholder  is  that  the middle vee- 
gutter  ring has  been placed  roughly 9  inches  further downstream than  is 
the case with  the standard  flameholder.     Figures ^0 and 41   show the modi- 
fied  flameholder  installed   in  the augmentor.    As can be seen  by comparing 
Figures 36 and  kO,   the only difference   in  the modified  flameholder when 
viewed  up the  tailpipe  is  the addition of  swirler cups   in  the outermost 
vee-gutter  ring.     Viewed  from the  side as   in Figure k] ,  however,   it can 
readily be seen that the  flame-front  structure will   be significantly dif- 
ferent   in  the case of the modified  flameholder.     In particular,   since  the 
central   vee-gutter  ring corresponds  to Zone  I.   the  relative positions of 
the  flame-fronts of Zone  1  and Zones 3 and U  (the outer ring)  are completely 
different:     with  the modified  flameholder Zone   1   combustion will   initiate 
downstream rathei   than upstream of  the   initiation of combustion   in Zones 3 
and h.     Thus  the pair of  flameholders  tested  should  indicate whether the 
spatial   structure of the flame-front has a marked effect en any  instabilitv 
in  the augmentor. T 

MODELLING THE  FLAMEHOLDERS 

Flameholders  produce  three effects which are pertinent  to the   insta- 
bility characteristics of augmentors: 

1. The  flarneholder  flow blockage   introduces an acoustical   impedance 
between  the chambers upstream and downstream of the  flameholder. 

2. The flameholder axial   location   in  part determines  the axial   lo- 
cation of  the flame-front. 

3. The  geometry of the  flameholder assembly  (not that of  the   in- 
dividual   vee-gutter)  determines  the spatial  distribution of  the 
heat  release. 

The  second and  third of these effects are,  of course,   physically difficult 
to distinguish,   but the distinction   is  significant  in  the  instability model. 
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Programs HLMHLT and REFINE contain various parameters which can 
depend on  these effects and hence can depend on the specific flame- 
holder assembly.    However,   little attention has been  given to date  to 
the question of the  proper modelling of  the  flameholder within the over- 
all   instability model.    The problem of modelling flameholders has  simply 
been considered of minor significance compared to that of modelling the 
unsteady energy  release.    Thus  the very simplified approach  to the 
flameholder  used   in  the previous parametric studies was continued   In  the 
current  program.     The  two flameholder assemblies were modelled as   follows: 

1. Their acoustic  impedance was   Ignored entirely because of  the  lack 
of a method  for calculating values of the  relevant  input parame- 
ters of HLMHLT. 

2. The  flame-front with the standard  flameholder was specified, 
somewhat arbitrarily,   to be 3.5   Inches downstream of the aero- 
dynamic flameholder ring.    With  the modified flameholder  It was 
specified  to be 8.5  inches downstream.     In  both cases the  rule 
followed was  to locate the  flame-front midway between the most 
upstream and downstream flameholder  rings. 

3. The different effects of the two  flameholders on the heat  release 
parameters   (£ , T , and  the unsteady combustion coefficients) 
were  ignored. 

Future Investigations with the NREC instability model will undoubtedly 
provide far more justifiable approaches to modelling flameholders. Had 
the instability amplitudes and frequencies observed in the test program 
differed with the two flameholder assemblies, the current program might 
have led to more sophisticated modelling techniques, but under the cir- 
cumstances  no reasons  for  less arbitrary modelling arose. 
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APPENDIX   III 

SCREECH LINERS EXAMINED 

THE  LINERS TESTED 

The perforated screech liner of the TF-30-P1  augmentor extends 33   inches 
downstream from the plane of the splitter  lip  (see Figure 33)      The   lircr 
uses a  square matrix of 0.094  inch holes  spaced  0.58?  inches apart;   the 
l.ner   is 0.048  inches   thick,  and   the backing cavity   is 0.678  inches deep. 

_  Tests were conducted with two screech  liner configurations:     first,   the 
nominal   screech  liner and second, with all   but  the downstream 12  Inches of 
the nominal   liner covered to block off the acoustic perforations.     The  two 
liner variations are pictured  in Figure 42. 

MODELLING THE  SCREECH LINER 

The combustion   instability analysis represents  the effects of  tne 
screech-liner via an acoustic admittance ratio for  the outer  boundary.     The 
admittance  ratio, which varies with both the amplitude and  the  frequency of 
the sustained oscillation,   is defined by the  following equations   (from 
Reference 3): 

-f A V      =        ll^i 
(/»REAL     TZ   KTcZ    12. 

(4 =   . i^W<?f 

The method for calculating 2 is then as follows: 

^-RfAL 

7             «        lixioJIeH (SU       jo 
2-iMAfi      — ■    ~-r^ :~ -1MA6 

Co cr    V f0    -Q< jo       ->-^o. 

where pis the fluid density 
cr is the open area ratio 
/«. is the fluid  viscosity 
Co is the sonic velocity 

CO is the angular frequency 
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^ Is  the  gravitational  constant 
^is   the  liner thicKness 
fj^is   the aperture diameter 

S'tr.      '   CJO/ZTT 

fo 

t is   the  backing distance 
|^' is   the RMS  pressure amplitude   (Ibf  per  ft  sq) , 

The  liner   in  the TF-30-P1   is   tuned  to a   frequency   ( /„ )  of  roughly 
1900 Hz.     Figures  ^3 and kk display  respectively  the   real   and  the   imaginary 
parts of  the TF-30-P1   liner admittance  ratio as   functions of oscillation 
amplitude and   frequency.     The  real   part  corresponds  to  the damping effect 
of the  Iiner. 
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APPENDIX   IV 

FUELS  EXAMINED 

FUELS  TESTED 

Current military jet engine  requirements   list Aviation Gasoline   (AVGAS) 
as an emergency  fuel.    Therefore,   since the vaporization and volatility 
characteristics  of AVGAS  are much different  from those of more conventional 
military jet  fuels,  JP-4 and JP-5,  an assessment was made of  the  resultant 
effects AVGAS  has  on  the  combustion  stability  of  the augmentor.     Of  the  two 
fuels examined   in  the test  program,   the primary  fuel   was  the conventional 
turbine aviation  fuel.  Grade JP-^t per MIL-T-5624H.     The alternate fuel  was 
AVGAS,  Grade  115/145 per MIL-G-5572E. 

Because of   its high   lead content, AVGAS was   introduced only   into  the 
agumentor  fuel   system  in order to minimize hot  part   lead deposition.     The 
main combustion system of  the core engine was operated  continuously on 
JP-4 throughout  the test program. 

The effects  of AVGAS were examined during Tests  9 and  10  (the  former 
test used  the  blocked  screech  liner,  and  the   latter,   the conventional 
screech  liner).     The highest sustained oscillation   levels occurred at Z8MAX 
with JP-i4 fuel.     Because of  limitations of  the  fuel   supply pump,   the  fuel 
flow from the AVGAS  tank was  restricted  to the point  that neither the 25  nor 
the Z6 condition  could   be  produced;   also,   the  Z8MAX   condition with AVGAS  did 
not  represent maximum fuel   flow,   though  the  fuel   flow   rate   (21,000  lbm/hr)   was 
comparable  to that with JP-k.    Considerable   instability activity could  be au- 
dibly detected during the AVGAS  tests,   but  the  recorded signal   levels were 
quite   low. 

High   lead deposition  on  the augmentor hot  parts  and   fuel   injectors 
limited   the duration of AVGAS  testing;   consequently,   following each AVGAS 
test,   20 to 30 minutes of  additional   running with JP-k fuel  was  conducted 
to clear away the  bulk of  the  lead deposits. 

During Test   10 a  back-to-back AVGAS/JP-4  test wfs  conducted at essen- 
tially  the same operating conditions.     Stability data were taken  first with 
the AVGAS  fuel   at  the highest Z8 condition possible.     The augmentor was   then 
changed  to a JP-k fuel   supply,  and  the same Z8 condition was  repeated.     This 
provided a  back-to-back comparison of the two  fuels.     The maximum amplitude 
level   observed was  essentially the same with either  fuel   in  these  tests   (!   22 
per cent with AVGAS  and   1.27 per cent with JP-k),   but   the  levels   in question 
were so   low  that  no salient conclusion could   be drawn, 

MODELLING THE FUELS   IN THE   INSTABILITY ANALYSIS 

Two parameters   in NREC's combustion   instability model   are directly depen- 
dent on  the properties of  the augmentor  fuel: £ ,   the  chemical  energy content 
of  the  fluid   (per  unit mass)  entering  the combustion  zone;   and f ,   the  char- 
acteristic  time   required   for  combustion of a  fluid  particle.     Both of   these 
parameters  are  treaterf   in   terms of  their mean  and  oscillatory components   in 
the mode 1 : ,-,.•, 
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The oscillatory components are  in turn functionally  related to the pressure 
and velocity oscillations 

£' =    h' ( f'' *'' *) 

Both the mean components and   the functions defining the oscillatory compo- 
nents are dependent on fuel   properties.    These are discussed separately 
below. 

The mean energy content of the  fluid  varies   linearly with the net heat 
of combustion of  the  fuel  and with the  local   mixture  ratio.    The difference 
in the heat of combustion of AVGAS_and  that of JP-^ was  assumed to be negli- 
gible  in  the current study.     Thus E   remained  the  same  in  the JP-4 and  the 
AVGAS solutions. 

The other  three model   parameters   (£   , T  ,  and T)   are sensitive to  the 
vaporization characteristics of the  fuel  used.     They will   be discussed  below. 
First,  however,   it   is   important to recognize  the differences  in  the vaporiza- 
tion properties of AVGAS and JP-4.    Figure 45  shows vapor pressure versus 
temperature for JP-4 and AVGAS   (for  10 per cent distillation).    At  two atmos- 
pheres,   the condition of the TF-30 augmentor,   the  boiling temperature of 
AVGAS  is   180 degrees  F,  and   that of JP-k  is   260 degrees  F.    The distillation 
band of JP-4  is also much wider than  that of AVGAS.     Figure k6 shows  the dis- 
tillation  bands  of AVGAS and  JP-^t for atmospheric  conditions.    The  table  below 
indicates  how much wider  the JP-^t distillation  band   is: 

AVGAS JP-4 

10 per cent distillation       150 210 deg F 

50 per cent distillation       215 300 deg F 

90 per cent distillation       2^5 410 deg F 

The fan discharge temperature in the TF-30 tests ranged from a low of 178 
degrees F (cold day) to 2k0  degrees F (hot day); Tests 6 and 10, correspond- 
ing to the standard engine geometry, represent the principal comparison be- 
tween AVGAS and JP-4, and in these the fan discharge temperature ranged from 
210 to 212 degrees F.  The fan stream temperature at the flameholders is, of 
course, somewhat higher because of heating from the turbine casing and from 
mixing with the turbine exhaust stream.  For Tests 6 and 10, with the 210 
degrees F fan discharge temperature, it was assumed that fuel from Zones 3 
and k  in the fan stream was 90 per cent vaporized at the flameholders in the 
case of AVGAS, and kO  per cent in the case of JP-4.  In the case of the cold 
day tests, with a 178 degrees F fan discharge temperature, it was assumed 
that the JP-k  from Zones 3 and k  was entirely in liquid form at the flame- 
holders. 
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The basic parameter which relates  to the volatility of the fuel   is  0, , 
the fraction of the  fuel   remaining In droplet form at  the  flameholders. 
Assuming that the droplet motion  is not  influenced  by oscillations   in the 
flow,   then oscillations  in  the energy content of the fluid at the flame- 
front can be defined as  follows: 

c   "      X \ F / z    ^s      * ? /INJECTOR 

The first  term represents  fluctuations   in fuel-air  ratio which result from 
air density  fluctuations.    The second  term reflects  the dependence of drop- 
let vaporization  rate on the  local  Reynolds number  raised  to the one-half 
power  (vaporization   is assumed  to occur   instantaneously at  the fuel   injec- 
tors). 

The time required for combustion in an augmentor is assumed to result 
from the characteristic times of the mechanisms controlling the combustion 
process. In general, the processes controlling the rate of combustion in- 
clude turbulent mixing, droplet burning, and chemical kinetics. Assuming 
these processes occur es ontially in series, the over-all combustion char- 
acteristic time  is  as   follows: 

r = n  t ig t T; 
where 1^ = characteristic  time of turbulent mixing 

^J = characteristic  time for evaporation of burning fuel   spray 
Tt = characteristic  time for chemical   reaction. 

When the  fuel   is  partially evaporated,  with a  fraction GL in  liquid  droplet 
form,  the pre-evaporated fuel  will  miss the evaporation step in the above 
process.    Thus,  a  properly weighted characteristic  time of combustion  is 
defined as  follows : 

r * T; .»- a i^ + ^ 
where lg ■ droplet evaporation characteristic time 

Q. = fraction of  fuel   in liquid  form at  the  flame-front. 

These four parameters   (TV     , CL ,     TQ    . and    fc     )   can vary with  the 

different  properties of  the fuel.     In  the current study,   however,   it was 
assumed that    Tr      .    TV      .  and     Vc      do not change when AVGAS  is used 
instead of JP-'t.    Thus, only O. changes,  and  the specific values, as 
described above,  are 0.1   for AVGAS,  0.6 for JP-k on a hot day, and  1.0 
for JP-4 on a cold day  in the Zone 3 and k fan stream;   in the core stream 
and   in Zone 2 the value of CL assumed   in all   tests was 0„0. 
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APPENDIX V 

AUGMENTOR OPERATING CONDITIONS:    FUEL ZONE COMBINATIONS 

FUEL ZONE COMBINATIONS TESTED 

The stability testing conducted on the TF-30 augmentor during the 
course of this  program followed a specific test plan.    A matrix of test 
conditions was defined  for each augmentor  test configuration  to be ex- 
amined.    Common  to nearly all   tests was a  sequence of afterburner fuel 
distribution schedules  based on  the five  (5)  zones of   fuel   injection 
within  the afterburner or  on combinations  thereof.    The  fuel   distribution 
schedules were   identified  as  follows: 

ZO Max Military  Power,  Nonafterburning 

Zk Fuel   zones   1,   2,  3,  and k on 

Z5 Fuel   zones   1,   2,   3,  ^ and 5 on  (Max Afterburning) 

Z6 Fuel   zones   1,  3.  ^.  and 5 only  (zone 2 off) 

17 Fuel  zones   1   and  3  only  (zone 2 off) 

Z8MIN Fuel   zones   1,  3.  and k only with min  fuel   flow  to zone k 

Z8MAX Fuel  zones   1,3,   and 4 only with max fuel   flow  to zone k 
(zone  2 and  5 off) 

An example of this  fuel  distribution matrix can  be  illustrated  by 
observing the conditions  of Test 6.    This  test  required  an examination of 
a conventional  TF-30 augmentor   (standard screech   liner,   standard  flame- 
holder assembly,   no  inlet distortion and  fueled with JP-4).     The fuel  dis- 
tribution matrix for  this   test was as follows: 

Run 

#1 

Condi tipn 

ZO 

Procedure 

Trim the engine to the maximum military 
power setting  in accordance with  the 
TF-30-P1  engine Technical  Order;  allow 
five minutes  for  thermal   and  performance 
stability;   record all   steady-state and 
dynamic operating and  performance parame- 
ters ' 

#2 Zk Advance throttle  to position providing 
fuel  zones  1,   2,  3.  and  k.    Zone 5   is  to 
remain off;  allow five minutes   for sta- 
bilization;   record all   steady-state and 
dynamic operating and performance parame- 
ters 
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Run     Condition Procedure 

#3 Z5 

tth Z6 

#5 Z7 

Advance throttle  to full   afterburning- 
zones  I,  2,  3,  4,  and 5 on.    Allow for 
stabilization and make  full   recording as 
described above 

Same as Run #3 except zone 2 fuel   is cut- 
off 

Same as Run ^3 except only fuel   zones  1  and 
3 are on 

#6 Z8MIN with fuel  zone 2 cut-off,  advance throttle 
to position providing minimum  fuel   flow to 
zone h  (i.e.,  zones   1,   3,  and min ^ on). 
Repeat stabilization and   recording procedure 

#7 Z8MAX Same as Run #6 except  throttle   is  positioned 
to provide maximum fuel   flow to zone k as 
allowed by afterburner  fuel  control   schedule 
zone 5 off 

Because continuous afterburning  imposed a high heat   load  to much of 
the  mternal  hardware   O.e.,   flameholders,  nozzle flaps,   etc.),   a cool- 
down  period was often allowed between  runs.    Afterburner  titanium case 
temperatures were never allowed  to  progress above  150 deqrees  F as 
monitored by skin  thermocouples. agrees  h  as 

It was noted  that during those  runs when  intermediate fuel   zones were 
cut-off   (..e..  zone 2 at Z8MAX condition),  the afterburner fuel   control 
would automatically adjust  fuel  schedules permitting greater fe?^    in 
the operating zones      This occasionally resulted   in apparent  improved 
thermodynamics w.th.n  the afterburner;   i.e..  during one such  test an   in- 
termed.ate fuel  zone was cut-off.  a  fuel  shift occurred   in  the  remaining 
zones    and although total   fuel   flow had been  reduced,  engine thrust achieved 
approximately the same  level   as existed with the   intermediate zone on 

The  basic fuel  distribution schedule described herein was  used for 

thP ASrar^-' c°nf,9u'-atlon tested.    The matrix was altered only during 
ASPAJ 5 Ve?n,n9

J
d^t0 !UPP,y tank fue,   pumP f,ow  imitations.     During ?he 

on?C toM5  I3"0  ,0)^th! hr?heSt  P0SSlb,e ^   f,ow Permitted  testing only to Z8.    Maximum afterburning could not be examined. 

ANALYTICAL MODELS OF THE FUEL ZONE COMBINATIONS 

Three variables in the combustion instability analysis depend explicitlv 
on the amount and the distribution of the fuel: ihe mean sonic velociyn* 
the combustion chamber,   the distribution of the  through-flow velocUy down- 

conten^^f    he    t^d   ^n'  ^  ^ "T^** *"* distribution of  the'energy 
content of the fluid   (E)  entering the combustion zone.     The assumptions made in 



calculating values for these variables in the study of the TF-30-P1 augmen- 
tor are discussed below, and the specific input values are summarized. 

As mentioned above, cutting-off intermediate fuel zones caused a re- 
distribution of fuel in the operating zones because of an automatic fuel 
schedule adjustment made by the augmentor fuel control system.  The total 
fuel flow observed in different tests during operation with different com- 
binations of fuel zones is shown in Table XV. This table indicates that a 
simple deduction of the amount of fuel supplied in each zone individually 
is not possible: for example, the total ab fuel flow is greater with Zone 
2 off than with Zone 2 on, but this, of course, does not entail that the 
Zone 2 fuel flow rate is negative.  Fuel manifold pressures for each zone 
were recorded throughout the test program, and these were used to estimate 
the amount of fuel in each zone. 

Tab'e XVI shows the specific fuel split assumed in the analyses. The 
same fuel splits were assumed regardless of the fuel used on the engine 
geometry being analyzed.  The total fuel flow for each zone combination, as 
shown in Table XVI, is accordingly a representative value from Table XV. 
Using representative values of total fuel flow in the analyses rather than 
changing the total fuel flow when, for example, studying the modified flame- 
holder not only reduced the computational effort involved, but more impor- 
tantly was considered to be more instructive. 

The fuel flow in the individual zones mixes with different air streams. 
The analyses assumed that all of the Zones 1 and 5 fuel mixed with the tur- 
bine discharge stream, while Zones 2, 3, and k  mix with the fan stream. 
Zone 2 fuel, which is pre-mixed with compressor discharge air, was assumed 
to be entirely pre-vaporized prior to injection into the fan stream. 

CALCULATION OF SONIC VELOCITIES 

Two assumptions were made in arriving at values of sonic velocity in 
the combustion chamber: 

1. The average value of sonic velocity throughout the combustion 
chamber corresponds to 80 per cent of the total temperature rise 
produced by combustion. 

2. In the case of the cylindrical afterburner model, the average 
sonic velocity corresponds to the numerical average of the 
average sonic velocity in the fan stream and that in the core 
stream. 

Upstream of the flame-front a sonic velocity of 1600 ft/sec was assumed in 
the cylindrical afterburner solutions, and a value of '260 ft/sec was as- 
sumed In the annular ductburner solutions. The sonic velocities and noz- 
zle total temperatures (100 per cent of AT) in the combustion chamber for 
various zone combinations are summarized in Table XVII. 
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THROUGH-FLOW VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS 

The combustion  Instability analysis,  as presently constituted,   recog- 
nizes only  the axial  component of the through-flow velocity.    Thus  the very 
complicated velocity distribution  in the mixed^flow augmentor was simpli- 
fied   in the  present study.    Specifically,   It was assumed that  the fan and 
core streams could be evaluated one-dimensional ly separately   (no mixing 
across streams),  but that the  Inner  radius of the fan stream varied  so that 
the static pressure in the two streams  remains the same.    Then,   In calcu- 
lating the  through-flow velocity for the afterburner analyses,   the fan and 
core stream values were averaged. 

The one-dimensional  analysis of each stream assumed constant area 
heating (Table B.^ of Reference 6)   in two steps:    the first  Involving 80 
per cent of the temperature rise,  and the second the  remaining 20 per cent. 
An   isentropic flow analysis was made before and after the second step of 
heating to determine the value of the radius between fan and core streams 
for which the static pressures would be the same.     In calculating the  rapid 
velocity rise across the  flameholders,   it was further assumed  that  the ve- 
locities corresponding to 80 per cent of the temperature  rise occur at a 
distance of  15  inches downstream of the  flame-front plane. 

The  input values of through-flow velocity distribution used  in  the after- 
burner analyses are shown  in Figure kj, and those  in the ductburner analyses 
are  shown  In Figure 48.    The mean convection velocity,   governing combustion, 
was  assumed  to be the value  15   inches downstream of the  flame-front. 

ENERGY CONTENT DISTRIBUTION 

The dynamics of the fuel   mixing upstream of the  flame-front are quite 
complicated.     In the combustion   Instability analyses estimates were made of 
the  radial   variation of the fuel-to-air  ratio for the various  fuel  zone 
combinations.    These estimates,   based on Table XVI,  assumed   radial  diffu- 
sion except across the  (fictional)   interface between the  fan  and core 
streams:    all   of Zones  1  and 5  fuel  were confined to the core stream,  and 
all   of Zones  2, 3, and k were confined to the fan stream^ Once the  fuel- 
to-alr ratios  in each stream were stipulated,  values of j& (energy content of 
fluid  per  unit mass)  as a  function of  radius were determined   from the  fol- 
lowing equation: 

E = h [^T^J 
where   ^c 's  the net heat of combustion of  fuel, and  the bracketed mixture 
ratio term varies  radially  (essentially from zone to zone).     Plots of j? 
versus  radius   (withF in units of sonic velocity squared)  are shown  in 
Figure 57 for each of the six fuel  zone combinations examined   in the 
study.    The "dividing line" between the fan and core streams   Is at 70 
per  cent of  the outer radius.    The  fan stream fuel  distribution,  by 
itself, was used  in the ductburner solutions. 
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APPENDIX  VI 

INSTRUMENTATION 

The main objective of  the  test program was  to  investigate  the combus- 
tion stability characteristics  of  the augmentor using conventional   high 
response pressure  instrumentation.    The main engine was also  instrumented 
with steady-state pressure and  temperature  instrumentation  to permit a 
continuous evaluation of basic engine  performance throughout  the  test pro- 
gram.     Much of the steady-state  instrumentation was  required  to define 
the  flow  field conditions   (both fan and core streams)  entering the augmen- 
tor. 

STEADY-STATE   INSTRUMENTATION 

Figure 50 illustrates  the approximate axial   and  circumferential   loca- 
tions of all   steady-state  instrumentation  installed on  the  test engine. 
Chroma 1-alumel   thermocouples were  installed  in  the bellmouth   inlet screen 
to monitor  inlet air  temperature to the engine and  to detect exhaust  recir- 
culation,  a  test cell   problem described   in Chapter  III.     Chromal-alumel 
thermocouples were also employed   in all  downstream temperature  rakes and 
probes,   the outputs of which were  recorded by the NLS data acquisition system. 
All   pressures  (both static and  total)  were sensed with C.E.C.   pressure trans- 
ducers and  recorded  by  the NLS  system.     In addition  to  this  basic flow path 
instrumentation,  several   on-board engine sense points were monitored,   such 
as   interspool  pressure  (PS3),   compressor discharge pressure  (PS4),   combustor 
exit  temperature1   (TT5)  and afterburner  fuel  zone manifold  pressures.    Fuel 
flow  to the main engine and  the augmentor were monitored   independently using 
turbine-type flow meters. 

The engine test stand was a  floating,  parallel   rail   thrust stand equipped 
with dual   20,000 pound   load cells.    The  basic stand   is designed  for engines 
employing parallel   thrust  support mounts;   however,   the TF-30 mounting system, 
as   required  by the airframe,   is one-side only  resulting  in a nonparallel   load- 
ing of the  thrust cells.    Although thrust was not a critical   parameter during 
this  test program,   the stand was calibrated prior  to test   initiation  to per- 
mit approximate thrust monitoring.    General   thrust  levels wn'-e consistent 
with engine specifications at most operating points. 

DYNAMIC   INSTRUMENTATION 

The dynamic  instrumentation consisted of eight high  response pressure 
transducers,   four at each of  two axial   locations on the augmentor case— 

Combustor exit temperature on  the TF-30-P1   is determined   indirectly as a 
function of turbine discharge  temperature,  compressor discharge  temperature 
and engine  inlet temperature as measured  by on-board  thermocouples. 
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flameholder plane and screech  liner exit plane.     Figure 50  illustrates the 
circumferential   location of the  instrumentation.    Kistler Model  603L,  ac- 
celeration compensated transducers where used.    Each transducer was   installed 
in a  special  water cooled housing;   however,   early  in  the test  program a water 
cooling  requirement  for the  transducer was eliminated when  it was   found  that 
maximum case temperatures at  full   afterburning never exceeded   150 degrees  F. 
This was within  the  thermal   limits of  the  transducers. 

A  first  resonance analysis of  the  sensing tube to the  transducer was 
made  prior  to  its   installation  in  the afterburner.    The first  resonant 
frequency of the sense tube was  found  to be  two times higher  than   the high- 
est  frequency of   interest  (5000 Hz)  and was  considered acceptable  for the 
purposes  of  this  program. 

As   illustrated   in Figure 50,  eight Kistler transducers were   Installed 
at the augmenlor case  locations   identified.     Two of  the eight  transducers, 
one at each axial   station,  were capped   in order to monitor vibration and 
background noise   levels at each station.    The  transducer sensing  tubes 
were mounted   in a  sliding sleeve  plate attached  to the   inner  afterburner 
cooling/screech   liner permitting   lateral   movement  resulting  from normal 
vibration  and  thermal   growth during augmentor operation. 

High   temperature Microdot cabling was  used  to connect  the  transducers 
to the Kistler Model  SOkA charge amplifiers   (see Figure 32).     Since  small 
movements   in  the Microdot cabling can  cause a  signal  shift,   care was  taken  to 
secure firmly the cabling to structural   members of  the engine and   stand, 
thus minimizing such movements.     Unfortunately,   the charge amplifiers had 
to be   located as  near  the engine as  possible  to minimize Microdot  cable 
length.    As a  result,   the charge amplifiers were continuously subjected  to 
intense noise and  stand vibration during augmentor operation.    The  charge 
amplifiers were mounted   in a  specially   insulated,   thermally controlled, 
and  shock-mounted  case to minimize amplifier  performance deterioration and 
damage.     The severe environment,   however,  still   caused an average of two 
amplifier   failures out of the eight used during each augmentor  test.    Con- 
sequently,  a  full   calibration of all   dynamic   instrumentation was  conducted 
before and after each test.     If the pretest calibration of  the amplifiers 
shifted,   a  retest was accomplished. 

The output signals from the charge amplifiers were transmitted  via 
coax cable  to DANA Model   2000 DC amplifiers  to provide a more accurate 
control  of  the  low charge amplifier output signal  and  to  insure signal 
compatibility with  the AMPEX FR   1300 Analog Recorder.    A schematic of the 
analog circuitry as described herein   is  given   in Figure 51.    An oscillos- 
cope was  used with each analog signal   to monitor amplitude  levels  and  per- 
mit appropriate gain adjustments  prior  to recording on  the AMPEX Recorder. 
In addition,  5000 Hz Kistler Filters Model  5^A5 were used between  the 
charge and  DANA amplifiers  to eliminate all   signal  activity above  the fre- 
quency of   interest. 

\ 
The AMPEX FR   1300,Ana log Recorder   identified above was a   14 channel   FM 

system permitting both ^record and  play-back of  the high  response pressure 
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(signals. Consequently, the same system could be used for recording each 

test and later reducing the data through the spectrum analysis equipment 
described in Appendix Vll. 

HIGH SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY 

A Fastax camera was insfolled in the. exhaust ejector of the test 
cell to record instabilities in the augmentor  The camera can be seen 
clearly in Figure 35. The high speed film obtained displayed the tan- 
gential characteristics of the 400 Hz oscillation. 

t 

I 

I 
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APPENDIX  VII 

DATA REDUCTION 

During the  course of  this  program two basic data acquisition  systems 
were used  to record steady-state and  high response performance   information 
at each  test condition.    The   input   instrumentation used with  these  record- 
ing systems   is  described   in Appendix VI. 

STEADY-STATE   INFORMATION 

The millivolt output signals  from the steady-state pressure and 
temperature sensors on the engine were  recorded on a Non-Linear Systems 
(NLS)  Data Acquisition System.    The NLS  system  is a medium speed con- 
tinuous scanning  recorder capable of  recording up to a  rate of  15  channels 
per second.    For  this  test a  total   of 5^ channels of test data were  recorded 
on each scan.     Between recordings,   continuous  single channel   monitoring was 
used  to note signal  drift and   instrument  response time during engine power 
level   changes.    The allowable  input voltage  range to the  recorder was tlO 
millivolts  to -10 volts  permitting the use of conventional   nonamplified 
pressure and  temperature   instrumentation.    When  required,   gain changes   inter- 
nal   to the  recorder could  be made  to  improve  readout quality and  accuracy. 
To assure  recording accuracy on the magnetic  tape system,  a  fixed   input 
nal  of  +1.57 volts was used throughout  the program for first channel   identi- 
fication.     The data tape was processed with a special   reduction program using 
a CDC 6600 computer converting  the  recorded   information to engineering units, 

Occasionally,   the cross-bar scanner of  the  recorder would  fail   to regis- 
ter  the  first channel,   resulting  in a   record  error.    To preclude the possi- 
bility of   losing a  complete data  run,   the more   important steady-state parame- 
ters were displayed on the engine operator's  control   panel.    These  parameters 
were hand   recorded during each   run.     However,   the automatic  recorder,  when 
functioning properly,  provided more accurate   information because of   its 
stant  response capability. 

i n- 

DYNAMIC   INFORMATION 

The  high  response pressure  information  from the Kistler Transducers  was 
recorded,   following signal   amplification and  conditioning,  on a   \k  track 
AMPEX  FR   1300 Analog Recorder.    The  tape was  then  reduced  to a  graphic pre- 
sentation  of pressure oscillation amplitude   in  volts  (RMS)  versus  oscilla- 
tion  frequency.     The frequency  range of  interest was 5 Hz  to 5000 Hz.    The 
following equipment was used  to  reduce  the analog tape  information  to the 
plotted   information described above: 

To assess  the significance of an analog signal   prior to  initiating a 
full   reduction,  an occassional  oscillograph  recording was made  from 
selected  channels  of a particular  fun.     If  the oscillation characteristics 
appeared  significant,   then a full   spectral  analysis was conducted. 
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3. Spectral  Dynamics Corporation SDII2-1   Voltmeter/Frequency 
Log Converter. 

4. Hewlett-Packard 7000A X-Y Recorder. 

5. AMPEX  Bin Loop Recorder  (FB-^00). 

The analog reduction system  layout   is   illustrated  in Figure 52. 
The following  important settings were made  to the spectral  analysis equip- 
ment prior  to   initiating an analog data  plot  to  insure an optimum analysis 
of the  recorded  signals: 

1. Filter Select Switch on  the SD101B;     In all  cases,   the  band  pass 
filter had a  bandwidth of 5Hz. 

2. AC Response  Switch on  the SD112-1:     This  switch was  placed   in   the 
slow  response position  (8 db/sec nominal)   to give a more  readable 
plot  by eliminating much of  the small   but  rapid oscillations  of 
the  plotter  pen and   to minimize  pen overshoot. 

3. Sweep Speed  on SD104A-5:    A sweep speed of 0.5 decade/minute was 
used.    This was considered slow enough  to  identify all  amplitude 
peaks;  however,  the sweep speed was decreased  by a factor of   10 
in   the   immediate vicinity of  those points  of  greatest   interest   to 
provide more accuracy and   to minimize  pen undershoot. 

OSCILLOGRAPH  REDUCTION 

To assess  the significance of an analog signal   prior to  initiating a 
full   reduction  using  the equipment described   in  2.   above,  an occasrional 
oscillograph   recording was made from selected  channels of a  particular   run. 
If  the oscillation characteristics appeared  significant,   then a  full   spec- 
tral  analysis was conducted. 
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APPENDIX  VIII 

A SUMMARY OF THE COMBUSTION   INSTABILITY MODEL 

NREC's   Instability model   has  been described   in various detail   in 
References  1   through k.    This appendix presents a  skeletal   summary of 
the principal   equations and their solutions.    The  reasons  for construct- 
ing the model   in  the way we did are best  found  in Reference k,  and 
systematic derivations are  in References   1   and 2. 

THE  BASIC MODEL 

Combustion instability is a self-excited acoustic resonance. The 
general governing equation is therefore a variant of the standard wave 
equation: 

,, ^ 

7, £T   77   + CO^ ^(X^.u)) (vill-l) 

where C^ is the sonic velocity, Re is the outer radius, u5 is the 
angular velocity of the oscillation, and rj   \s a  nondimensional ized 
pressure oscillation: 

1 
//p (VIII-2) 

where 

P .   P + PV^* (vm-3) 

For  simplicity   it   is assumed  that  the  only  significant  variation   in 
sonic velocity  in an augmentor can be approximated  as a  step-change at 
a  flame-front.     In other words,   the augmentor   is assumed   to be  separated 
axial ly  into two chambers,   in each of which the  sonic velocity  remains 
uniform.     The  general   governing equation  can  then  be  put   in a  more man- 
ageable  form: 

where  the subscript l* designates  the augmentor chamber,  and  Ri is a  non- 
dimensional   wave number: 

k.  =- 
(VII 1-5) 

The eigenvalue problem  is completed  by appropriate boundary equa- 
tions.    At  the upstream and downstream ends,   respectively: 
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(VI11-6) 

where A \s   the acoustic admittance ratio,M is the Mach number, and e 
and i  correspond to the upstream and nozzle ends, respectively. At the 
outer and inner walls of the annulus, respectively: 

(VI11-7) 

where  the subscripts   a and  \> pertain to  the outer and   inner boundarieb 
In   the case of a  cylindrical   afterburner,   there   is  no   inner  boundary. 

Finally,   the  function h   in   the general   governing equation treats 
unsteady heat   release,   through-flow,  and  unusual   boundary effects 
Formally,   the  function   is defined as follows: 

-_>•   ^ 

(VIII-8) 

where ^is the oscillatory component of the local heat release rate pe 
unit volume, and the functions ^ and U' pertain to boundary and throuq 
flow «ffects, respectively. 

r 
gh- 
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Equations V1 I I-4 through VIM-8 define a complex-valued eigenvalue 
problem in terms of <^ , with eigenfunctions or mode shapes V  defining 
the distribution of the pressure wave in the augmentor. 

FORMAL SOLUTION OF THE MODEL 

NREC uses a perturbation method to develop a first order approxi- 
mation to the eigenvalue cO . Consider first the standard acoustics 
problem ( h =0) with the same boundary equations: 

V'^0 + (klf r£   = o (VMI-9) 

The solution of this problem by separation of variables is straight- 
forward, so that the acoustic eigenvalue uf and  the normalized acoustic 
mode shape >?0 can be determined explicitly.  Normalization here entails: 

t~   fff i   ?/ ^   * 0 (vii i-io) 
■L -I 

A 
where indicates  complex conjugation.     Substitution of  the acoustics 
solution   into  the   right-hand  side of   the  governing equation  then  pro- 
duces a  non-homogeneous wave equation  in  terms of ^   and y : 

The equation   is   readily solvable by Green's   function  techniques.     In  par- 
ticular 

NREC accepts ^-0  as  an adequate approximation of  the eigenvalue <*> . 

The  real   part of CO defines a  frequency of oscillation and  the 
imaginary  part,   a   logarithmic decrement: 

■f z   ft£/\L {M} /zrr (VIII-13) 

5   =   -ITT' WAG{U] /RZAL^O^ (VIII-U) 

Distinct  values  are determined  for each mode--   i.e.,   for each eigenvalue 
'-O. 

The eigenvalue ^ of each mode  suffices   to determine an oscillation 
frequency and decrement.     The function h,   however,   and  some of  the 
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boundary admittances vary nonlinearly with the fluid oscillation ampli- 
tude. Thus, by assuming different values of amplitude, one can obtain 
a sequence of solutions tor frequency and decrement, as plotted in the 
sketch.  In the example shown the decrement is positive for small ampli- 
tudes, so that the mode in question is damped until an initial distur- 
bance component in excess of the indicated threshold occurs. Once the 
threshold is exceeded, the oscillations grow (the decrement is negative) 
until equilibrium is reached at the seif-sustairting amplitude, corres- 
ponding to which is a distinct frequency.  When the decrement never be- 
comes negative, the mode is simply stable. 

f 
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The ultimate solution of the combustion instability model, then, is the 
graphically determined threshold and self-sustained amplitudes and fre- 
quencies of each mode. 

THE HEAT RELEASE MODEL 

The local heat release rate is assumed to consist of a mean and of 
an oscillatory component: 

A' rc (x) = jJrc (K) + /urc(x)e' 
itO. 

(VIII-15) 

NREC's major contribution   is  to construct a model   of the heat  release 
rate   in  terms of physically   interpretable variables, which can hence 
be examined experimentally. 

The central  assumption   in  the heat release analysis   is  that  the 
local   energy  release occurs at a  rate proportional   to jthe  local   con- 
centration of unburned  fuel.     It  is also assumed  that  the mean combus- 
tion   is  governed  by a  single characteristic  rate   (or,   inversely,  a 
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characteristic time), which may however be sensitive to fluctuations in 
thermodynamic properties. This phenomenological approach leads to an 
intuitively satisfying expression for the local value of the mean volu- 
metric heat release rate: 

 ^o^p- v Koäv^ r) ;urc = ^^f-r^vv^cr; (vm-ie) r 
where /ö   ij the mean  fluid density, M.c is  the mean axial   convection 
velocity, T   is  the mean characteristic time  required  for  combustion of 
a  fluid particle,  and £   is  the mean chemical  energy content per unit 
mass of the fluid entering the combustion chamber.    The spatial  dis- 
tribution of the  fuel   is accounted  for by  radial   and  circumferential 
variations of E . 

The oscillatory heat  release  rate  is then defined   in  terms of the 
mean heat release  rate via a  perturbation of Equation VII1-16: 

i(^t)=f(^.*) 

+ I'^.e, o, t-Mi) H- (VIM.17) 

r 

The key attribute of  the model   is   its accounting for  the cumulative 
effects of oscillatory combustion upstream of each point of  interest. 
Also,   the quantity of  ultimate concern, yur^jJepends on  the spatial 
distribution of  the mean heat  release rate, juJc • 

COUPLING MECHANISM MODELS 

The  two variables E and Tare physically  Interpretable,   but as- 
signing values  to them for a specific augmentor  Is  not a  simple 
theoretical  exercise.     It  is   recognized that  pressure and  velocity 
fluctuations affect E and T ,   so  that what   is needed  to complete the 
combustion  instability model  are  functions of  the  following form: 
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L- .  i     /I'    *] 
f    '   ' r'   V p   > /I J (vii1-18) 

r  =   ff  {fJM,>P>/LL/ (VIII-19) 

i  -   ^    ( ^   ^\ 
g    "     '£'   \   f   .   &  J (VI11-20) 

The  physical  mechanisms  thought  to govern these functions   in augmentors are 
turbulent mixing,   chemical   kinetics,  and droplet atomization,   vaporiation, 
and  burning.    The effects of such mechanisms on T and  £ must be defined via 
appropriate experiments.    The above  functions are not considered amenable 
to a  purely theoretical   treatment. 

To generate solutions  from NREC's model,   some  specification  is needed 
of  the above coupling mechanism  functions.    Without an experimental  pro- 
gram,  any such choice must  be  crude.     NREC's  programs  have  been constructed 
with provision for the  following functional   forms: 

£ *   P 

T    -      C7   rd (VI I 1-22) 

■\> 

1 '   My   /fLflMCMot r P {   *)   /FUlMiHo !>£-*, (VI 11-23) 

where  "^ is the "design"  characteristic time,   in  the absence of  fluid os- 
ciIlations. 

As discussed   in detail   in Chapters  IV and V of  the  report,  a very 
simple model  of droplet  vaporization was used  to assign values  to Z,  , 
£3.   C:H ,   £j- , and  ?j(see,   for example.  Equations 3  through 7 of Chapter 
IV).     In an effort  to predict  sustained amplitude  levels,  a  numerical 
definition of C^ was also devised,  with an  interpretation of  the values 
stated   in  terms of  turbulent mixing.    Developing correct  functions   (or 
coefficients)  for  the coupling mechanisms remains a  task for  the  future. 
What  light has been cast on  the problem  in the current study's comparisons 
of predicted and  observed   instabilities  is examined   in  the main  text. 
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APPENDIX   IX 

MODIFICATIONS OF   PROGRAMS HLMHLT AND REFINE 

Several modifications of  the previously developed computer programs 
were made during the current effort.     Five of  these  represent corrections 
of errors,  and  the  remainder provide either ease of use or more accurate 
modelling.    The changes are described  below,  and  updated Fortran  listings 
are given  in Appendix X. 

PROGRAM HLMHLT 

1. CYFUNJ: Calculation of the derivative of the Bessel function of 
the second kind (Y) was erroneous in the original program. Two 
cards have been modified: 

a. Statement defining FNP just before Statement   100. 

b. Statement defining FNP just before Statement 600. 

Only ductburner  results are affected  by the change. 

2. AXFUN:    An error  in AXFUN was discovered,  again  in a derivative 
formula, which had  the effect of preventing convergence  in some 
Newton-Raphson   iterations.     Both of  the definitions of F2P are 
correctly functions of Q.2,   not of G2 as   in  the original   program. 

3. HLMHLT:    Statements  from 6600 to 6800 have  been added  to provide 
the additional   print-out of  the correct value of the Chamber 2 
mode shape coefficient.     In  the original   program this coefficient 
was hand calculated,   using the chamber-to-chamber amplification 
coefficient.     The new output coefficient   is  defined  by the  follow- 
ing product: 

Thus when   Cj,%ti^   = 1.0,  as   is standard   in most cases,  all   in- 
put data  required  by REFINE   is now defined  by HLMHLT. 

k.    HLMHLT;    The sign of  the  radial  mode shape coefficient,  CIO, 
was wrong in  the original   program.    The card  shortly before 
Statement 6050 has been corrected accordingly.     Equation   1-30 
of Reference  2 should  also be corrected  to  read: 
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This error affects only the annular ductburner  results. 

PROGRAM REFINE 

1.     The major change  Is  to  input  the  radial   component of £ not 
as a parabola,  but as a table of values at  the end of  the 
complete REFINE   input.    The  table  is  input as   follows: 

Line Location Type Input   Item Descr iption 

16 1-6 I NMUQ Number of entries   in   in- 
put  table:     26NMUQ&21 

17 1-12 R RMUa(l) The smallest  value of ^ = 
R/R© at which ft  has  a non- 
zero val ue 
The value of   /«.«,   at RMU(i(l) 13-24 R XMU(i(l) 

25-36 R RMUQO) 
37-^8 R XMU(Ul) 

etc.,  until  all   input  values  are accounted  for.    The values of 
ü^are then calculated as  follows: 

where MCL^") is defined  by  linear   interpolation   in  tne  table. 
This addition  to REFINE permits a  far more accurate  represen- 
tation of the  radial  distribution of the fuel   than   in  the 
original  program. 

Three subroutines were modified  in effectuating this 
change: 

a. REFINE: 

(1) a new COMMON block,   /MUQ/, was added 

(2) new  1/0 cards were   introduced  shortly after State- 
ment 500 

b. FUNGEN: 

(I) a new COMMON block, /MUd/, was added 
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I 
I (2)  Statement 230 was replaced as follows: 

230 CONTINUE 

I 
I CALL INTERP (R, Q) 

Ic.     INTERP:    A new subroutine was added  to the  program  for 
linearly  interpolating  in  the /^ input  table. 

(2.    A second change,  made  in REFINE, was to restrict  the optimal 
dump output of the various  functions so that  it will   include 
only the axial   mode shape.     This  restricted  form of the dump 
output  is obtained only when KDUMP=2; when KDUMP=0,  no dump 

I output occurs,  and when KDUMP=I,  all  dump output occurs.     Six 
I cards have been added  to the REFINE source deck,  and another 

card has been modified,  as  follows: 

| LM 

L2=28 
j 
1 IF (KDUMP .NE. 2) GO TO 1195 

I LI=13 

L2=I4 

1195 CONTINUE 

00   1200 L=L1,   L2 (modified) 

3.    A  third change eliminates  the need to repeat mode  shape   input 
when only the assumed amplitude  level   is changing.    When 
K0NTRL i 21,   the program requires only two  lines  of  input as 
follows: 

Line 

3   Same as Line 7 when KONTRLl 20 

k        Same as Line 8 when K0NTRL* 20 

The formats remain the same as on pages 70 and 71 of Reference 
3. The change is accomplished by by-passing the two mode 
shape input statements, just before Statements 380 and 410, 
respectively. 

k.    QYFUN: Three cards immediately preceding Statement 100 have 
been corrected. The original program calculated an erroneous 
radial distribution of the mode shape in the case of annular 
ductburners. With these corrections the radial component of 
the mode shape satisfies the boundary conditions properly. 
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5.     FUNGEN and NTGRAT:    The correct equation  for the unsteady heat 
release  rate  Is  given below  (see Ref k.   Equation 20): 

1. 
r 

In the original program the E / £ term was treated erroneously 
as a local value rather than as a convected value. That is, 
the program used 

rather than 

?(*.*'o.*-*it) 
This error has been corrected  by changing the following cards: 

a. In FUNGEN, just after Statement 310, the cards defining 
H3F(J)f HEFP(J), HEPP(J), have been modified to account 
for a convected effect of  &   at  the  flame-front. 

b. In NTGRAT.  before Statement 300,   the cards defining 
0MEG2E have been  revised  to eliminate  reference  to 
Q.NHRF   (now clearly   incorporated   in  the above  functions). 

This  correction appears  to have only a minor effect on  results. 
Specifically,   it mostly changes  the phase  relation between 
£' and Wt. at every point downstream of  the flame-front. 
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PHOGRAM HLMHl.T{TNPUT»0UTPüT«TAPE5«lNPUT»TAPE6«OUTPUT) 
COMPLEX QAO«WAL»0AA(?),0AB(?)«OQFFt0QFP,ö(56F,QQriPtQQKP(5»5i2) 
COMPLEX XJ 
COMPLEX A0.AL»AA,AB»QFF»OFP,06F»OGP»ALPfONP,QKP 
COMPLEX   ^FLUOFl ? 
COMPLEX FM,FNP,C1Q(5.5»?).C20(5f5f2)»C3«(5f5) 

DIMENSION tJO(2) 
niMFNSION TITLF(12) 
DIMENSION XL0(2) 
COMMON/DIM/RO(2)»«1(2).XL(?)•C0(2)tINRAD 
C0MM0N/80UN/A0(St5)»AL(S.5)»AA(5»5,2)tAB(5i5»2)«0FF(5t5)tOFP{5i5)f 

1  OGF<5»5) f06P(«>f5) 
COMMON/WAVE/M,ALP(5t5»2)»QNP(5.5t2)tOKP(5t5.2) 
COMMON/RANGF./ALoAN(3»2)»XNRAN(3) ♦KST»KXO»KSTPtLST»LRQfLSTPtNRO 

10 DO ino Lal»5 
DO 100 Kai,5 
00 100 Iol,2 
ALPrL«K,I)s(0.0,0.0) 

QNP(L«K,I)8(0«0,0,0) 
QKP(L,K,I)B(O,0,0,0) 
QQKP(L«K,1)8(0.0»0«0) 

100 CONTINUE 
READ (5,9000) TITLE 
READ (5,9010) M,KST»KSTP,KXOtLST,LSTP,LRO»N«0,ITER.ITYPE 
IFIKXQ*LRQ*M  ,LE,  0) STOP 
WRITE (6,9200) TITLE 
DO 200 I«l,2 
READ (5,9020) Rn(I),RI(T)•XLD(I)♦CO(I)tUO(I),INRAO 
WRITE (6,9210) I,R0(I)»PI(I)fXLD(I)«CO(I),U0(I) 
UO(T)aUO(I)/CO(T) 
XL(I)«XLD(I)/HO(I) 

200 CONTINUE 
WRITF(6»9220) 
IFdTYPE   .GE.   0)   60   TG  ?50 
WRITF   (6,9225) 
QAOa(0«0,0.0) 
QAL«(0.0,0.0) 

DO  220   I«l,2 
QAA(I)«(0«OtU.O) 
rjAR(l) «(0.0,0,0) 

220 CONTINUE 
QQFF«(1.0iO.O) 
QQFP8(0.0t0.Ü) 
QOGFB(0.0,0.0) 

0QGPa(HO(2)/HO(l))»(C0(l)/CO(2))»»2 
lADMITafl 
GO TO 280 

250 READ (5,9030) OAO,QAL 
WRITE (6,9230) OAO.QAL 
REAO(5»9030)OAA(1),QA8(n 
WRITE (6,9240) OAA(1)tOAR(1) 
READ(5,903n) OAA(2),QAb(2) 
WRITF (6,9?50) OAA(2)»OAP(2) 
WRITE (6,9260) ... 
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«EAD   (5.9010)    IADMIT 
IF    (IAÜMIT   .ÜT.   0)    WRITE   (6f9270) 
REAn(5»9030)   QOFF.QQFP 
W«TTF(6.92B0)   OOFF»QQFP 
flEAn(5»9030)QQGF»QQGP 
WHITE   <6,9?qO)   OQGF.QQ6P 

2ft0   Rs{Rn(?)«CO(l)/(RO(l)»C0(2)))»»2 
.   RPaS0RT(8) 

IF   (ITYPE   .L£«   0)   GO  TO 500"" ~ 
DO   300   Ial,2 

DO   300   LsLSTP.LRO  "" 
READ   (5.9030)(ALP(L»K.I),KBKSTP«KXO) 

300  CONTINUE   
DO   350   LaLSTP.LRQ 
READ   (5.9030)    (ONP(LfKi2),KaKSTP»KXÜ) ' 
DO   350   KaKSTP.KXQ 
0NP(L»K.l)=CSQRT((QNP(LiKf2)»«2*ALP(L»K»2)««2)/8-ALP(U»K.l)«v-2) 

350   CONTINUE 
DO   400   lal.?    "- "        
DO 400 L=LSTP»LRQ 
DO 400 KsKSTP.KXQ   
QUKP(L.K,I)=CSQRT(ALP(L»K»I)«#2*QNP(LfK,I)»tt2) 
DKP(L.K.I>sOQKP(L,K»I)       "~   " •   "   

400 CONTINUE 
GO TO 650 - —  ..._  

500 DO 550 Isl.2 
READ (5.Q030) (ALRAN(K.I).Kalt3)" "                  

550 CONTINUE 
READ (5.9030) (XMRAN(K).Ksl,3)       —       
IF (ITYPE .LT. 0) 60 TO 650 
DO 600 LsLSTP.LRQ    ~  "  
READ (5.9030) (OQKP (L«K»2).K"KSTP»KXQ) 
DO 600 KsKSTP.KXQ  "  ""'  ' "' -  
QQKP(L.K,l)sQQKP(LtKf2)/BP 

600 CONTINUE        -- 
650 XJsCyPLX(0.0»1.0) 

ITEROPsO ' "  "" "  - - 
660 DO 700 LaLSTP.LRO 

DO 700 KsKSTP.KXQ    '  "  " ^  ~ 
IF (ITYPE .GE. n) GO TO 665 
QFL i =0. o ;  --' ' ^  
QFL2BO.O 
GO TO 668   

665 CONTINUE 
OFLlsQNP(L»K.l)/QQKP(L.Ktl)    "          
0FL2sQNP(L.K»2)/QQKP(L.K.2) 
IF (UO(l) ,EQ. 0.0) QFLlsO.O 
IF (00(2) ,EQ. 0.0) QFL2=0.0 

668 CONTINUE 
AÜ(L.K)sXJ«QQKP(L.K.l)*(-0A0-U0(l)*QFLl**2> 
AL(L.K)BXJ*QQKP(L»K,2)«>(0AL-U0(2)<»QFL2**2)     ""       
IF (ITYPE .EU. 0 .AND. ITEROP .EQ. 0) 

lONP(L.K,2)aCMPLX(0,0f-AIMA6((AO(LtK)*AUL»K))/l0.0)   ) 
DFF(LIK)BOQFF 
OFP(LIK)BQQFP " "■  -■ 
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Q6F(L»K)«Q0GF 
OßP(L»K)«OQr,P 
IF (IAOMIT •!.£. 0) 60 Tn f,7o 

QFP(L.M«-0FP(UK)#XJ«Cnn)/(l,4«00KP(L»Ktn) 
Q6F(|.,K)«XJ«QriKP(L»K»2)«l,4«06F(L»K)/C0(?) 
QRP (|.,K) «QRP (L.K) • (RO (?) /«O (1)) • (CO (1) /CO (2)) ••?. 

ATfl CONTINUE 
DO 700 I«l,2 
AA(L»K»I)aXJ«QQKP(L»KtI)«QÄÄ(n 
A8(LtK»I)a-XJ»OOKP(L»KtI)*QAR(T) 
IF (ITYPE #EQ» 0 .ANOt TTERQP .EQ. 0) 
1ALP(LfKtI)«CMPLX(0,0f-ATMAG((AA(L«K<n*A8(LfKtn)/5.)  ) 

700 CONTINUe 
IF (ITYPE »GT, 0 .OR. ITFRQP ,GT. ITEH/4) GO TO ?000 

1000 CALL ACUSTK(0t0) 
GO TO 3000 

?000 CALL ACUSTKd,!) 
1000 DO 3100 I«1.2 

00 3100 L«LSTP,IRQ 
00 3100 KaKSTP,KXQ 
QKP(LtK,n«CSQRT(ALP(L.K,T)«#?*QNP(L«Kfn»*2) 

3100 CONTINUE 
IF(ITYPE.GT.0.OR.(ITERQP.GT.l.AND.ITEWOP.LT.ITER-2))60 TO 3950 

3200 WRITF (6.9300) MtlTFRQP 
DO 3300 Ial«2 
WRITF (6,9310) T,(K,KaKSTP.KXQ) 
DO 3300 L«LSTP,lRQ 
WRITE (6,9320) L,(ALP(L,K,I),K«KSTP,KXO) 

3300 CONTINUE 
WRITF (6,9330) 
00 3400 I"l,2 
WRITE (6,9310) I,(K,KBKSTP,KXQ) 
DO 3400 L«LSTP,L«0 
WRITE (6,9320) L,(ONP(L,K,I),KsKSTP,KXÜ) 

3400 CONTINUE 
WRITF (6,9340) 
DO 3500 I«l,2 
WHITE (6,9310) I,(K,KaKSTP,KXO) 
DO 3S0Ö L»LSTP,lRQ 
WRITF (6,932U) L» (QKP(L»K,I),K«KSTP,KXO) 

3,?on CONTINUE 
IF (ITYPF. .GE. 0 .AND, ITEROP .LT. ITER) 60 TO 4000 
IF (ITYPE .LT. 0) WRITE (6,93S0) ITEROP 
IF (ITERQP .GE. ITER) WRITE (6,9360) ITEROP 
GO TD 6000 

3950 IF (ITERQP .EQ. 2) WRITF (6,9300) 
WRITE (6,9370) ITERQP 

4000 ITFRQP»ITEPQP*1 
IF (ITERQP .GT. ITER) GO TO 3200 
DO 4500 I«l,2 
DO 4500 K»KSTP,KXQ 
DO 4500 L«LSTP,LRQ 
IF (CAHS(0QKP(L,K,I)-QKP(L,K,I)),6T. 1.0F-3) 60 TO 4600 

4500 CONTINUE 
T'fYPF»»! 
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ITFROPsITEROP-1 
GO TO 3200 

H600 C=ITE«QP«5 
DO 4700 I=lf2 
DO 4700 K=KSTPtKXQ 
DO 4700 L»LSTP,LRQ 
QQKP(LfK.I)sÜQKP<LiK»I)/C*(C-1.0)*QKP(LtKiI)/C 

4700 CONTINUE 
GO TO 660 

6000 CONTINUE 
WHITE (6,9390) M 
DO 6100 L=LSTP,LRO 
DO 6100 K=KSTP,KXQ 
IF (Rl(l) .LE. P.O) GO TO 6050 
CALL CJFUN (FN,FNp,ALP(L.K»l)»AA(LfK»l)fM) 
C10(L»K,1>=FN 
CALL CYFUN<FN,FMPfALP(L.Kil)fAA<LfK,l>»M) 
IF (CABS(FN) .EO. 0.0 ) FNs(1,OE»20»0.0> 
C10(L»K,l)=-ClQ(LfK»l)/FN 
GO  TO  6100 

6050   C10(L»K,l)s(0.0<0*0) 
6100   CONTINUE 

1 = 1  ;""  
WRITE(6.9310) I. (K,KsKSTP,KXQ) 
DO  6?00   L=LSTP»L.RQ 
WRITE (6,9420) Lf(C1Q(L»K,1),KsKSTP,KXO) 

6200 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,9400) 
DO 6300 L=LSTP,LRQ 
DO 6300 K=KSTP,KXQ 
C20(L,K,l)=AO(L»K) 

FNsCC0S(QNP(L,K,2)<»XL(2) ) 
FNPaCSIN(QNP(L,K»2)«XL(2)) 
IF (CABS(QMP(L,K,2)).LE, 0.0) GO TO 6230 
FNPBFNP/0NP(L«K,2) "       '"    ' 
GO TO 6240 

^.230 FNP«(1.0,0.0) 
6240 C20(LtK,2)=FN-&L(L»K)«FNP 

IF (CABS(AL(L»K)) ,GT. 1.0E5) C2Q(L»K,2)«FN/AL(L,K)-FNP 
IF (CABS(C2Q(L,K,2)),eo. 0.0) C2Q(L»K.2)B(1.QE-SO»0,0) 
IF (CABS(AL(L,K) ) ,6T. 1.0E5) C2Q (L»K»2) s (QNP (L,K»2) «<»2*FNP/AL (L,K) 

1  )*FN)/C2Q(L»K,2) 
IF (CA8S(AL(LfK)).GT. 1.0E5) GO TO 6300 
C2Q(L»K,2)a(QNP(L,Kf2)»«2<»FNP*AL(L,K)»FN)/C2Q(L»K»2) 

6300 CONTINUE 
DO 6400 1=1,2 
WRITE (6,9310) I,(K,KsKSTP,KXQ) 
DO  6400   L=LSTPfLRQ 
WRITE   (6,9420)   L•(C2Q(L»KfI),K«KSTPfKXO) 

6400   CONTINUE 
1=2 
WRITE(6,9410) 
DO   6500   L=LSTP,LR(3 
DO  6500   K=KSTP,KXO 
FN«CCOS(QNP(L,K,l)<»XL(l)) 
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FNP«rSlN(OMP(L«Ktl)«XL(l)) 
IF   (v^AHSCQMPCLtKt 1))    «LF,   0.0)   GO   TO   6430 
FNP«FNP/ONP(L«K,l) 
CiO   TD   ft440 

A430   FNPa(l.U«0.0) 
f»44n   C30(L»K)«FN»(OFF(L»K)*AO(L»K)«QFP(L»K) ) ♦FNP« (QFF (LtK) «AO (LtK)- 

1   QFP(L»K)«ONP(L«Ktn««?) 
IF (CA8S(An(L.K)) .GT, 1,0E5) C30(LtK)«AO(U.K)•(FN*(OFF(L»K)/ 

1  AO(LtK)*OFP{L.Kn^FNP»(OFF(L»K)-QFP{L»K)«QNP(L«Kfl)««2/AO)) 
^SOO CONTINUE 

WRITE (6»9310) T.(KtKaKSTPiKXQ) 
00 6600 L»LSTP,( RQ 
WHITE (6»9A20) I« (C3Q (UK) ♦KaKSTPiKXQ) 

6600 CONTINUE 
00 6700 L«LSTP,LR0 
DÜ 6700 K«KSTPfKXO 
C30{L»K)BC3O(L.K)«C2Q(L«Kf?) 

A700 CONTINUE 
I«? 
WRITF(6»<»43n) 
WRITE(6i9310) I.(KfKaKSTPiKXO) 
00 6800 L«LSTP.lRO 
WRITE(6f94?0)L.(C3Q(LtK)tK«KSTPtKX0) 

f«00 CONTINUE 
GO TO 10 

POOO F0RMAT(12A6) 
O010 FORMAT(10I6) 
9200 F0RMAT(lHl,30XtÄ5HAN ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS OF ANNULAR DUCTS WITH AN AXIAL 

UAL OISCONTINUITY  t ////i30Xfl2A6t///////»20X«15MDUCT DIMENSIONS»/ 
? ///.lX,7HCHAMRFRt6Xf12H0UTER RADIUS»5Xf12MINNER RA0IüS«5X»12HAXIA 
3L LENöTH,5Xtl3HSPEED 0 S0UN0»4Xtl3H END VELOCITY ) 

9020 FORMAT (5E12.0fT6) 
9210 FORMAT(/«SXt11fRX,E12.5*5XfE12.5»5XfE12.5f5XfE12.5»5X*E12.5) 
O220 FORMAT (////•20X.34HSURFACE ACOUSTIC ADMITTANCE RATIOS ,//) 
9030 FORMAT(6E12,0) 
Q23n FORMAT(10X,9HIN|.ET A» »F12,«5»3H » »E12.5»20X»9HEXIT A«  tE12.5»3H 

!• »F12.5//) 
O?40 FORMAT(10X,9MOUTER A« »E12.5»3H f tE12.?i»20X»9HlNNER A« ,E12«5» 

1 3H , »E12.5»10X»16HlN FIRST CHAMBER » //) 
Q25n FORMAT (10X,9HOIJTER As ,F12.5»3H t »E12.5» 20X»9HINNER A» »E12.5, 

1 3H , ♦ E1?.5»10X»17HIN SECOND CHAMBER » //) 
Q?6n FORMAT(////«20X,26HDISrONTlNUITY COEFFICIENTS •  //) 
0270 FORMAT(30Xf92HCOEFFICIENTS FP AND G RELATE PRESSURES AND VELOCITIE 

IS ANH ARE THUS MODIFIED BY (J«K) FACTORS •//) 
P?BO FORMAT(10X,2HF«,E12.5»3H « .El2.5»25X»3HFPafE12.5»3H f fE12«5«//) 
0?qn FnRMÄT(lüXf2H6«,El2.S»3H . .El2.5»25X»3HGP«,E12.5»3H f »E12.5»//> 
<)300 FnqMAT(lHl,30X,?9HElGENVALUE SOLUTIONS FOR THE til«     26HTH TANG 

1ENTIAL MODE ON THE .^»IPHTH iTERATIONt////.20X»19HRA0IAL WAVE NUM 
?BERS «  ) 

e*\fi   F0RMAT(//5nX.llHlN CHAMRFR  iI1t/7X.5(9X«2HK«.U,HX)//) 
Qypiy   FnPMAT(lX.?HLa.n.3X,5(F9.4»3H « t F9.4.4X)//) 
Q">30 FORMAT (///.?OX.lflHAXlAL WAVE NUMBERS •   ) 
Q-JAft FORMAT (///.?OX,?1HCOM0INFD WAVE NUMBERS.   ) 
Q-JSO FORMAT (1H1.3üX,29HS0LUTI0N HAS CONVERGEn AFTER I2»11H ITERATIONS « 

' "> .68 



HLMH1.T 

TtRMlNATfiD   WITHOUT   CONVE»GFNC FCOMATdHl.SOX^ftHlTFHATTOM   HAS   «Ef.N 
IF   AFTE«      •!?#    MM    ITeHATIONS.    //) 

FORVAT {?nX,flflHHnTH   CHAMWFWS  HAVE   ACOUSTICALLY   RTfilO   StJRFACES 
}*£   ri.AMe-F«ONT   TS   ACOUSTICALLY   IDEAL   •///) 

Q^Tn    FORMAT    (10X,10H!TFRATIOM    ,T?»//) 
CirRfi    FOOMAT(lHl) 
O^qo   FORMAT   (1H1,30X,3?HMOOF   SHAPE   COEFFICIENTS   FOR   THF 

INTTM    MODE      ♦////♦?OXH«HPADIAL   COF.FFICIFNT      9) 
Q40O   FORMAT(///.?OX,17HAAIAL   rOFFFTCIENT      ») 
0410    F0RMAT(///t2ÜXt44HCHAMnFP   TO   CNAMHEW   AMPLIFICATION   COEFFICIENT    ♦) 
q420   FORMAT (lX«?HLsfn »2X»5(Fn,4«lH,,E11.4,?x)i 
Q430   FORMAT(///f?0X»4qH(AXlAL   COEFFICIENT)   •    (AMPLIFICATION   COEFFICIFNT 

1)   t) 
FNO 

AND T 

«IltlfHTH TANGE 
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SURROUTINE   ACUSTKdNDlCl.lNDlC?) 
COMPLEX   AO.ÄUAA.AB.QFF^FP.QGr.QGP.ÄLPfQNP^OKP.AQtFN.FNPf 

1 ?OtL«   0N1,QM2 
COMPLEX   FQNtFONPfAQPf«NPl,QNP? 
COMM0N/niM/M0(?),RI{2),XL(2),C0(2)»INRA0 
^C0MM0N/H0UN/AO(R,5).AL(S,5),AA(5.5.2),AR<5,5,2).QFF(5,5) 

C0MM0N/WAVE/M,AlP(5,S.?),0NP(5,5t2)t0KP(5,5t2) 

NFKRS/rE/ALPAN(3,2,,xNRAN<3,,KsT,KxQ,KsTp,LsT,LRo,LsT^ 
IF (INOIC1) 3000»1000«2000 

moo i«i 
IF (LST «GT. LRO) GO TO 1000 

1050 B«RT(I)/RO(I) 
K»l 

1100 L"LST 
11 in LP»LST 

FNTST«0,0 
A0.CMPLX(ALRAN(1,I),AlMAG(ALP(L»KfI))) 

1150 CALL ANFUN(FN,FNP,AUtAA(L,K,n,A9(L.K,I),B,M) 
IF (REAL(FN) ,NF, 0.0) 60 TO 1170 
FNTST»Un 
00 TO 1175 

1170 CONTINUE 
IF (FNTST/REAUFN) #GE, 0.0) GO TO 1200 

1175 CONTINUE 

AQP«AQ«ALRAN(3,i)#REAL(FN)/(FNTST-REAL(FN)) 
00 1185 Nal.NFRW 

CALL ANFUN(FQN,F0NP,A0PfAAÜL.K,I),A8(LfK,I),BtM) 
IF(CABS(FQM),LF.1.0E-5)GO TO 1195 
TF(CABS(FQMP)#EO.0.0) GO TO 1200 
XR«RFAL{FQN) 
XI»AIMAG(FON) 
XPRsREALCFONP) 
XPIBAIMAG(FQNP) 

Z0EL»CMPLX(-XPT»XI-XP»»XR,XPI«XR-XPR#XI)/(XPR»*2*XPI##2) 

IQP»J«p!^SEL,'GT'5,#CA8S<FQNnZ0EL'^DEL*CA8S(FQN)/(2•#CABS<Z0EU,, 

IF(REAL(AOP).LT.0.0)AQP«CMPLX(0.0fAIMAG(AQP)) 

HAS   CONT?SuE(ZnEU    'LE,   ,01   •0R'   CA8S(FQN,    •Lt-   «^   60  TO   1195 
GO TO 1200 

1195   LP«LP*1 
IF   (LP   .LE.   L)   GO   TO   1200 
ALP(L»K»I)«AÜP 
L«LM 
IF   IL   .GT.   LRQ)      60   TO   1300 
GO TO U10 

12D0   FNTST«MEAL{FN) 
A0»AQ*ALRAM(3tI) 
If-   (WtAL(AO)   #Lr,   ALRAN(2.I))   GO   TO   1150 

1300   LR0«L-1 
IF   (LRQ   .LF.   L^TP)     LRO-LSTP 
K«K*1 
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IF .LF, KXU)  RO TO  linn 
?)     r,o  TO  ?onn 

1400 
?noo 

?05n 

pion 
P1S0 

??oo 

(* 
; T 

Is? 
IF   (TNMAO)   losn.ioBO^n^n 

IISO   00   1400     LsLSTtL«Q 
00    1400      Ksl»KXO 
ALP(l.»K.?)sALP(l «K,l) 
CO^TTNUK 
Tsl 
IF    (I.ST   .GT,   LPO)    60   TO   1000 
HsRT ( I)/WO{I) 
KaKSTP 
L=LST 
AUsAl P(L»K,T) 
Ms] 
CAIJ.   ANFllKi(FN.FvP,AOtAA(L,K,I) ♦ AH (L»K • 1) »H,M) 
TF    (CArtS(FM)    .|.F.    l.OF.-«;)      RO   TO   2300 
TF    (CAHS(FMP) .FO.O.O)    «0   TO   2?<30 
<HsWF:AL(FN) 
XlaATMAG(FM) 
XPRsPtAL(FMP) 
XPTsMMAGtFMP) 
70FLs:CrjiPLX(-XPT»XI-XPR»vP,XPl*X«-XPW»xn/(XPP»«?*XPl««2) 
TF(CAH^(/nFL) .RT.5«*CAHS(FN   ) ) ;0t:LaZDfeL*CAHS (FN   ) / ( ?.«CARS (ZOf.L) ) 
AfJsAiJ*Zl)FL 
TF    (rAHS(/nFL)    ,LF..   UOF-S   .OR,   CAHmFN)    ,LF,    l.OE-S)   GO   TO   2300 
MsM*1 
TF    (M   .LF.   NHQ)   GO   TO   2?no 

??<?0   COMTTNÜF 
WPTTF     (h«9nB())    I »K^ItXR^TfXPRfXPI 

?300    ALP (I   »K,T)rAQ 
L=L*1 
TF    fL 

TF    (K 
IF    (T 
T=? 
IF    (INPAn) 
DO   P4Ü0   1*1 ST »I.RO 

DO   ?400   KaKSTP,KXO 
ALP(L»K»?)aAUP(l »K»! 
COMTTNUL 
TF(TN|JIC2)   S000,3l00»400n 
L = l 
TF    (KST   .GT.   KXO)    GO   TO   SOOO 
Ps(Po(^)»CO(l)/(RO(l)«CO(?)))«•? 
KsKST 
KPsKST 

nN?ar,MPLX(XNRAN(l ) » A TMAO (ONP (L ♦« •^) ) ) 
QM sCS(JPT( ((JN? ♦•?*rtLP(L»K»?)««2)/H-ALP(LiK»l)»«2) 
fAl I     ttXFl)M(FN,FMP,QNl»0M?,AO(L,K)«AL(L»K) »QFF(L»K) »OFP(L»K) « 

} Of,F (L ,K) .UGP(L»K) »P) 
IF    (PML(Fh)    .MF.   0,0?    «OTO   3?40 

r';TcT»l ,n    
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'LF.   LH«)   GO   TO   ?1S0 

.LF, 
,GF, 

KXO) 
?)   r,o 

GO  TO  ?ion 
TO   3000 

?3S0 

9400 
3000 
•«100 

11S0 
"»1^0 

T?0O 

?fiSO,?050»23^0 

) 



Tf^ ?.l —PSH LFVFL 2Q«— ACUSTK 

«0 TO 3250 
■»P^n COMTTNUE 

IF   (FNTST/PFM(FN)   .GE,   0.0)   GO  TO  3300 
??Hn   CONTTNIJF. 

ONP?aQN?*KNRAN(1)«REAL(FN)/(FNTST-REAL(FN)) 
QNPlisCSQRT((QNP?«#2*ALP(LtK»2)««2)/9-ALP(LfK»l)«»2) 
00 3?60 N«ltNFPN 
CALI. AXFIW(FUNfF0NP,QMP1 ♦QNP2,AO(LfK) «AL (LfK) «OFFdtK) lOFP(LtK) • 

1 ORF(LfK)»OGP(L.K)tB) 
IF {CA8S(FQN),Lt,U0E-S)GO TO 3270 
IF{CA8S(FQNP).E0.0,0)60 TO 3300 
XR«RFAL(FQM) 
XI«AIMAÖ(FQN) 
XPRBREAL(FONP) 
XPI«AIMA6(F0NP) 
ZOELaCMPLX(-XPT«Xl-XPR«XR,XPI<»XR-XPH<»Xl)/(XPR»«2*XPI»»2) 
IF(CAHS(^0FL).6T.5<»CABS{FQN))7DEL«2DEL«CABS(FQN)/(2#«CABS{Z0EL)) 
QNP2«:QNP?*70EL 
IF(RFAL(ONP2)•LT.0.0)QNP2«CMPLX(0.0»AIMAG(ONP2)) 
IF (CAHS(ZnEL).LE, »01 .OR, CABS(FON) .LEt •!) GO TO 3270 

??60 CONTINUE 
GO TO 3300 

??7n KPaKP*l 
IF (KP .LE. K) GO TO 3300 
QNPd. •K»2)BONP? 
ONP{L»K«n«CSQRT((QNP{L»K,2)#»2*ALP(L«Kf2)»o2)/R-ALP(L»Kil)»»2) 
KaK*l 
IF (K.GT. KXÜ) r,0 TO 3400 
GO TO 3160 

3300 FNTST«HEAL(FN) 
QN?8QN24XNRAN(3) 
IF (REAL(QN?) .LE. XNRAN(2)) GO TO 3200 

3400 KXOaK-1 
IF (KXO ,LE, KSTP)  KXQaKSTP 
L=L*1 
IF (L .LE. LHQ) GO TO 31S0 

4000 L»LSTP 
IF (KST .GT. KXO) GO TO S000 
Ba(RO(2)«CO«1)/(RO(1)»CO(2)))♦«2 

4100 KaKST 
4?00 QN?aQNP(LiK»2) 

Mal 
4^00   ONI aCSORT{(QN2 ••2*ALP(LiKt2)••2)/B-ALP(LfKt1)*»2) 

CALL   AXFIJN{FNtFNPtQNltON2,AO(L»K) »ALdtK) »OFFCL.K) fOFP(L.K) t 
1      nr,F(L»K)fOGPü «K) »B) 

IF   (CARS(FM)   .LF.   1.0E-?S)      GO   TO  4400 
IF   (rABS(FMP).EO.O.O)   GO   TO   4390 
XRaRFALCFN) 
XlaAlMAG(FN) 
XPRaREAKFNP) 
XPTaAlMAG(FNP) 
ZnFLaCMPLX(-XPT«XI-XPR#XR|XPI«XR-XPR«XI)/(XPR»»2*XPI»#2) 
IFfCArififZDFD.GT.B.^CABStFN   ) ) 2DEL"ZDEL»CABS{FN   ) / (2##CABS(ZDEL)) 
ON?aQN2*ZrJEL 
IF   (CAHS(ZDEL)   .LE.   1.0F-5   .OR.   CABS(FN)   ,LE.   l.OE-5)   GO  TO  4400 



TOM ?#1 —PSM LFVFL ?<»«-- ACUSTK 

TF (N .LF. WJ) GO TO 4-?oo 
A^QO CONTTNOf 

WWTTF  (8,40^0) | ,K,XR»XT»XP«»XPt 
4*0 0 QNP(LfK«;?)sON? 

QMP (L tK,l)sCSO»T((QNP(I...K, ?)♦•?♦ ALP (L»K,?)»»?)/H-ALP(UfK.n«»2) 
KaK*l 
IF (K «LF. KXO) r,0 TO 4?00 
L«L*1 
IF (I  ,LF. L^IU) GO TO 41 OH 
IF (KSTP .r,Ff K«;T)  GO TO e;000 
KPaK«;T-l 
DO 4700 KaKSTP.KP 
DO 4700 LsltLPO 

QNP(|. *K,1) aCbWPT({ONP(L«K, ?)«»?♦ ALP (L«K«^)«*?)/H-.ALP(L»K, !)«•?) 
4700 CONTINUE 
^"00 RETURN 
O0S0 FORMAT^«»^^HNFWTON-PAPHSON UFtfATJON MAS FXCEtDEO LIMIT FOP RAOIA 

1L MODE » // 3X,?HL*tI?.,:.X,?HKstI?,'-,)(t?Hlsf I?,5X,2HFs,E14.5»3H « . 
? EI4,5«cSX»lHFPa,F14.5»3H , ,Fl4,5t//) 

Q060 FORMAT (3X«c;flHNF'.'TON-RAPHSON ITERATION HAS EXCEEOEO LIMIT FOR AXIAL 
1 MOOFf // 3X»?Hlaf I?,«-,^,?HKBf x?f^x,^HpsfEl4.S»3H « «E 14 ,5»5X ♦ 3HFPB 
? »FU.5»1H , ♦F14,5»//) 
FNO 
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TO- ?.•> —PS« LEVFL 20«— 

IF (R .GT. 0,0) GO TO SO 
FNaFOl 
FNP.FOPl 
RETURN 

SO CALL CJFUN(F02,FQP2.8#Z,B»ABfM) 
CALL CVFUN{YQlfyQplt2fAAfM)

H,^ 

CALL   CYFUN(YÜ2,yQP2tB<»Z.R«Afl.M) 
FN«FQ2«YQ1-FCH»YQ2 

^TURrY0Pl*FQP?#YQ1#R-F0P1#y02-^l^OP2*fl 
END 

" 



Tnv  ?,7   —P<;H  LFVFL  ?OR — 

*;ilRRnllTTNE.   CJFiiM(FNtFNP,7,A«M) 

/n?Sa/!l)?#»? 
IF   (M  .Fo.  o)    r-n rn «ioo 
XM   sM 
Ssl,0/FACT(M) 

T=/n? 
IF    (CAHSd)    .F«.   0.0)    Ts(l,0.0.0) 
TSTSCAMS ( (A^XM*!,0)/(T»»M)) 
XKal.O 
FNa(A-XM)«S 
FNPaFN»(XM/2,0) 

TOO   S=S«Zr)<?S/(XK«(XK*XM) ) 
Ts7ri?b/( (XK*l,n)»(XM*XK*l ,0) ) 
f33aA-XM-?,0*XK 
O)aT»((J3-2.0) 
Q?am»(XK*1.0*XM/2,0) 
Qla(Ql-Ql)»S 

Q?a(O2-(XK*XM/?,0)«Q3)«S 
FNaFM*«! 
FNPsFNP*rj? 
IF    (TAbSfOn/TST   ,LT,   l.OF-fl   .AND.   rARS(Q?)/TST   .LT.   1.0F-H) 

1      r,0   TO   200 
XKaXK*2.0 
SaS»T 
GO TO 100 

?00 FMaFM«/n?*»M 
IF (M ,FO. 1) «FTURN 
FNPaFNP»70?««(M.l) 
RFTIIRN 

«^00 TSTaC,AHS(A*l,u) 
Sal .0 
XKal.O 
FNPa?,0»/r)?S 
FNaA*FNP 

^,00 S = S«/r)?S/(XK»XK) 
Ta7n2S/( (XK*l,n)»(XK*l,0)) 

Q3a?.()«Zn2S*XK*A 
(J?a( (03*A)*T-Q^)«S 
Qla(T«(?.O#Zü?9/(XK*2,0)*A)-(?,0*/D2S/(XK*U0)*A))«S 

FNaFM*(Jl 
FNPaFNP*Q? 
IF (fAHSCOD/TST ,LT. l.OE-tt .AND. CARS HO?)/IST .LT. 1.0F-8) 

i  nn TO /no 
XK8XK*2.0 
Sa«;»T 

r,n   TO 600 
700 IF  (rAHS(/n?).FO. 0.0) PO TO 750 

FNPaFNP/7n? 
750 pfTDPN 

EMM 
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SUBPOUTIME CYFUM(FN»FNPt7«AfM) 
COMPLEX FN,FNPt/,A«Z02t7n2S,S,T»Olt02«Q3«O4i6NfGNP 
IF (CAHS(Z).6T. l,0E-5) 00 TO 10 
FN«1.Of30 
FNPal .0E30 
RETURN 

10 Z0?s7/2,0 
Z0?5«2D2»«? 
IF (M.EQ.O) GO TO 500 
04« CLOG(702)«P.O 
FNaO.O 

FNPaOtO 
XMaM 
Sa7n?**(-M) 
oo sn LB1»M 
K«L-l 
XKsK 

01e?.0«Z02S»FACT(M-K-2) 
Q2a(A*XM)*FACT(M-K-l) 
Q3a«;/FACT(K) 
FNaFN*(Ql-Q2)«Q? 
FNP3FNP*{Ql<»{XK*l,0-XM/?,0)-O?«(XK-XM/2.0))«O3 
SaS<»7D?S 

50   CONTINUE 
GNaFN 
(5NPBFNP/?D? 

PSTls-.5772156f.4Q 
PST^aPSIl 
00   60   L=1»M 
XL"L 
PSI?aPSI2*l.ö/XL 

60   CONTINUE 
Ssl.O/FACTJM) 
XKal,0 
TSTaCAHS((A*XM«1.0)/(ZO?)«#M) 
fHa04-PSIl-PSI2 
FNPa(A-<M)<»fH  ; 
FNa(FNP-?.n)«s 
FNPa(FNP»XM/2,n«A-2.0«XM)«S 

100   O43O4-(1.0/XK*l,0/(XK*XM)) 
Ta7n?S/((XK*1.)*(XM*XK*1#)) 
S«S»7D2S/(XK«(XK*XM)) 
PSIl8(l,0/(XM*XK*l.)*l./(XK*l.)) 
03aA-XM-?,0»XK 

Qla(O4»(T«(rj3-?.0)-03)*?.0»(1.0-T)-(Q3-2.0)»T»PSll)«S 
02a (.H«(( (03-2.0)<»(XK*XM/?#*i#)«T)-Q3«(XK*XM/2.))-PSIl»( (03-2.)• 

1 (XK*XM/?.*1.)»T)*(?.*Q3-A)«(T-1.)-4.«T)«S 
FNaFM*Ql 
FNPaFNP*02 

IF   (CArtS(Ql)/TST   ,LT.   1.0E-8   .AND,   CA8S(Q2)/TST   .LT.   l.OE-ß) 
1     r,o   TO  200 
04a04-PSIl 
S«S«T 
XKaXK*2. 

I 7© 



ITOM   ?,I  —P<;k   LFVFL   ?QP" CYFUN 

RO   Tn   100 

FNO»(f NP«?n^««(M-n*(J>iP)/3.l4l5Q265 
RtTURN 

«^00   TSTsCAHS(A»l ,) 
Sal. 
Q4sCl 06(/n?) ♦.c;7721?>664P 

FNP8.'\/<?.o*O4»Zn?S«2.0 
FNsf-N^U*       -zn?^ 

AGO   04a04-l,/XK 
T«7n?S/((XK*l,)«#2) 

PSTlal./(XK*l,) 
Q3a?,«Zt19S 
0Ja(04»(A»(T-l.)*Q3«(T/(XK*?.)-PSn))-PST1«T*(A*Q3/(XK*2,))♦ 

1 702S»(PS!I•*?-!/((XK*?,)»«?)))»S 
Q2a(Ä»(r-l,)/2. ♦<H»((T-l.)#(f)l*XK*A)*T»A) 

1 T»PST1*(Q^*(XK*A)*A))»S 
FNeFM*^! 
FNPsFNP*0? 
IF    (CAHS(Qn/TST   .LT,   J,OF-fl   ,ANO,   CArtS(02)/T5T   ,LT.    l.OF-fl) 

1      PO   TO   700 
XKaXK*?. 
SaS»T 
Q4B04-PST1 
Rl)   TO   (S0 0 

700   FNs(FN-l.)/l,«57079632 
FMPa(FNP//fV)/l .5707963? 
RFTDWN 
FMO 
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THM   ?,•»   —PSR   LFVFL   209— 

FUMCTIOM   FäCT(M> 
nTMPNSTON   ^(Pn) 

OATft   (r, (n,I«l,?0)/l.«2.»6.»24»tl20««720.f5040.»40320»f362880,t 
1        3^28R00..3.9O16flE7,4,790016F8,6.227U208F.9,H,7l7829T2E10i 
? i,307ft7437Fl?»2.092?7fl9<»E13.3.55687A2öEl4.6,4023737El5» 
•^ 1,216451E17I2.43290?E18/ 

IF   (N)    10.2üt3o 
in   FACTaü.O 

RETU«N 
2P   FACT«1« 

RFTURN 
3n   IF   (N   •GT.   20)   fiO  TO  40 

FACTs6(N) 
RETLIPN 

40   XsN 
FACTaSQRT(ft,283l8«53<»X)»(X/?,71828)««N 
RETURN 
END 

78 



TriM   ?,-»   -.P<;M   l.PVFL   ?<»«" 

f.UBWOUT INF   AXFllN(FNfFNP,QNl ,ON? , AO» AL ♦«•'FF ♦OFP»(JGF tO«P«H) 
COMPi fX   FNtFiMP«ONl»(3N2tAO«AL»QFF»ÜFP»«(^ «(JfiPfXJ»f)1. ,Fl»a2«F2«nN» 

i    Fl ,F2fr,i,r,i?,FiP.F2P,GiP«r,?P 
COMMON/OIM/MOC?) «PI (?) ,X| (?) »COC,?) »IMWAO 
COMPLtX FlP»t?P 
OAT A XJ/(0.O»l.O)/ 
Ql«CCOS(QNl»XL(l)) 
Q?sCrOS(ON?»XL(?)) 
TF    (CAHS(QNJl))    ?0,?fU3ft 

?n   FlsXLd) 
FlPaO.O 
DNal.OtPO 
GO   Tn   4 0 

30   Fl«CSlN(ONl»XL.(n)/ONl 
FlPs(XL(l)«Ul-Fl )/(JM 
r)N«0»>i?/(H«QMl) 

4n   COMTTNUF. 
IF    (rAhS((JN?))    ^O^BOiftO 

SO   F?BX|.(2) 

F2Pso«0 
RO   TO   70 

60   F?aCSlN(QN?»XL(?))/QN? 
F?Pa(XL (?)»0?-F?)/UN? 

70   CONTINUE 
Fl«(ijFF*AO»OFP)»Ql*(AO«nFF-OFP»«Nl»»?)»F1 
filB(OGF*AO«URP)«Ql*(An«ORF-artP*üNl»«?)«tl 
F?aF?«(JN?*»?*Q?»AL 
G?sO?-AL«E? 
FlPaFl*«lNl»(-XL (1)»QFF-(XLn>»AO*?,n)»<0FP)*(QFF«AO-QFP»ONl«»2)<»F-lP 
GlParl*ONl»(-XL (n«OGF-(XL(l ) »AO*?.0) «OfiP) ♦ (OGF*AO-QQP*ONl«»?) <»EIP 
F?PaON^«(E?«(l.'>-XL(2)«AI.)*XL(?>»02) 
r^Pa-ONpttXI. (2) «F?-AL*E?P 

IF  (CAHS{AO)   .»E.  l.OFS)  r;n TO HO 

Fla (OFF /AO*(.)FP) »Ql* (QFF-QFP»ONl»»2/AO) «F ) 
fil8(Q(iF/Ä04UGP)»«l*(QGF-Q6P««Nl»<»2/A0)»El 
FlPaPl*ONl»(-XI   (n»0FF/AO-(XLM ) ♦2.0/AO) »QFP) ♦ (QFF-QFP»ON1»«2/AO) 

1      «FTP 
GlPsFl»<JNl«(-XL(l)»QGF/AO-(XL(l ) ♦2.0/AO) «fJRP) ♦ (Q6F-fJ6P»0Nl*«2/A0) 

1      «FlP 
PO   COMTTNUE 

IF    (CAhS(AL)    .LF,   l.OE«?)   GO   TO   90 
F?«t?»OM?«*H/AL*0? 
G?BO?/AL-F? 

F?PaON?» (F?« ( 1 .O/AL-XL (?) )♦ XI. (?) »02/AL ) 
r,?Pa-QNi»«XI.(?)»F?/AL-E?P 

90   COMTTNUF 
FNaFl«F?-G1*G2 
FMPaF?«F lP»nN*F?P«Fl-GlP«G?«nN-Gl*6<>P 
«FTItPN 
END 
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STON  ?.3  —PSR  LEVEL   29^ — 

PHOGHAM  PEFTNE(!NPUr»OÜTPUT«TAPE5sINPU1»TAPr6«0UTPUT) 
COMMON/FUN/FT^rP^rF^TFP.F^.FWP.HFPtfeMF^tcPFgPiFZ^^P.SF.GFP, 

1     HRF.HlF.H^FtHEFPtMTPP.HUpPtHFPP.ALHTHP.QS.HHrtOöfHtJöfSg^Ml 
COMMON/0lNT/QNEFT»QNtFrp,(ONRFP,qNr«FR» UNEWFf^QNEFRtQMFi.aNGFZt 

lüMr,FZP»ONH«F»ONM3FiWNH4Ft'^MeFP»QvHTPP»QMHÜPP»UNHEPPtiJNHTO0t0NFT 
COMM0N/oiM/R0(2)•^I(2)»yL(?)»Cn(2)IUO(^)♦INwA0t0H(2)»0^(2)tOTHETi 

1     xn(2)tXl?(2)fXl3(?)»TNTE6tLTW 
C0MM0N/WAVE/M»ALP«ÜNP|VjKPtRTN»TNÜTCltCHADl»rRAÜ2»CAXLl.CAXL2« 

1 QKPNEW 
CnMM0N/FlGEr<i/0MeGüfüMEö1,OMEGlF»0ME6lTtOMFGiU«0Mt6l«»0ME3lEt 

l   nMEülB.OMGi80,UM(ilHL»ÜMGlRAiOMGl«8iOMt63A»nME63 
COMMON/FlGEN2/OviF302»OMFfi2,O4ER?F,OMEö2Tf0MFS?U»ÜME62WfOMfG2Et 

1     0MEG2R,0Mr;2B0»Ovi62BLtOMG28AinMÖ9BBt0MEG2A 
C0MM0N/C0M9/CaARl.CrtAH2T,CBAR2PtCPAR2ZtCHAHl.CHAH4tC9AR5tGAMMA» 

1   lWA«tTAURAK,XNUltXNU2fXN<J:*,XMIIl » <MU2, AMUJ, TM0IC2»ZStCaA^6 
C0MMON/HOUNI/lNOIC0,lNÜTCL.AOfAL«AA»Aa»8FFA.qFFH 

COMMON   /MUa/   RMlKJ(2n»XMl|(i(2l),NMt|Q»LAi>INT 
COMPLEX  RFFA<10U2)»HFFr,(loif2) 
COMPLEX  FT(lon»FTP(10li,ETF(lnU,ETFP(lon.F«(lül»2)»FRP(10lt2)« 

1 RFR(10l.?).ERF2(10l)fePF2P(loT)tF2(10l»2)«FZP(101»?>»GF<101»2)» 
2 6FP(10l»2) »HRF(l()i)»H3F(101»»M*F(10n »HEFP (101) »HTPPdOl) » 
3 HUPP(loi) »HEPPdODtALHTPpdoT) »<;3»HRM0RfHiiB»SQRMi 

COMPLEX   0NEFTtQNEFTP,QNRFR(2).0NERFHtÜNERFPfQNEFHf0NFZ(2)»0N6FZ(2) 
liQNGFZP(?)»OMHRF» JNH3F»ONH4F»0NHEpP«0NMTPP»nNHUPP|QNHEPP»ONHTQQ» 
2  ONFT 

COMPLEX   ALP(2).JMP(^).UKP(?)»flTN»r«A01(2)♦C^A02(2) ,CAXL1(2)» 
I     CA*L2(?) » jKPNe«M2) 

COMPLEX OMEGOiOMEÖi,0MEG1F»0MEG1T»OMEßlUiOMEGlRfOMeGlE» 
1   OMEölB,OMGi8O»OMr,lHL»0>»GlRA«0MGl«B»0MtQ3Ät<)MEe3 

COMPLEX O^F'i02»OMFG2,OMEfi2F.OME6<>TtOMFG?JfÜMEG2H»OMEQ2E» 
1     0MEG2H,OMG2H0fOMG?HL»OM6?BA,0M69BB»0MEG2A 

COMPLEX Ao»u»Aa(2),AfM?) 
COMPLEX FUNOMiOl 
DIMENSION TTTLE(12)»XLÜ{?) 
DIMENSION LTN1(2)»LIN2(9) 
COMPLEX BLKFUN(10l»2y) »«LKOM(U) »«LKOM^da) ,9LKINT{?2) 
EQUIVALENCE (BLKFÜN,FT),(RLKOM.OMcGO)•(BLKÜM2,OMe602)• 

1  (RLKINT,3NEFT) 
COMPLEX (MO,(3AL»«aA(2)»OAH(?) 
COMPLEX VEC(12) 
SQ^Mla(0.O»l.0) 

100 ReAO(S«y0O0) TITLE 
«FAD (5.qolfi)M,INOlci,lMTE6.INnIC?»INülCR»I^OlCO»INDICL.<ONTML» 

l  KOÜMP 
LASINTal 
lNTE6a2«(INTEG/<») 
IF (INTFG .1E. >) STOP 
LIMalNTFG*! 
WRITE (6,R200) TITLE 
BTN«(l,0»0«O) 
IF(K0NTRL .fit. 0) Gu TU tbt) 
On  200 la] •? 
READ(5iq020)RO(I) •Rl(n,XLn(I)«CO(n»UÜ(l)tTMHAD 
*RlTE(6»9?lo)I,MO(I)«Hijn»XL0(n,CO(I)»UOm 
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STON   ?.i   —PS«   Lf-VEl     29-t— WP.FIIME 

AI.(l)«XLn(I)/MO(T) 
200   C<)NTINUF 

WPAr)(S»90-30) (XII (!> tXI^fj) .xllfT) .1*1 «^J 
••PlTt   {f,,9?)5) 
U^   300   lal»? 
IP   (MUD    ,EU.   ^.0   .AtMn,   xl?(T)    .fc'Q»   -.n   .^Ni),   XI3(i)    •£«.   0.0) 

I        X13(T)«Ut(I) 
wwlTP(ft,q?l^)It*Tl (I) »I,XI?(T),T|VI3(I) 

300   CONTINUE 
»»^ITt(b,9?2 •) 
NCAO(5»9030)AO.AL 
^lTE(6,q?3r)) AO»ftL 
HFAD (Sf90*

,>)   «»(I) »AÖfl) »LlNi (l) »LIN^U) 
IF (LINT (1) ,E(J,  )) LlNi (Dal 
IF (LIN?(1) ,EQ,    .1) UN5(1)»UM 
*(^ITt(6f9?*,>) AA(1 ) tAH(l) 
r^FAO (5,9040)   AA ( 2) ♦ Ab ( ?) ,L TNI (2» tLI ^ä1

 ( 2) 
IF (LINl(?) .EO. )) LIN,(^)al 
IF (LIN7(?) ,EQ. 0) LJN^f^jaLTM 
«««1TE(6,9?E)1) AA(?) t«H(2) 
UAOsAO 
UALaAL 
00 320 1=1iP 
QAA(I)»AA(I) 
Ü4S(I)sAM(I) 

320 CHNTlNUp 
IF (INÜTCH .UE. "> wWIfrcb^P^n) 
IF (INDTCR .GT, o) ^«1 Irfb,9?7n) 
«<«ITE (^,9275) LI^l (l)«i TN?(n «Ll^il (2) »LT^2(2) 

350 CONTINUF 
w«l7E(f,f92<0) 

IF (INDIC1 .GT, O rt«I lc(iO,930«)M 
IF (INOTC1 .CE, 0) ■vWlT(:{fr,q?9n)M 
«IPlTE(6,93lT) 
UO 400 1=19? 
IF(K0NTPL .'iE« <?1) HO In 3fl0 
HEAD (5» 9030) AL^MI) »CwAn, (T)«COAl)?(I) 

3R0 CHNTINUE 
WWITE (6,9320) I»AI..P( I) frRAOl (T) «C?AD2 (i) 

400 CONTINUE 
•KulTE («.,93*0) 
DO 500 1=1»? 
IF   (KONTWL   .GEt   ?l)    i^O   TO   410 
HFAD (5,^030) *JNP(T) •CAÄLuI),CA¥L2(n 

410   CONTINUE 
wwiTE(6»932 .) !• JNP(I),CAXLI (T),rA<L2(n 

500 CONTINUE 
IF (KONTPL ,GT, •)) ".0 In «,40 
HPAD(5»9030) (>AMMAtüH«H,TAUFn«,^S.CH4Kl ,C4A 6 
WFAD(5,^ni0)C8AH?f fCHflH3g,cHAR?/,r«A«3»CMAW'l,CSAH5 
WMD(5»9030)XNUl,XNlJ2»Xoii3fX4iJi ,X 'U2,X(HJ3 
lF(XMUl#E'J.^.0«"Nü«AMI)2,FN,0.0.AN.i#XMUjtEtJ»    .0)    AMIJ<«1.0 
MPAn(S,9nlf))    NMUQ 
H^AfXSt^OlO) (KM'JO(I) »XMiiOd) »    Tsl,NMU<J) 
*w|Tt'6,91* ')GA''M<»«'JHAH,TA1)RAP 
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WRlTt   (ft,93')0)    XM )l»XNUltXNU2«XNUl 
«»lTE(6tt»37-»)CRA»l 
KRlTF.   (6>,9375)   CMAW6 
W«lTt(6»93a'')CBAP<?T 
WWlTE(6,q39r)C8ftRi?R 
W«ITE(6.940n)C8«H?Z 
*HlTE(6,94n)C8ÄR3 
WrtTTE(6»942T)CBAR<» 
WHlTE(6f943n)C8AHb 
WRITE(6»9440)ZS 
WWlTE(6«y35n) 
DO  510   Isl»MMUQ 
ÄMUQ (I) sXMLM ( I) * ( AMU1*H^I)(J ( T ) #»?*XMIJ?*HMU>) ( T ) »XMUS) 
WRITE   (ft,93S5)   HMüQ(I) t xMUQd» 

510   CONTINUE 
ZS»ZS/R0(1) 
IF    (INDIC?   .LT.   0)    *HIrF(6,945n) 
(iO   TO   545 

540 CONTINUF 
IF (KONTRL .UT. S) GO fp» S4l 
RFA0(5»9n3n) TAüHAH.CBAwi»CBARft 
WRITE (<S»9340)  GAMMAiOaAR.TAURAR 
WRlTE(6f9370) CHARl 
WRITE (6*9375) C«AR6 

541 CONTINUF 
IF (KONTRL .GT.ln) HEAÜ (5t9n3n) oAA(I)fQAA<2) 
AOSQAO 

AU»0AL 
DO 542 lal»? 
AA(I)a OAA(T) 
AR(I)aOAR{I) 

542 CONTINUF 
IF (KONTRL .GT, IJ) «HlTF(ft»92?0) 
IF (KONTRL .GT, 10) »HiTF(ft»9240)AA(1)»AR(1) 
IF (KONTRL .GT, !()) KklTF (ft,9?qOMA (2) ♦ AR (2) 

545 CONTINUE 
WRlTE(6,94f>r>)    TITLE 
UKP(1)BCSQ«T(ALR(I)**2*ONP(1)*•?) 
UKP(2)=CSÖ«T(ALP(2)»<»2*ONP(2)«»2) 
OMEG0«OKP(1) *CO(1)/RO(1) 
ÜMF602BOMEön«»2 
IF   (INDICH   .LE,   0)    GO   To   600 
A0«SURM1 *QKP (1) * (-AO-UÜ (1 ) /CO (1) * (ONP (1) /«JK» (1) ) *»2) 
Al.aSORMl«QKP(2)*(AL-U0(9)/C0(2)»(oNP(2)/QKP(2))««2) 
DO   550   lal»/? 
AA(1)aSORMl*QKP(T)»AA(i\ 
AH(I)a-SORMl»QKP(I)*AH(T) 

550     CONTINUE 
600   CONTINUE 

CALL   FUNGEN 
DO   700   I«l»2 
DO   700   Jal»LlM 
BFFA(JfI)=(0.0t0.0) 
dFF8(JtT)«(t).0i'),0) 
IF   (J   «LT.   LINKT)    .OR.    I   ,GT.   LIM2(I))   GO   TO   700 
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d7FA( JfnsFJ/(J,l)»AA(I) 
iiFFH(J»T)«F<?(.J»f)*AH( I) 

100   CVJTINUF 
CALL   NTRRAT 

Ü)   10SO   Lsl.H 
rtt.KOM(L)aFLtNOM( -«1^0^ (L) ) 

1050   CfiMTlNUF 
w-vITE   (f.,Q4 70) 
DO   HOO   I si. 2 
w^TTE   («,,i)4H0)    t. Mt^d) .OKpNFm(T) 

1100   CONTINUE 

DO   IISO   L=1.12 
VFC(L)=RLKOi?(L» 

1150   C'WTINUF 
ÜMeG2aOMEGl-UMEl-"> 

no  li8o   L=^12 
HI..KOM?(|,)sO 1Eö1-MLKOM(H 

1180   CONTINUE 
WRlTE(6»qSü'i) 
W^ITE   <ft»95)0)   oMtG.jtOMpr;? 
W^lTt    {tyn9b?0)    DM^.G I F » Uv*F(i?F 
W^ITt   (ft.QSlO)   OMfc. Gn,U-.ir(i?T 

W^ITF (6»9S40) OlE^iDtoMtp?' 
«i^ITE {<S,Q5S0) 0fie6lW,U^FG?H 
w^ITE (^♦95^0) OMtGUtÜMFfipE 
WWlTE ('S.qS/O) -JM^GlHiO iF^?R 
«/WTTE (A,9Sct0) OMN1H(J»U>'<;<?RO 

w^ITE (<S.QS'-»0) OMi,l,sLfU^fVRL 
WWITE (<SfQb»)0) OM.,l'iA,ü«r,2RA 
w^TTt (ft»QblO) DM UMH,0 4r;^RR 
IF (INDTC? .LE. n) .lü fo loo 
Oll-:G2aOMFG3-OME»lA 
w-^ITE   (f,,96^0>   0MEGi»UMFr,3AtOMFR2 
IF(KI)UMP   .EMt   01      GO    TO    1 300 
•y^iTtce.^?!^) 

9710   FOMMATdHD 
00   \l<*0   lsl.2 
CALL   SlMSON( 'VA(I) ♦F^:.(1»T)»FZ(1 *I)»"^(I) .INTEU) 

1190   CONTINUE 
AH(l)aF/kMLI W)/<K^M. lM«;M«SU/MlttUfSp(,?) ) 

rtWlTt(6»<»700)    A^( D .AA(?) ,aR(n ,Aw(2) 
WwlTt (6«970n)   flfr^HKHOrt.HOR»^! 

9700   FORMAT(«(4*fn2.S) ) 
L1 = l 
L? = ?« 
IF    (KOUMP   .ME.   '')    G')   TO   liqS 
L1«13 
L^aH 

1195   CONTINUE 
ÜO   1200   L=L1 ^2 

w^ITE   (ft.9720)   I. 
97?0   FoWMAT(//.lK,l2) 

wlTE(f)«970n) (BLKKUM If| ) •}*] i\.l*) 
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1200 CONTINUE 
*^ITE   (<S«Q7<0) a 

9730   FnHMAT(//flx.6HiL*ÜM?) I 
WWITE (6,9700' (Vt'C(I)i T«i,l?) 
w^ITe(6,q7^o) 

9740 FO^MAK/ZtlXtoHML-sIuT) | 
WMITE(6,9700) (SLKINTd) ,T»1»'?) ' 

1300 COMTINUF 
IF- (IN0TC1 .NE. ? .OR, M ,^0, n)  GO 7M 100 I 
BTNe(i,o,n.'i) i 
lN(3icl=n 
KONTHLaO m 

W^lTE(6,9?Bn) | 
WRITE    (6,9?w0) M                                                                                                                                           ■ 
GO   To   540 

9000   FnHMAT(l?A6) I 
9010   FOHMAT(l?I(S) 1 

9200   FOHMAT(lHl,?nX.74HA   STAmLTTY   pVAiUATIÜN  OF   ANNULAR   DUCT   BURNERS   WTTH 
Ull^   AXIA,'   "I^ONIINUTTY   .////.^OX, 1^A6.///////,20Xfl5inLlCT   DIME 1 
2NSIONS   ,   ///ilX.7HCHAMdcq,fX,l?HOiiTER   ^AOIUSf   'jXt   12HINNER   RAOIUStSX,* 
35X,12HAXIAL   LENiiTHf   5X»nHSPEEn   0  SOUNu,   SX.   l?HtNü   VELOCITY   ) 

9020   P"OHMAT(5Fl2.0»I'5y 
9210   frOHMAT(/,5X,tl.*U,El?,b,4(RX»El2.'=;)) | 
9030   FORMAT(6F12.0) S 

9215   FoRMAT(////,20X.34HTHHÜiir,H   FLOW   VFLOCHY   COPFFICIENTS   ,//) 
921M   FORMATdoX.UHI )   CHAMHtr?   .T1.?X,6HU0   «   (»FR.3.3H) «Z. U . 7'<*»2   ♦   (♦ 

lFfl,3t3H)«?»Tl»Ai   ♦    (»Fa.3,]H)»//) 
9220   FOMMAT(////,20X»4/HSUHFrtCE   PROPFHTIES   USED   IN   HOUNOARY   REFINEMENTS 

1  »//) " I 
9230 FORMAT (1 OX. lOHI-UFT APs ,F12.5,3H . .tl2,5. ?0X, 1OHEXI T APr  ,E12.5. I 

I» 3H , ,F12.5.//)                                                   ' ■a 

9240 FORMATdoX.lOHOUTFR AR= ,El2.5,3H , »E 12.5, ?0X, 10HINNER AP. •E12.5,3H- 
1»3H ♦ tE12.5»10X»l6nlN FTWST CHAMBER ,//) I 

9250 FORMATdoXHOHOUTER AP« ,El2.5,3H , ,U2.5,?0X, 1OHJNNER APs ,E12.5 a 

1»3H » ,E12.5»10<»17HIN QFCOND CHAMBER »//) 
9260 F0RMAT(l5X,76HA^0V/E VALUES RELATE (OETA/[)NOPMAL) TO ETA. AND ARE T 3 

1HIIS MOOIFIEO ADMITTANCES  )                    ui IU c «, AMü A«t j 
9270 FORMATd5X,M4HAM0VE V/ALnFS RELATE VELOCITY TO PRESSURE. AND ARE TH 

IUS ACOUSTIC ADMITTANCE RATIOS        ) 1 
9275 FORMAT (///, 15X.4 jHlNNto AND OllTE^ ACOUSTIC LINERS EXTEND FROM »      1 

1 //.20X,8HSTATION ,13, ,?M TO STATION ,n,2lH IN THF FIRST CHAMBER 
1  »//.20X,8HSTATI()N .IJ,I2H TO STATION ,I3,?2H IN THE SECOND CHAMH 

9280 FORMATdHl,20X,ilHACOUSTIC MOOF UMDER EXAMINATION ,////) * 
9290 FORMATdoX,44HS?ANDING MOOF ^ITH TANGENTIAL WAVE NUMBER a ,12 ) 
9300 FORMATd0X,44HSRTNNING MOOF WITH TANGENTIAL WAVE NUMBER s ,12) I 
9310 FORMAT(///,1X,7HCHAMHER,8X,lBHRAUTAL WAVE NUMBER.10X,25HCOEFFICIEN I 

IT OF J FUNCTION ♦10X,25MrOEFFIrIENT OF Y FUNCTION ) 
9320 FORMAT(/5X.I1,8A,F9.4,3M , ,F9.4,«X,Eli.5,3H , ,El2,5,9X.E12.5, T, 

1 3H , ,F12»S) * I 
9330 FORMAT(///,iX,7HCHAMBER,flX,17HAXlAL WAvE NUMBER. 10X,27HC0EFFICIEN ^ 

IT OF COS FUNCTION,BX,27HrOFFFIcIEMT OF SIN ^UNCTION) 
9340 FORMATdHl,?0X,2lHC0MHUsTlON PARAMETERS ,///.10X.7H6AMMA »,F7.4, I 
«ie llftX,7HURAR = .El?,5, 10x,9MTAUnAR =  .tl2.5) i 
9350 FORMAT(///,^OX^lMHADIAt ERAR,//,o3X,4HH/B0.16X.5HREBAR,//) 
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93S5   FOWMAT<??XfF7.4«10X.&U.4) 
9J60   FC^MAK/.lUKfl^HTrtN^fc.NrTftU   F.*M9   =   ( »El 1 .4«b^) »COb ( ,Fb. 3, U H« TMET A) 

1   ♦    (♦Fll,A»«)H)»SlMUl^o,liH<»TMFTO    ♦   1,0      ) 
9370   FOKMftr(///»^0Xt nHCOKFI-TflFNT   OF   o/FO   iN   TAii/TAU   *   .F»fb) 
9375   FORMAT (/»1?H«24H0F   IJ^/Ü.3AH    TN   TAÜ/1AJ   «   »FH,5) 
9380   F(HMAT(/,3?>(i20HnF   UT/OMAW   IM   F/E   ■   .M.S) 
9390   FO«MAT(/f IPx^O^nt-    UH/ÜTAW    IN   F/fc   s    «F«.S) 
^400   FORMAT (/,l?»f,f?a-»OP   IU/UUA*    I'M   F/E   *    »Fn.S) 
9410   F0HMAT(/.32*»17inF   M/HU   TM   E/F   =   .F8.b) 
9*20   FnMMAT(/»32Xf26"iOF   IJ/./UMAH   SP»«Y   TN  F/r   s   1^8.5) 
9430   FOWMAT(/«3?X»23HOF   H/HÜ   SMpAY   TN   c/E   a   fF^,"«) 
9440   FORMAT (/♦?&< ♦ISHi/KHEHf'.   ^p*AY   a   ,F*.5y 
9*S0   FnMMAT(//,3oX,7«*HCHAWACrF«TSTlr   TTME   FuUrTUftTlON   FIXEÜ   rii   INITIAL 

1CONDITIONS   AT   FLA^E   FHÜMT) 
9460   FORMAT (iHl»io*«'OHRh«>lJl.T^   OF   THF   uEflVtO   STASILUY   FVALÜATIOM   »////»3o: 

1/.<0X»l?Aft,//////) 
9470   F()WMAT(?oX«^lHCüM.U'Mtl)   ..ifiVf   NUMHfcab   ♦///♦SX.7HCHAMHF'<,9XI MHACOUSTI 

1C.19X»7MWEFINE0   ) 
9480   Fn«MAT(/»nx»Il»ftX»F9.<».3H   ,   »F9«4»5X»f'9.4» <H   «    »F9.*) 
9490   F()WMAT(/////«20*«1äMNAlt|RAL   MOnF   sTArtRITf   r HAHALTE^ I ^T I CS,///» 

1 35X«9HFMeÖ (ENCY.    U*«    rjHOFC^FMFNT »//» 1 0« » 1 1 HF TNAL   VALUE ♦ I 4X.F9.4» 
2»1 1X»F9,4»//»35X»^H**#»<»«»»«,1'|X» >H«»»««»««*f ) 

9500   FOKMATiiHioo^f^^HSrAHii TTY   CH/y«Ar TE»I ^1T ICS   ^IfHOUr   VARIOUS   WEFIN 
1EMENTS»///» <5X»^HF«h(JUtMrY»l lX.9H>ECRENENr»1 IX.9H0ELU   Fi<«,llXi 
2 «iHDELTA   nEr«/» ^7x»bH(CP<;) ,3SX,5H(CPS) •) 

9510   FOWMAT(//,loX»2lMf»UWfcLr   ACOUSTIC   vALÜt »4X»4 f Fq,4 111 X) ) 
9520   Fn«MAT(//»loX»l^Hf.IfMAL   M/O   TH«l|-F| OW   »oX«4 U 9,4» 11 X ) ) 
9530   Fn«MAT(/.10x«20HFINAL   W/n   TAU/TAU^AM,SA,4(FJ»4.IIX)) 
9540   FOWMAT(/ilO<»17HFINAL   *(/n   uZ/UnArt,8X»ft (F'J.4, 11 X) ) 
9550   FO«MAT(/,lü<»20HFIN«L   *i/n   RHO/PHÜ'AR,5A,4 (F^.A • 11 X) ) 
9560   FO(-(MAT(/«10<»16HFINAL   »//O   F/FHäR« oX, 4 (F 9.4» 11 X) ) 
9570   FO«MAT(//inK»22^FTNAL   «/O   ANY   nOUiDARY»   3<»«(F9,4,HX)) 
9580   F0KMAT(/,12X»17HW/Ü   UPiTPEAM   ONLY   i6X«<» (F Vt ^ » H X) ) 
9590   FO«MAT(/,l?x«19H»(/0   UO^ISTREAM   ONI Y   •4X,4 (F'i,4f I IX) ) 
9bOP   FOHMAT(/»l2<«19iw/Ü   OUfcp   plAM   ONl Y « AX »4 (F9. 4» 1 1 A) ) 
9610   FORMAT(/» l?X«l9H«/0   I(MNrR   nIAM   ON) Y»   4A,4 (F '.4$ UX) ) 
9620   FOKMAT(/////,20^lÜ3HSUqlLTTY   CH^HACTl" HIST TCS   IF   CHARACTF9IST IC   T 

IIMF:   FLUrTUATION  FIXED   öv   INITIAL   ^ÜNOIlIfHS   AT   FLAMF   FWO>JT   »///» 
23SX«yHFREQJtNCY.UX,4HüPrWFMENT»liX,9HiJEl.M   FWrj,    llXt9HL)ELTA   OECf 
3 /»37X»«SH(CPS) OSAf -,H(tPS) ,//« 10X. UHF iNAL    'ALÜt» 14X»F9» 4» 11 X ♦ 
4 F4,4»//,1Ü<»20HFINAI.   */O   TA'i/T AU iAH»5A,^ (F)f 4 . 11 X ) ) 

9040   Fnh<MAT(4Fl2.0«2^> 
ENO 
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COMPLEX FUNCTION FUNOM(oM) 
COMPLEX FUNOMtO'l 

A«HEAL{0M)/*»,28J1H5J1 
Ha-AlMAf?(OM)/A 
FUNOM«CMPLX(AiB) 
RETURN 
ENO 
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äU-iROUTlNE.   KLlNijt.N 
CoMMüN/FUN/f-T»^ fM»t.^ «trFH»F^,FHtJ»Hf'WftMt'V«i H^p, >-^ , h/p, j^ , G^p, 

1      HRJ- »MjF ♦H<,F•'1^Fh•»f1lHH,HUHH«HF^J^,^ALHlPP»^iJ.HHrtUf1.HUd^b>J•<Ml 
CuMMUN/fMNT/gN^TtUl^ I ^♦•JNHK«,(1»N^Hf" ^tUNFn^ ^«tJMt>-^.(JNF^, JMOF/, 

IU .^bF^P ♦ tJNHHf- , u MHJ»- , JNH^K , UlMhFFP « UwH » PH t ONHUKP ♦ JNnf^ pp»tJNrt T UU ♦ iJNF f 

CuMMON/lJlM/^üti) »wile) f x|, (<?) fCo^> ♦U0<^) ♦ IN-'AI) , U« ( 2) » U^ (si) , Ü THE T . 

CU'-IMON/WAVt/^fALP.yiMH.W^P.hT'^T^UICi ♦ t-Kttf) i ,(>JAiJ2 ,rA XL 1 »C AXL2 » 
i   'JKPN£W 
C()MMÜN/E IGt VOrttGi) ♦ UMt», ) , UM^G 1 p , OMfcG1 I , üMEü I U, JMt u 1R, ÜMt J 1E ♦ 

1   OMEblb»OMblHÜ»UM1,iriL«U ^f, lOÄ»OM<>lHb»ÜMtGjA»*.>Mtli3 
CUMMÜN/ElGe^2/^"lLv3U«:«UMl.r,2»O^Ef5?F,UME02r,UMt-&2jfu>'»Eü2H,Ov)E5<;»t» 

1      OMtG2H « OM'i^ttO » OMocJHL »  iMl»2H A t QMb^Hd » UMtfi^A 
C')MMÜI\)/C('MB/CHAKl,CLtAW(iT,f:bA^?R»CMAM2^»CHAH^C;4AHa,CbAHbfb4l'1',1Al 

1   UelAHfTAUÖA^iAXUl « A^U^» ANiUJf XMlll fAMU2»XMUi» HOICf! ♦ ^S» C«A"<f} 
COMMON/HÜ J V I (MUI CU| I i\Ü 1 CL ♦ AO , Al- • A A , Ab»OF F A, riF F H ' 

COMMON   /MUU/   H.1Uw(2l) »Ail)U(i>l ) «NMUUf UAblNT 
CHMPLEX   HFFA(lai»2)»bFF <(1ÜI»?) 

CodPLEX   FTdOD ♦FTH(lui)»ETF(lnl) .ETFH(ioi) »M{lui,2) »FKN>(Iü1»2) ♦ 
1 MFH(101,2),EHF/?(lUl)it <F2P(l0n »F ^ < 1 0 1 ♦?) ♦» /P (1,,) »2) »GF {1 0 l »2) » 
2 ^^P(lül»2) »HHF lui) ,1-1 jf (ion ♦M*F<ioi) »HEFHdoD .«TP^dOD « 
3 HUPP (1 01) »MEPPHOD ,AL'iTPH(10l) »^JiHHHÜMtMUBib'JH.l 

COMPLEX   (ONEF T « U<MF F I H,Uw^W I ? ) f ONt^F H, UNfcWF P, U.MEF H . UNF^ ( ^) , QNGF /! < ^) 
1»'.JMGF;?P(2) »MNHKF ♦ WNMJF I iNM^FfQMHtf-PfUUnrPHvJNHjPh'.UNdEPPftJ^hTüO» 
2   »JMFl 

COMPLEX   ALP (2) » JNP(2)fUK,P{2) «HTN»C*AOl ««?) »CWA02(^) ,C«ALi (2) , 
1      CAXL2(2) » )KPi>lh«((2) 

COMPLEX OMtUOtUMtGl «OMEtilFfOMtbl I »0MF>1 Ü» JMfc'-1* «OMt Si E f 
I    OMEblb»OMGlHO|OMulf(L»U •r;itlA»ÜM(U'Hb«C)Mfc.l,U»i^MFoJ 

COMPLEX U'lt<j02»O^^G^»OMEr,^F,UMEGcI ♦UMFo2J,o ■lEG2HfO<1tG2E» 
1      oMtG2HtO>i'i2bU»0'HjdML»!iM(i«'HA«n'Ji(j^bdtOMtr,(!?A 

COMPLEX Aü»AL»AA(^) lAbi-») 
COMPLEX   (JCaAR»^JHttH,uSO i,iwiiU IP , OF (i 1 ) »wFP(i 1 ) .;jIL,i (1 i ) »JlNTb 
XIwTtGsINTE(, 
UO   10   Ulf2 
U/Ml)=XL(I)/ÄlNlFo 

UW(I) = (1 .0" 'I (i)/WÜ(l) ) /XINTFIG 
10   CoMTlNUE 

IF    (i^HAO   t'iTt    j)   OHU)*n*{\) 
THF.T = 0.0 

ü|MErab,?öilÖbJl/AliM(bu 
00   120   jsltl.IM 
CALL   TNG I AL (F MJ)tFIH(J)tlMErfM»drNilMJlCl) 
UsXNUl*cüS('(!>lUj<»Tr(t I) »A JU<'*SIN(AN03*TMLF)       ♦l,u 
felF (J)=(j«Fl (J) 
tTFP( J)sQ*F rP( J) 
[HKTsTHF.T*OTHtI 

120   CONTINUE 
ASSIGN   2*1)    TO   l^iPrtb 
IF    (1NHA0   •-.T.     I)    AoblG J   <>20    TO   IMIPAJ 
UO   2o0   Jsl»^ 
WsHl(I)/RO(1) 
UO   2b0   JS1»LIM 

CALL   RAI)lAL{FH(j»i;.FHP(j.I) »W, AL^d) tCHAul «D »C« '02U) ♦*!) 
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MÜN  2.3  —PSH   LEVtL   2//— FlNöttM 

OU   TO   IHIPAS«<220»2JÜ»240) 
220   KW(J»2)aFH(.j,l) 

Hm<J.2)=HF^{Jtl) 
FHP(J»2)aF«P(v|,l) 

230   CONTINUE 
CALL   INTEWP(R»VJ) 
tHF2(J)sFH(Jt2)*fJ 
tKF2P(J)sF^p(Ji2)<»0 

240 M3H*ÜH(I) 
250 CONTINUE 

iFdNHAU toi, 0) üO !0 iOÜ 
ASSIüN 230 TO IHIMAO 

260 CONTINUE 
300 CONTINUE 

CALL AXlAL(OSU;1fQhUMP,ZS,WNP(l) »CAXLK 1) »CAXL2 (1) > 
UFFU«s(XIl (l)»^b*AI2(l))<»^S*XIlU) 
UCdArt«CHAH5«QSUH*CÖAH4«gS0MP«Cn<i)/(SUHMl*UKP(l)<»(,AMMA«UFFÜö) 
OSUM=(0,0fü.0) 
USUMPs(f),Of ü.U) 
yjdAHaSOHMl»Rü{2)»OMt(jO/UHAR 
U=Ü8AH«TAUrtA« 
ASSIGN 390 TO JMlPAb 
00 400 I=lt2 
i = 0.0 
UO 395 JsliLlM 

CALL   AXlAL(FZU.nif^H( Ul),Z,0NP(I),CAXLimfCAAl2(I)) 
UUs(XIl(l)»^*XI2(I))»Z*Xl3(l) 
UUP«2»0«XI1(I)*^*XI2(I) 
UOPP32.0«Xll (I) j 
ÜF (J» I) sFZ (Ji I)«»(-SUHMl*OMEG0/RO (I) »OOH» (üAM«1A*2. 0» (UNP (1) /QKP (I) ) i 

l        *«2)) 
(JFP (J» I) sFZP (Jt I) • (-SOH li«OMtG0/HO (I) * (2, 0*,JJ-UUPH/QNP (I) »»2) ) 1 
GO   TO   JRIPAS.(JlOiJ^Ü) 

310   UeaEXR(-RO(I)*Z/0) 
HRF(J)sFZ(J.I)*'Jt 
H3F(J)a(GAMMA-l.0)/(Q*K()(I))      «OE   *FZ (l • I) *CEXP (g.)BAR»Z) 
H*F(J)SH3F (J)«CriAH2r - 
HjF(J)=H3F(J)»CdAW2M 
HEFP (J) = (C8ARi*h HHl) ♦CHAH2Z»F/P < 1 • P *CO (1) / (SQHMl«WNR ( 1) »GAMMA» 

1   UbAR))  » <Jt»Cl-:XPIOJnAK«Z) I 
HEMP (J) sQCBAR«-It^CEAP (ü ißAH« ( Z-UdA«« (XL (l) -ZS) »Hu (1 ) / (uFFUB»RO (2) 

1  ))) 1 
ALMTPP(j)s(Wo(i)»Z/U-i. >)»yE*CFXP(ÜJdAR«Z)»(CrtAHl»FZ(l.I) ♦ j 

1  CHAR6»CO(I)*KZP(1» U/(SUHM1«OKP(I)»GAMMAttUSA*) ) 
IF    (J.GT,    1)    GÜ   Td   330 
LP=U 1 
UF<LP)«FZUip ■ 
UFP(LP)SFZP(J»I) 

MTPP(l)s«CdAR6«C0(n»FZP(l.I)/(S<JHMi»(JKH(n*üMMMi»»UÖAR) 1 
HUPP(l)s(ü.tJtO.^) I 
UTEM<l)aC()Mj(i(CtXP(^JyA-<«OZ(I) ) ) 

GO   TO   390 m 
J30   (JF(1)=QF(LP) 1 

UFP(i)«QFP(LP' 
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slON   .'«J  --Pb«   LEVtl.   iff" FUNGMI 

JMalü-2»(J/i) 

It-    (JP   ,LTt   <♦>     ^SH 

LP=JP*1 
ujpsjp 
U/Psü/{I)/U.lP 
ZPS2-I)Z(I)*I^P 

ÜO   3*0   KS?»LP 
CALL   AAJALOFU) » J^PU) .JPtCHPfl) «CAXLI ( 1) ♦rA*u2< I ) ) 
Ul£M(K)sC0N jG{CtXP(u).j«rt.v«KZ-/P) )    ) 

340  CONTINUE 
CALL   SlMS()N(Ql;MlS»'JF»wlt-M»U<JPtjP) 
^i.ÜM=gTEM<l)*U^JM*giNTa 
CALL   blMSO^CUl ^fS«WHetvj(FM«0/P, JP) 
iJbUMP=QTtM (l ) «vJalHP'UluTS 
HrPP(vJ)sHO( T)*Cr4A'yl<Mjt*   SOM/J^fMOt 1 ) «^/W-1 . ! ) «Jt^C EAP (iJ JdAR»^ ) * 

1   CHAHb»CO (I) *h /:P ( i ♦ 1) / ( ^QrtMl*«KP ( I) »öAMMAäUMAK) 

MUPP(J)=QE*<jSlJ1r'/tJ 
390 z=/:*üZ(i) 
39b CONTINUE 

ASSIbN 310 TO J'MP«*s 
<»oo CONTINUE 

00= (AH (l)*AHl) ♦ÄU(i) )»AL(l)*Xl3(i) 
üia-lSliWMl* )Mtv>u/^0(<;) ) <>fiAMMtt«(Al H/?) *F Z ( I »^) -vJO^'f Z (LlM« 1 ) ) 
HhMOosSO«Mi<*()Mt. in*(oA-IH'(-i,ü)/( 1 A(iHA^»CO(/e) 'K*«?) 
MOH3((iAMMA-l .0) /^ 
HfcJUKN 
LNO 
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SIOM 2.3 —PSR LPVEL. 29H— 

SUHHOWTINE: MTGRAT 
C0MM0'vl/FUN/f--TiFrP»ETF»erFP,FW»P»P,HFH«tHF2.rRF?P»FZtFZPt3FtGFP, 

1     HRFiH3F.H4F»HtFPiMTPP.HUpP»HFPP«ALHTMP,ö3,HWHObtHUH»SQ^Ml 
CnMM0N/nlNT/QIMEFT.QMeFrP,0NRFRf0NB-RFR»uNEWFP.(JMEFRiQNFZ«3NGFZ» 

lUMÖFZP»0NHH|r»QNH3F»UNH4(r,(JNHFFP»QMHTPP»QMHÜPP»ÜNHEPP»JNHT0Qf0NFT 
Cr)MMON/nrM/^0(2) t^I(2) »XL«?) »Cn(2) IUO(^) f INuA0.0H(2) .OZ(2) »DTHET» 

1     XI1(2)»XI?(2)«KI3(2) iTNTFrMLTM 
C0MM0N/WAV/E/M,ALP|QNP,UKP,pTN,TN0TCl.CKAni,r«AU2iCAXLlfCAXL2i 

1   OKPNEW 
COMMON/ElGEN/OMErvj^jMEüi^MEßlF.O lEGl T»OMEGl Ü«OMEGlRtOME3lEt 

1   OMEGlB»OMGi8OiOMtilHLtU/ir,lRA»0MGlqB«0MtG3A»nMES3 
COMMON/ElGEM2/O^E('i02tOMFß?f0MER2F,0MEö2T,()Mr62ÜtOMES2RtO^F62E» 

1     OMEG2R«OMr;?80iOMÜ?HL»nMG2HA.nMG^H8fOMEG?A 
COMMON/COMB/CHAHl«CHAW2T,CBAH2P»C^AH2ZtCRA«l»CHAH4«CöAK5»GAMMA, 

1   UBAR,TAUHA^,ÄNUltXNU2»XNU3«XMIlli<MU2»AMU3»TNl)lC2,ZS»CöA^6 
COMM0N/BOUM/INi)IC0»lNÜTCL.A0,Al.»AA«A8t8FFA,9FFB 

COMPLEX   BFFA(10U2)»HFFM(löl«?) 
COMPLEX   FT(lOl)»FrP(10i),ETF(lol) .ETFPdOU .Fw (101 ,2) , FrtP( IQl «2) i 

1 ^FR(10l.?).ERF2(101)»EpF?P(101)trZ(101i2>itZP(101.2) •GF(10l»2), 
2 GFPdOlf?) .HRF(lOl) »HJF(IÖI) ♦H^FdOl) »HEFP am J f HTPP < l 01) » 
3 HUPP (lOl) »HEPPnal) ,ALMTPP(101 ) ♦^3iHHHOBfHil8tSOHMl 

COMPLEX   QNEFTtQMFFTp.ON^FBt?) ,ONE»FR«UNERFP»OMEFW»QNFZ(2?•QNGFZ(2) 
lfQNGFZP(2) tfONHRF.^NH3FfONH4FfQNHEFPtQNMTPP,'JNHUPP,QNHEPP«Q^HTQQ» 
2  QNFT 

COMPLEX   äLP(?) ,'JNP(2) ,ÜKP(2) tBTNtrRAOl (2) .C^A0?(2) ,CAXL1 (2) t 
l     CAXL2(2) •')KPNF^(2} 

COMPLEX OMtGotOMEb^OMFfjlFtOMEGlTtOMEGlÜiOMtGlRtOMESlE» 
1   0MEGlB,0MGiB0»()M.ilHL,Ü.ifilRA»0MGln8,0Mt63A,OMEß3 

COMPLEX 0"tFG02fOrtFr,?tO^E«2F.OMEG^T,OMf62Ü»UME62RtOME32E« 
l     0MEG2B»OMr,280»OMG(r»HL»nM(4pBA,OMG^B8f0MEG2A 
COMPLEX AO»AL»AM.>) »AHt?) 
CALL SlMSO^(QNFT.FT,FT»nTHFT»IWTEf;) 
CALL   SIMS0N(QNRKR(1) tRFrf( l ♦ l) f FR < 1 »1) »OHd) dNTEb) 
ÜNRFH(2)sQMPFH(l) 
IF   (INHAD   .I.E.    •)   CALL   ^TMSON(ONRFR(2) iRFRd t2)iFRd,2) ♦aR(2) t 

1   I>JTEG) 
CALL   SlMSON(«NFZd)»FZ(i,l)»FZdti ) .OZ < l) ,1   TEG) 
CALL   SlMSON(QNF^(2)»FZ(i»2),FZ(l«?)iDZ<2)dNTE8) 
BTNaCSQWT (ÖMpT » (Q'MHFH d ) »ONFZ (1 ) »ONRF« (2) »O^FZ (2M ) 
BTN»1.0/BTN 
DO 100 Jal«LlM 
FT(J)BBTN«>FT(J) 

FTP(J)sBTN»FTP(J) 
ETF(J)aBTN»ETF(J) 
ETFPCJjaRTMöETF^CJ) 

100 CONTINUE 
UMFTBONFT^BTN*«-? 
CALL   SlMS0N(QNEFT.ETF,FT,UTHFTtINTE6) 
CALL   SlMSON((JNEFTP.ETFP,FT,DTHFTf TNTEö» 
CALL   SlM«;ON(QNE^FWtt.WF2.RFR(l,?) .nR(2) tlNTE'O 
CALL   SlMSON(ONEHFP»£RF2o»HFRtlt?).OR(2» »INT^G) 
CALL  SlMSON(ijNEFR,EHF2»FP(if2),OR(2),lNTFG) 
00 200   Tal»? 
CALL   SIMS0N(QNGF7(I)«GF(1,I),F7(1,I)»ÜZ(I),TMTEG) 
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I 
f STON  ?,3  —PS«  LFVEi.   29-^-- MTr,HAT 

i 

CALL   MMSOM(QN(^/P(I).(jpp(,,n^(lfn.O/(n»lMTtQ) 
C^LL   SlMSON(AA(t),BfM(,,r)tF7(l,T).D/(I),I JFr,) 
CALL   SIMSON   (A8(T)fHFFdntl)fF7(l,n,U/(I),?MifEG) 

200   CONTINUE 
CaLL  SlMS0N('JNH^r,HHK,F7(i,2) ,n* (?) t IN?EK) 

CALL   SlMS0N(QMHiFfHJF.P7(l,?),n/(9),lNlFr,) 
CALL   SIMS0N(QNH*F.H4P,F7(1,?) ,n/(-J) .INIER) 
CALL   SlMSON(ONHFFPfHFFH,F^i,?)fo/(2)flNTEG, 
CALL   SlMSON(QNHTPP»MTPH,F^(lf?),f)7(2) tiNTFCi) 
CALL   SlMSON(iJ(MHl)PP.HUPH,Fi?(i,2)tü/(2),iNTF:(i) 
CALL   SlMSON((JNHtPM,MtPP,F/f (1*7) ♦0/(2) tlNTFG) 
CALL  SlMSnN(QNHTfJO,ALNfpp,rz(i,?),|)^(2, tI,gTf G) 

OMf-.G2Fao^F f* ((JN^FW (i) « (nN«FZ (I) ♦U iGF /P (1) ) ♦   NMFR (2) • (iJNGF? (P) ♦ 
1      ß3«CONjr,(FZ(LIM.l)*F^n,2))/p,o   ♦QNÜMP(2))) 

O'lKGPTsfjfyipFT^QNFW^Htt^A^I^A^HRHOqttC ^NHTPH-CHA;'l«UNf1WF) 
0ME62U«0NEFT«(JNEMFH«HUrt<>0NHUPP 
0MEG2«sQKFFT»«NE>»F«*HKrtiR«0NMRF 
0MeG2EsQNFFT*QNt'«FH«(bA..MA«H«W0H)«( QNHEFP*W.MHFPH) ♦ 

1   'JNFFT»QNFPFP«Q:«MilF«(JNtfP»ONFFTP« 1NM4F 
ÜMFG2AaONEFT*QN^Mf-M<H,AMM(\«HWHOp«(il,iMTG)iV 
Üf'lü2dAa(0,üf 0.0) 
OMG2HHa(o,(),0»0» 
Ü0   300   la]»J 

ÜM(^HAaowr,2MA-(Cn(n/PurT))«»?«AArI)»0>.FT»Ft(LIMtI)»CONJb(FR(LIM. 

ÜM(,?HHsOMH2 ^^ ( CO ( I) /WÜ , T » ) «»?« AH f I) #(J JF T«F •• (1 . I) »CON JQ { F» r 1 . 1) ) 
300   CONTINÜF ii»»»* 

OMG?H08äO»F/(1» l)*CONJOfF/(l»n ) 
IF (iNOIrO .CT. ») oMij^MU- (WMP( 1 ) «»^OFZ ( 1,1) »r ON.JÖtF/ (1 « 1) ) 

I      -FZP (1,1) »CON K, ( F^P (1. i ) ) ) /Ao 
ÜMG2HOaOMG2 <0*f3 viF T».\INRFII (i) ♦ (en (1) /ROC 1) ) »•" 
OMG2ÖLaÄL»F/(LI U?.)i*COU ir, (FZ (L T*^» ?) ) 
IF (INDtCI. .GU ^ OMG^^t s{-FZP(LTM,2)«CONJ'. (F/P(LIM,2) )♦ 

1      •JNP(2)*»2»C0NJG(FZ(L1 N?))*F7(LTM,2))/AL 
ÜMG2rtLa«nMG?^L«iJMFT»(JNHFR(2)»(rO(-i)/Rt)(2) )»»2 
ü'4EG2rtanMri2^0*0 ^'i^HL + OMnpMA^OM^pHi 
ÜMtG2sOMFr,0»»?»   0'iE''.2F*nMF.R2r*OMEr.2U*OKtfcr^R*0MFG2E»0MEGP3 
UMPGlaCS0RT(OiviEt.2) 

0v|FG3aCS0PT(OME«J?-0MEls2T*OMEG?A) 
IF   (IN|)IC2   ,LT.   0)   ()Mfcü^sOMEGl*«2 
0MEGlFar:SoRT(OMi-.RP-ijMFG^F) 
ÜMeGlTacSQ«r(0MhG/e-0MEb'5T) 
ÜM^GlüacSORr (OMfer,P-OMkÜPl)) 
OMFGlRaCSORr(OMtft^-UMF:ü3P) 
OME6lE»CSORT(OMfeG2-OMEö>F) 
OMFGlHacSQRr (()MKG«?-0MFÜ-3P) 
UMrilrtOacSORT (OMfcr^-OMGi^o) 
OM.iiwLacsoRr(OMfer^-oMc^m ) 
OM(i»lriA«CSO«T (OMER^-OMG^tiA) 

OMGlHHarS('»'-'T(0"iF'»2-ÜMG?RH) 
LHFG3AaCSORr(OMI^J««2-UMFG2A) 
IF    (INÜIC?   .LT.    0)    UMEbiTaOHFG^A 
IF"    (iNÜir?   ,LT,    ")    OMEGisOMFGl 
UKPNtw(l )aO.-iFGl«Wo(i)/Co(l) ' 
UKPNEw(2)aO lEGl^MOC^J/C^K?) 
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SION  2.3  —PSH  I.EVEI.   29H" 

SUKROUTINE   SIMSOM(UN«\/l,\/2,OVtTNT) 
UIMENSION VHl) »V^d) 
COMPLEX QN»V1»V^.S 
SaVl (I) «CON» iG (\/^ ( 1 ) ) ♦Vl ( T<MT*n »COMJO ( V^ ( JNT* 1) ) 
KalNF 
DO   100   T«?«<»2 
SaS«4t0«Vl(I>«COMJG(V2(T)) 

100 COMTINUE 
KoK-l 
IF (K ,LT. 1) GO TO 30Ü 
00 200 !s3.K»2 
SaS*2.0»Vl(T)*C0NJ6{V2(T)) 

200 CONTINUE 
300 OMaS«DV/3.0 

RETUHN 
END 
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SION   ?.3  —PSW  LFVEL   ?^^-- 

hiltiPOUTlNE   ftXlAL(»'N»^N>,,7.0N.Cl »C?) 
COMPLEX   FN«FMP,WMtCl»C^,01,Q? 
UlaCCOS(Z*fJM) 
|J?=CSIN(>'<»U i) 
It-*    (CAHS((JM)    .EJ«   0.0)   r.o   TO   ?n 

t»')   TO   3o 
20   U?«(l«0i0»0) 
30   F l«Cl»Ql*C2«(32 

FMPS-C1»Q?* )N*»,-»*C2*U1 

FMf) 
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»SION ?.3 —PSR LFVEL 29S" 

SUHRDUTtNE TN6I4I. (FN,FN»,THET»M»CHINÜ1C1) 
COMPLEX FN»FNP.C1 
AMBM 

IF (iNOin .QT. 0) GO To SO 
FNaCl^COSCX-^THET) 
FMpa.Cl«XM'»SIN(XM»THET) 
HETUHN 

50 FN=Cl»CFXP(OMPL*(0«0«XM*THETn 
FWPaCHPLXCO.OvXMJwFivi 
HFTUHN 
ENO 

19^ 



*Ä~... .     I  — T _«_-_-»__-__-«_«^«. 

JSTON   ?.3   --PSK  LPVEL   2S>^-- 

SDMWüUTTN'F    ■!40I4I  (F.>l«HXP,n,ALP.Cl,C2»M) 
COMPLEX  FNtKNP.ALPtC] ♦C->,.Ji ,0?,Q3.Q4 
U^«(Ü,0f0.Ü) 
Q4«(ü,0t0.ü) 
CALL   Q.JFl)N('.l?»Ql .M^ALPi'O 
IF(CARS(C?)    »NE.     I.U)    CALL   RrFllNl'iAiQjtKöAL'  »M) 
F'MSC1»Q1*C2*'JJ 
IF    («   ,p«,    ,,0)    ^'   TO   bo 
FNMa-02«ri/^«(H*r2/W 
KFTUHN 

^0      IF    (M   ,FO,    1)    hNP«ftLP/3,0   »Cl 
IF    (M   ,NF,    |)    F^Pa(0.0t^,O) 
Hf TUHN 
t  ,0 
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SÄ*» 

I 

I 
»STON  ?.3   —PS«  LEVEL   29M— i 

SUHROUTINE   'JjFUM(FN,f-NP,ZtM) 
COMPLEX FN«FNPt^.At/ü(?»/n2SiS»TfQMQ2»«3 j 
Aa(0.0*0.0) ' 
^n2»Z/2,o 
^n2S«ZD?»«2 
IF    (M   .PQ,   o)      GO   TO   500 
AM   aM 
S«l.0/FACT<M) - 
T-Z02 1 
IF   (CABsm    .EQ.   0.0)    Ta(l,0,0,0) 
TST"CABS((A*)(MM,0)/{T««»M)) 
XKBl.o 1 
FN«(A-XM)»S 1 
FMP»S 

100   S»S«Z02s/(XK»(XK*xM)) a 
T«ZD2S/((XK*l.o)»(XM^XK*i,ö)) J 
Q3aA-XM-?,0«XK 
«l«T»(Q3-?.0) a 
Q?«Q1«(XK*1,0*XM/2.<J) I 
Ula(Ql-03)*S " 
U2«(T-1,0)»S 
FNaFN*Ql | 
FNPaFNP*0? 
IF   (CABS(01)/TST   ,LT.   l.oE-fl   .AND.   CAHb(02)/TST   .LT.   UOE-8) 

1      GO   TO  ?00 
XK»XK*2.o 
S«S<»T 

GO   TO   100 
200  FN"FN«Zr)?«<M 

FNP«FNP»Z02»«M 
«ETUHN 

500   TSTaCA8S(A*l.O) 
Ssl.O 
XK«l.O 
FNP«2,0«ZO2S 
FM«A*FNP 
FMP«S 

600   SaS«Z02S/(XK»XK) 
TaZO2S/((XK*l,0)»(AK*l.n)) 

ül«!2»0«Zn2S*XK«A 
(j2»((Q3*A)#T-Qi)»S 
i31a<T»(?,o»ZD2S/(XK*2,o)*A)-(?.0»ZD2S/(XK*i.O)*A))#S 

U2a(T-l,0)»S 
FMaFN*Ql 
FMP«FNP*02 

1  GO TO 700 
XKaXK*2,0 
S«S<»T 
60 TO 600 

700 CONTINUE 
750 «FTUHN laC 
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VSTON   ?.,3   --PSH   iFVEl    ?«»M-- 

COMPLEX   FM»^MM»/t'k»/0^» /n^StS.T«««»! |Q2»'U, (H . SN»GNP 

A«(0.o»n.o) 
IF   (CA8S{Z) ,r,T,   1.0r-s)   r,o   TO   10 
F^iSl,nF■^0 
FN.Msl.OFBO 
«FruwM 

10   Zi)?a^/2f0 

IF  (M.Eo.n)  fjü  rn boo 

FMSO.O 
FNPaü.O 
X IsM 
bsZI)2««(-M) 
ÜO 50 Lal,M 

KsL-l 
XKaK 

Ols?.0»/n?S*FACr ( i-r-r») 
(J?S(A*XM)*FACT ( -l-K-l ) 
U^sS/FACT(K) 
FMSFN* (01-(^)*<)i 
FMPXFNP-FACMM-IV-I )*<Ji 
SsS«Zl)2S 

50   COMTlNUF 
ö^aFN 
CJVIPSFNP 

PSIls-.STTSlSbb*« 
PSI2«PST1 
00 (SO Lsl,M 
XL»L 
PSI2sPSI?«l.n/Xu 

60 COWTINUF 
S«1.0/FACT(M» 

XKsl.o 
TSTsCABs( (A*X'UI,.))/(/Ü-J)<H»M» 
.^afH-Psn-^SI? 
Frjps{A-XM)» ^ 

FN3(FNP-?,ü)»S 

F'vJPai^^S 
100 U4afH-( 1 »n/XK^l^'/tAK + A i) ) 

PSI1 = (1.0/<<M*X^*1«)♦!./(XK*1 .)) 
(j^sA-XM-?.0*tXK 
U! r(g4«(T#( )3-^.n)- jj) ♦^,.)»(1 , ri-T i - (tJ^-2 . f)) >ToPbI 1 ) »S 

FMSFIM*Q1 
FMPahNP^fJ? 
IF    (CAMS(01>/TSI    .LI.    i.ot-M   ,äNÜ.   CAH->(Q(?)/TST    .LT.   l.()£-8) 

1      'iO   TO   ?00 
U*=04-PSI1 ,97 

bxS«T 
AKsXK*2, 
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60 TO 100 
iQQ   f:Na(FN»7n?»*M*Q'\()/3.l4iSP(?65 

FMPa(PNP«Zü^»»M*riiMP>/J,14ie59^6S 
HFTUMN 

500 TST"CABS(Ä*1.) 
Sal. 
U4aCL06(202)♦.5772l56^4n 
ÄKal. 
FNa{A*2,«Z0?S) 
FNPa(J4 
FNaFN«Q4   -ZÜ2S 

600 04*04-1,/XK 
TaZD2S/( (XK*1,)»»,?) 
SaS»Z02S/(XK»XK) 
PSI1»1,/(XK*1.) 
U3a2.«Zn?S 
Uia(Q4»(Ä<»<T-l,)*g3*<T/(XK*?.)-PSTl))-HSll»r»(A*U3/(XK*2.))* 

1  zu2s«(PSri»*»^-r/( (XK*?.)«»2)))*S 
U?aS«(Q4<»(T-1.0)-r*PSU) 
FNaFN*Ql 
FNPaFNP+Q? 
IF   (CABS(01)/Tsr   .LT.   l.nF.-fl   .ANÜ.   CAtli> <()2)/TST   .LT.   1.0E-8) 

1      «0   TO   700 
XK3XK*2. 
SsS«T 
U4a04-PSIl 
GO   TO   600 

700   FNa(FN-l,)/l.57 »7*632 
FNPaFNP/l,57079612 
HFTUHN 
END 
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I FUMCTION   FAf T(NI 
UMfMSTON   .i(20) 

j        1   3f>2H«on.,3.9^^H?^*.79nOl'>F«i ^.ag^oHoMf-'fH.Tl/HP^l^tlO, 

3     l.?1ft*Mei^2.^3?^?Kl8/ ' 
IF (N) Ip.^n»!. 

in FACT=n,n 
HFTUHN 

20 FACTsl, 
HFTUWN 

30 IF (N .f^T, PO) JO Tu ^j 
FACT=G(lM) 
HFTUWN 

40 XsM 

FACT = SQ«T(ft.2H3l«^3*x)<»fX/?,Mq?H)**N 
WFTUhJN 
END 
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SlMROUTTNF TMTE^P(R»U) 
COMMON /MUO/ HMilQ(2)),XMl)Q(2l),NM'iUtLAblNT 
IF(R .LT. HMUO<1) .OH. r? ,(5T. PMU<)(NMUU)) «r, T() bOO 
*»MO()(LASINTfNMim) 
IP (K ,LF, ^) K*] 

20 IF (K .FQ, n) KaNMUiJ-l 

lP-(« .GT, RMUg(KM) .OH. H ,LT. HMUQ(K)) QO TO 50 

bO TO 200 
SO CONTINUE 

KsMOUiK*].NMUQ) 
IF <K .eo, l.ASin) (iü To S00 
ÜO TO 2o 

200 USlNTaj 
ÜR«(R-RMUQ( J))/(HMUg(J*n-pM|J0(j) , 

Gl«XMUO(j)*DtJ*{X^i(j(j*l).xMUO(J)) 
RFTUHN 

500 OaO.O 
UASINT»! 
HFTURN 
END 

i 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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